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Summary
A unique constant volume combustion bomb has been 
constructed, which can simulate conditions in the 
small direct injection diesel engine. Initial 
pre-combustion pressures upto 55 bar, temperatures 
upto 600 C & air swirl rates upto 10,000 rev/sec have 
been achieved. Swirl is generated by a drum, located 
in the chamber, which may be rotated at speeds upto 
20,000 rev/sec.
An extensive series of heat release and photographic 
tests were completed and from these results the 
effects of pressure, temperature & swirl on the 
combustion were examined. Also spray penetrations 
were compared with a number of experimental 
correlations.
The most interesting qualified conclusions from these 
results were that:-
1) Ignition delay decreases with swirl.
2) At low initial pressures and temperatures C35 
bar, 500 C), the peak burning rate increased 
with swirl.
3) At higher initial pressures & temperatures (55 
bar, 600 C), there was a transition to the peak 
burning rate decresing slightly with swirl.
In addition to this, a multizone combustion model was 
developed, which was based on the work of Shahed,
Chiu and Lyn. This model was able to reproduce the 
heat release results obtained from the combustion 
bomb. However, the model was only really applicable 
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Notation
For chapters 1 to 5
A t, - surface area of bead (raz )
Ai - cross-sec t i ona 1 area of wire (in2 )
B ’ - Temperature coefficient (equ. 5.1)
C i to Cg- empirical constants in generalised
Arrhenius equation 
d - nozzle orifice diameter (m)
dm - diameter of molecule (m)
E - Youngs modulus (N/m*)
Ea - activation energy (J/kgmol)
f± - mass fraction; ratio of mass injected
to mass in chamber 
h - heat transfer coefficient (W/mzK)
he - height of combustion chamber (m)
id - ignition delay (ms)
I - second moment of area (m4 )
k - thermal conductivity of wire (m)
kj - radius of gyration (m)
K - constant (equ. 5.1)
1 - shaft length (m)
L - nozzle hole length (m)
- circumference of wire (m)
Lw - length of thermocouple uire (m)
m - mass (kg)
m A - mass fraction of A
mB - mass fraction of B
BfU - mass fraction of fuel
m0>c - mass fraction of oxveen
Ha ~ molecular weight of species A
M1* - reduced mass of molecule
M - mean molecular weight of mixture
n ’ - index (equ. 5.1)
Avogadro’s constant 6.023e26/kemo1 
suirl rate (rev/min) 
number of injector holes 
pressure (N/m*) 
pressure (atmospheres) 
whirl radius (m )
universal gas constant (kJ/kgmol K) 
Arrhenius reaction rate (kg/m3s) 
suirl rate (rev/min) 
spray penetration (m) 







uire temperature Cf(x)3 (K)
hot wall temperature (K)
cold wall temperature (K)
mean discharge velocity (m/s)
rotational velocity (rad/s)
whirling velocity (rad/s)
distance from base of thermocouple uire
(m )
end deflection of a cantilever uith an 
end load (m)
angle factor for hot uall
angle factor for cold uall
effective injection pressure (N/mz )
eiissivity of all surfaces (0.7)
specific ueight of gas (kg/m3 )
air density (kg/m3 )
atmospheric density (kg/m3 )
diesel fuel density (kg/m3 )
reference density of diesel fuel ( k g / m 3)
( k e  / di 3 *
CT - Ste f an-Bo i tzmann constant (W/mzK+J
0F - dimens ion less parameter lor penetration
0R -  ratio of S/ F




i nt - initial






C h a p t e r 1 • _  I n t r o d u c t i o n
1.1.a General Background
The diesel engine has established itself as the most 
dominant power unit for commercial vehicles. It has 
achieved this supremacy by its intrinsic reliability 
& good fuel economy, with the larger DI units 
approaching 40% thermal efficiency. In addition it 
has a good power to weight ratio (particulari1v in 
turbocharged form), low pollution levels & reasonable 
capital cost.
Inroads into the passenger car market are also being 
made by the diesel engine, but invariably in IDl 
form. The reasons for this will be discussed in the 
next section, but may be summarised bv saving that 
the IDI requires less development & a cheaper fuel 
injection system.
Clearly it would be desirable for the more efficient 
DI diesel to be adopted for the passenger car in 
preference to the IDI diesel, particular!^ if its 
capital cost could be reduced. Unfortunately the 
information &< resources available for the engine 
manufacturers to produce a small bore diesel are 
limited & this has stimulated research in this 
direction.
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1.1.b DI Diesel engine systems
The DI diesel system, also known as the open chambet 
system, has traditionally been divided into two 
types; quiescent &< swirling. Typically, the quiescent 
combustion chamber is of the shallow bowl type, as 
shown by the example in figure 1.1, although the air 
flow in this system is better described as 
semi-quiescent. It is necessary to ensure proper fuel 
distribution for efficient combustion, which is 
achieved by a multiple hole nozzle with upto 10 
holes. However the number of holes is limited in 
small engines, due to practical problems such as hole 
blockages & nozzle tip strength.
The swirled DI combustion chamber has a deep bowl, an 
example of which is shown in figure 1.2. This system 
is generally used in the smaller bore engines (eg bus 
& truck engines) where the number of holes is limited 
& a certain amount of swirl is required for efficient 
combust ion.
Various inlet port designs are used to generate the 
swirl. Figure 1.3 shows some of the more common 
designs used. The advantages & disadvantages of each 
system will not be discussed here, but anv design 
needs to be a compromise with the best performance 
achieved over a narrow range of engine speed. This 
range may be extended by the better matching of the 
injection system to the swirl.
A third type of DI system, which may be considered as 
a subset of the swirled DI engine, is the HAN 
H-system. The fuel is sprayed onto the piston wall
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through a single hole nozzle, as shown in figure 1.4. 
where it spreads into a thin film. Combustion is 
controlled by the rate of fuel evaporation from the 
piston uall.
l.l.c Combustion in the DI Diesel Engine
In a typical engine with swirl, diesel fuel is 
injected through a multi-hole nozzle under hish 
pressure (200 to 600 bar). The spray breaks up into 
droplets a short distance from the nozzle, with a 
mean diameter around 15 micrometers (3). As the 
combustion chamber air temperatures & pressures 
normally exceed the critical point for the fuel, 
these droplets quickly evaporate (4) & the outer 
portion of the spray will primarily be in gaseous 
form.
A short delay from the start of the injection to the 
ignition of the fuel occurs. The length of this delav 
can be difficult to determine under abnormal 
conditions, although under normal conditions it is 
fairly clear. From the engine performance point of 
view, the point of ignition is defined as the start 
of rapid pressure rise. The time difference between 
the appearance of visible flame & rapid pressure rise 
is normally negligible (5).
Combustion takes place in the vapour phase & it is 
generally accepted that the ignition delay is a 
combination of both physical & chemical delays which 
overlap (5,6,7). Lyn & Valdmanis (5) split the 
physical factors into two groups; those pertaining to 
fuel spray characteristics & those pertaining to the
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engine conditions. The factors considered under spray 
characteristics are:-
a ) Injection t iming
b) Quantity of f ue 1 i n j ected
c ) Velocity of f ue 1 injected
d) Rate of inj ect ion
e ) Drop size
f ) Spray form





j ) Engine speed
In an engine under normal operating conditions, 
compression temperature & pressure are the major 
factors affecting ignition delay. All the other 
factors have only secondary effects. For example, the 
injection timing determines the mean pressure & 
temperature seen by the fuel before ignition 8< a 
change in engine speed alters the temperature/time & 
pressure/time relationships. Other factors such as 
fuel quantity injected, only become significant under 
abnormal engine operating conditions such as 
starting.
The chemical delay is controlled by chemical 
kinetics; ie the fuel/air reaction rate increases 
with temperature, so that the relationship between 
the reaction rate & time is as shown in figure 1.5.*
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Ignition is normally considered to be at the point 
where the reaction rate increases dramatically. The 
temperature at this point is called the autoignition 
temperature for the fuel.
The essential conditions for ignition are that a 
region of vapour/air mixture within the 
inflammability limits, must be formed & suspended 
within these limits, for a sufficient length of time 
for the chemical delay to lapse. Wakil et al (6) 
studied the relationship between the vapour fuel/air 
ratio and equilibrium temperature when different 
quantities of liquid fuel and hot air are combined. 
This relationship is shown in figure 1.6. Clearly, as 
the quantity of cold fuel is reduced relative to the 
air, the resulting equilibrium temperature must 
increase. For zero fuel the equilibrium temperature 
equals the initial air temperature and vice versa for 
zero air. However, the peak fuel vapour/air ratio 
will occur when there is only enough energy in the 
air to just convert all the liquid fuel into vapour; 
ie, the saturation point *A* in figure 1.6. There are 
also two bands in which the ratio of liquid fuel to 
air will produce a vapour/air mixture between the 
inflammability limits for the fuel; ie, bands ’B* and 
$C* in figure 1.6. Ignition, if possible, will alwavs 
occur in the upper band ’C* first. Wakil et al also 
demonstrated that for small quantities of fuel, the 
time to equilibrium was very short, relative to 
ignition delay times.
When this theory is applied to a fuel spray, the only 
place where ignition may occur is towards the outer 
boundary of the spray, where the fuel vapour/air
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ratio is within the inflammability limits and above 
the autoignition temperature. At any point in a luel 
spray, the ratio of liquid fuel to air is always 
changing. Therefore for ignition to occur, the
correct fuel vapour/air ratio must be suspended for a
long enough time within the inflammability limits for
the chemical (ignition) delay to pass. Several
workers (5, 7, 8) have observed that the initiation 
of combustion is not at the fringe of the fuel iet, 
but between the fringe and the core in the above 
mentioned zone.
Pre-mixed combustion
In a DI diesel engine, the spatial position where 
ignition occurs is not fixed, but varies slightly 
from cycle to cycle. Quite often there may be several 
ignition points. Combustion spreads from these points 
and consumes the fuel/air mixture that is within the 
limits of inflammability. This pre-mixed phase, which 
is mainly controlled by the chemical reaction rate, 
continues until the prepared fuel is consumed and 
mixing controlled combustion takes over.
Combustion generated noise mainly occurs during this 
pre-mixed phase of combustion, where the rates of 
pressure rise are highest. In a typical DI engine 
rates of pressure rise of 8 to 10 bar/crank angle can 
be expected. This may be reduced by decreasing the 
ignition delay or the initial rate of mixing. The 
ignition delay may be reduced, for example, by 
turbocharging or adjusting the ignition timing for 
minimum noise. These measures effectively increase 
the mean temperature & pressure seen by the fuel
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before ignition. Turbocharging is only effective in 
decreasing the ignition delay while there is some 
boost pressure^ which cannot be ensured due to 
turbo-lag during acceleration. A method of 
controlling the mixing rate is by the MAN H-svstem, 
in which the fuel is deposited on the piston wall by 
a single spray. The combustion rate is then 
controlled by the rate of mixing off the wall.
Diffusion Combustion
By the end of the pre-mixed stage, when the piston is 
around TDC, the pressures & temperatures reached in 
the chamber are high enough for the fuel to burn 
almost as it enters the chamber. Combustion is then 
mainly controlled by the mixing rate, piston movement 
& availability of oxygen. If the ignition delay is 
short enough for the mixing rate to be increasing 
after the pre-mixed spike, the heat-release rate 
reaches a 2nd peak as demonstrated in figure 1.7.
For optimum thermal efficiency, it would be desirable 
if the heat release rate could be such that a 
constant peak pressure could be maintained until the 
fuel is consumed, the constraint on the peak pressure 
being the mechanical strength of the engine. 
Unfortunately the process of combustion in a confined 
space is inherently incompatible with this desired 
situation. As the piston progresses down the engine 
cylinder the driving forces for combustion reduce.
The pressure & temperature drop due to the increasing 
volume & the mixing rate decreases due to: a) the end 
of injection, b) reduced gas velocities, c) depletion 
of the available reactants. This causes the
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combustion to tail off & continue inefficiently at 
low temperature well down the piston stroke.
Pollutants: Particulates & Unburned Hydrocarbons
Various forms of particulates are produced by the 
diesel engine, depending on the operating conditions 
& combustion system. These particulates may be 
sub-divided into the following three groups:-
1) Liquid particulates, which appear as white or 
blue smoke. These are emitted under cold 
starting conditions, idling & low loads. They 
are formed from unburnt or partially burnt 
hydrocarbons & the colour is a function of 
droplet size. Blue smoke results from 
particulates less than 0.5 micrometers in 
diameter which are formed from recondensed HC's 
(hydrocarbons) their derivatives. White smoke 
particulates are formed from the original fuel 
droplets.
2) Soot or black smoke is formed as a product of 
incomplete combustion, particularly at hieh 
loads.
3) Other particulates include lubricating oil & 
fuel additives. Smoke from lubricating oil is 
not normally a problem in a well designed 
engine that is in good condition.
The sources of liquid particulates are numerous. They 
may be caused by shortcomings in the inlection 
system, some of which may be easily solved & some of
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which are inherent in operating over a wide speed 
range. For example, low injector closing pressure, 
leads to injector dribble as does a large sac volume. 
Secondary injections are also a source of liquid 
particulates, or unburned H C ’s.
Unburned H C ’s may also be caused by wall impingement 
of the fuel spray, where, due to the proximity of the 
wall, combustion is not possible. The amount of 
unburned H C ’s is inversely related to the wall 
temperature & evaporation rate. A large top band 
clearance can also produce HC emissions from the 
combustion free zone between the piston & cylinder 
wall. The minimum size of the top band clearance is 
limited by the maximum permissible piston ring 
temperature.
During the ignition delay a certain amount of fuel 
will be over diluted & too lean to burn once 
combustion is initiated. This region may be referred 
to as the Lean Flame Out Region or LFOR for short 
(9). It is believed that this area is one of the main 
sources of unburnt H C ’s. The size of this region 
depends on many factors, such as the pressure & 
temperature in the chamber, air motion &. the type of 
fuel (ie lean flammability limit of the fuel). Higher 
temperatures & pressures decrease the lean 
inflammability limit & the ignition delay & therefore 
the LFOR. Also, under idling conditions, a large 
proportion of the fuel injected will be in this LFOR 
& the ratio of unburned H C ’s formed in this region to 
the total fuel injected will be at its highest.
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At higher loads, the unburned HC ' s from the LFOR, the 
core & the fuel deposited on the ualls, uili be 
partially oxidised later in the combustion process, 
because of the higher temperatures & pressures. The 
relationship between fuel air ratio & HC emission is 
shown in figure 1.8. At high loads, most of the H C *s 
come from the walls (9). The higher pressures & 
temperatures associated with turbocharging also 
reduce HC emissions (10).
An advance in injection timing has also been shown to 
increase the HC emissions (11). Advanced injection 
timing causes a longer ignition delay, which allows a 
larger LFOR to be formed & more fuel to be deposited 
on the walls.
Black smoke or soot consists of irregularly shaped, 
agglomerated, fine carbon particles. The major source 
of black smoke is in the spray core, where there is a 
shortage of oxygen. The process of soot formation 
within the core is considered to be as follows (12):-
1) Pyrolysis & incomplete combustion of the fuel 
molecules produces a supersaturated 
agglomeration of condensible precurser 
molecules, which are the building blocks of 
soot nuclei. This process takes a few 
microseconds.
2) Within a further few microseconds, these soot 
nuclei combine, coagulate & grow to spherules 
of 20 nanometers diameter (time duration
0.0 5 m s ).
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3) These spherules form chains to make up soot
particules until either the precurser molecules 
are depleted or their formation is terminated 
by expansion & cooling.
Oxidation of the spherules also occurs, as thev are 
diluted with air, but the time required for the 
oxidation of 40 nanometer particles is of the same 
order as the cycle time. So if particulates grow 
above a certain size, they will not be completely 
consumed later on in the cycle. 60% of soot formed 
may be consumed later by oxidation. The extent of 
oxidation depends on the concentration of oxygen, 
temperature & residence time in the chamber (8, 12,
13). Smoke particulates may also be formed from fuel 
deposited on the chamber wall by the same process as 
occurs in the spray core.
Khan I.M. (14) found that an increase in the 
proportion of diffusion burning increases the net 
exhaust smoke. This was demonstrated by:-
a) Increasing the initial air temperature to 
shorten the ignition delay & therefore increase 
the amount of diffusion burning.
b) Adjusting the injection timing for minimum 
ignition delay.
c) Lower injection rates.
d) Pilot injections.
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He also found that a decrease in the burning rate 
increased smoke emissions. Larger diameter nozzle 
holes increased smoke due to poorer atomization & 
slower burning. Short nozzle holes decreased smoke bv 
producing bushier, faster burning sprays, although 
this effect may have also been due to the effectively 
smaller sac volume.
Nitric Oxides (NOx)
It is now generally accepted that nitric oxide from 
the exhaust gases of . diesel engines, is one of the 
pollutants which react in the atmosphere to form 
photochemical smog (15). It is also a well 
established fact that the formation of NOx in a 
diesel engine is a non-equilibrium process (16); ie, 
its production & decomposition is a rate controlled 
process. Unfortunately, the decompostion of NOx is a 
relatively slow process compared to cycle events & 
when combustion gas temperatures have cooled by 
expansion, the NOx concentrations are effectively 
frozen at their high temperature levels.
The rate of production of NOx is highly temperature 
dependent. Chemical equilibrium requirements dictate 
that most NOx will be concentrated in the lean area 
of combustion (excess 0Z ), where the flame 
temperature is below the peak flame temperature. Peak 
flame temperatures normally occur at just above the 
stoichiometric fuel/air ratio.
NOx emissions are difficult to control, as their 
reduction by present methods is normally at the 
expense of increased fuel consumption or an increase
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in other pollutants. Generally, any reduction in 
combustion temperature, caused by a change in engine 
conditions, will decrease NO* emissions. Retarding 
the injection timing will decrease the NO* 
emissions as a result of reduced combustion 
temperatures, but this invariably leads to increased 
smoke & fuel consumption (8,9,17). However, the fuel 
consumption & smoke may be improved by increasing the 
injection rate, although this will produce an 
increase of NO*. This may be useful when a trade 
off between fuel consumption, smoke & NO* emissions 
is required ( 17).
Normally, any effect which increases the amount of 
pre-mixed burning & therefore flame temperature, will 
increase NO* emissions. For example, increasing the 
swirl ratio will increase the mixing rates & 
therefore the pre-mixed burning, which results in an 
increase in NO* emissions (17).
Increasing the compression ratio or using 
turbocharging both increase the cycle temperatures & 
it has been observed that this causes an increase in 
NO* emissions. Fortunately, it is the peak 
temperature reached, which affects NO* emissions 
most & the reduction in ignition delay, produced bv 
turbocharging for example, may allow the ignition 
timing to be retarded. This can offset the increase 
in NOx emissions by decreasing the peak temperature 
reached, although the mean temperatures will be 
higher (1,8,9,18).
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) may be used to 
decrease NOx emissions by decreasing the peak
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temperature reached. There is a penalty to pay, as 
usual, with increased particulate emissions, although 
the increase in fuel consumption is not significant 
unless more than 15% EGR is used (9). EGR is not used 
much with automotive engines yet, but its use may 
increase if the regulations become more servere.
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide is formed throughout the flame, but 
only as an intermediate compound (8,19). In the lean 
flame region at the peak of combustion it is oxidised 
to C0Z almost immediately, due to the excess 
oxygen.
The present low smoke limits require diesel engines 
to be run with excess air, so most CO formed within a 
rich zone will eventually be oxidised to CO* as it 
is diluted with excess air. Thus diesel engines 
usually have little difficulty in meeting legislated 
levels.
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1.2 The Particular Problems of the High Speed 
Passenger Car Diesel Engine
Market Sector for the Passenger Car Diesel Engine
The diesel engine has for many years provided a high 
fuel economy alternative to the petrol engine. 
However, the fuel economy of a vehicle engine is not 
the only economic consideration. The diesel powered 
vehicle has always suffered from a first cost 
premium, which has to be offset against its fuel 
economy benefits. The economic factors which are of 
prime importance in the choice of power plant are:-
1) The first cost#
2) The fuel economy of the petrol engine 
compared with the diesel engine.
3) The cost of diesel & petrol.
4) The distance travelled per annum.
5) The depreciation rates of the petrol powered 
vehicle & the equivalent diesel powered 
vehicle.
Generally, the diesel powered vehicle becomes a 
‘r e a l ’ economic alternative when the annual mileage 
is above a certain figure. For the small passenger 
car, 12000 miles is an often quoted figure, although 
it can be much higher.
For the private market, economy is not of prime 
importance; eg the demand for luxury cars.
The performance of the diesel engine in terms of 
power to weight ratio, even in turbocharged form, has
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always been inferior to the petrol engine. Most 
passenger car diesel engines have a specific output 
of 24kw/l, with turbocharged diesels reaching 
specific outputs of upto 33kW/l. Against this, the 
normally aspirated petrol engine has a specific 
output of around 37 kW/1 (1). In addition, on a litre 
for litre basis, the diesel engine is heavier.
To obtain the equivalent performance of a petrol 
powered vehicle by a diesel, one could always use a 
larger engine, although this would increase the first 
cost premium. Above a certain performance requirement 
it may be argued that there is no overall economic 
advantage in using a diesel.
Noise has, in the past, been a problem with diesel 
engines. This appears to have been solved and 
generally the diesel is no noisier than the petrol 
driven equivalent in the drive by test (1, 20). Also 
with the CDI wall wetting system (based on the MAN 
M-system), the typical diesel idle noise is hardly 
noticeable.
The noise reduction in the drive by test for a 
typical passenger car diesel, has been achieved by 
retarding the injection timing from that for optimum 
performance. As noise regulations become more severe, 
a retard in injection timing alone will not be 
satisfactory in meeting these requirements.
To date, the passenger car diesel has had little 
problem in coping with emission regulations in 
general for CO, N0« & H C ’a. It is only in the area 
of particulate emissions & smoke that there have been
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any real problems & this is reflected in the smoke 
limited power outputs.
It is not the emissions, which are the real problem, 
as far as the potential owner of a diesel powered car 
is concerned, but the effect on the performance of 
meeting these regulations. The sane could be said of 
noise, although the character or pleasantness of the 
noise does have an influence on the choice of power 
plant.
PI Combustion Systems
In the previous section, the type of combustion 
system was not specified, but a common feature of 
most passenger car diesel engines is the use of the 
IDI combustion system, of which there are 
fundamentally two types; the pre-chamber & the swirl 
chamber shown in figure 1.9.
The DI system is extensively used in bus & truck 
engines, because it offers the best economy, 
reliability & service life (1). The fuel economy is 
gained from lower heat transfer & friction losses, 
along with the absence of pumping losses associated 
with a separate combustion chamber. Investigations bv 
several workers (eg 20, 21) have shown that there 
would also be a fuel economy benefit if the DI engine 
were used as the power plant for a passenger car. For 
example, Monaghan (21) converted an IDI engine 
(figure 1.10a) into a DI engine (figure 1.10b), which 
produced a decrease in fuel consumption at equivalent 
loads.
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Although the DI may be able to achieve a lu to 2u% 
improvement in fuel consumption, manufacturers 
probably consider that compliance with emission 
regulations will reduce this advantage to a slight 
improvement only, if any. For example, Monaghan (21) 
found that a straight change from an IDI to an 
equivalent low cost DI would produce a 10% reduction 
in fuel consumption, but this could be lost if 
equivalent performance or emissions were desired. The 
cheaper IDI can also compensate for its poorer fuel 
economy by inexpensive gearbox modifications or a 5th 
gear. In addition, because of the IDI*s better air 
utilization, it tends to be 10 to 15% better off in 
terms of smoke limited power.
Combustion Problems & Advantages of the DI
The requirements for good combustion in a high swirl 
DI diesel, by comparison to the IDI are much more 
precise. In the DI, the effect of fuel injection 
character1stlcs on engine performance is significant. 
Timing, duration, shape of the injection rate diagram 
& spray distribution are all important. It also 
appears that as the cylinder bore size is decreased, 
the performance of the DI becomes very sensitive to 
small changes in combustion chamber shape & form 
(21).
In the high swirl IDI, spray configuration is not 
very critical, as mixing is dependent almost entirely 
on air momentum. The level of swirl is not critical 
either, as long as it produces thorough mixing of the 
fuel spray.
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To achieve minimum emissions in a DI engine, along 
with efficient combustion, it is necessary to match 
the fuel injection to the level of swirl. The problem 
arises in trying to achieve this match over the full 
speed range of the engine. The required level of 
swirl is affected by many factors, the most important 
of which is the number of nozzle holes. There is an 
approximate inverse relationship between the number 
of holes & the level of swirl (22). With a large 
number of holes, the smoke level is more sensitive to 
swirl, as shown by figure 1.11, & also the combustion 
duration is longer due to the lower mixing rates 
associated with low swirl levels. A long combustion 
duration is undesirable for high speed operation, 
because of its adverse effect on emissions & fuel 
consumption. With a small number of nozzle holes, the 
generation of the associated high swirl levels by the 
inlet system tends to reduce the volumetric 
effeciency. Therefore the swirl generating system has 
to be carefully designed to minimise its losses, 
while still being able to generate the required 
amount of swirl.
There is a rapid decrease in air utilization at high 
engine speeds, whether the DI engine has a large or 
small number of nozzle holes. With a large number of 
nozzle holes, the longer combustion restricts the 
fuel/air ratio. With a small number of nozzle holes & 
the associated high swirl levels, the poorer 
volumetric efficiency reduces the amount of air 
available. At high engine speeds, the poor volumetric 
efficiency of the DI has less effect on the thermal 
efficiency than the high heat transfer losses of the 
IDI have (22).
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For most suirl generating systems, the swirl level is 
directly related to engine speed (23). It is 
therefore desirable for the injection angle to be 
constant, so that the injection rate is directly 
related to the suirl level. With normal inline &, in 
particular, rotary fuel pumps, the injection angle 
increases uith engine speed, because of the long 
injection pipes & general elasticity of the injection 
system. There are several methods of maintaining a 
constant injection angle over the full speed range & 
part loads, but these all involve more expensive fuel 
injection equipment. The ideal & most expensive 
solution would be a load & speed governed unit 
injector.
The mismatch of the suirl to the fuel injection 
either results in oversuirl or underswirl. Oversuirl 
prevents the fuel sprays reaching the air close to 
the uall & mixing is restricted to the centre of the 
chamber. Poor mixing also occurs after ignition, 
because the hot combustion gases & unburnt fuel are
held in the centre by the density gradient resulting
from the high suirl (24). This leads to smoke 
limited pouer, increased H C ’s & particulates.
Undersuir1ing allows excessive uall impingement to 
take place, uhich causes increased smoke & H C ’s (23).
This is due to the relatively cool ualls of the DI
engine inhibiting combustion & mixing. After the 
ignition, buoyancy forces assist in the mixing of the 
hot unburnt fuel & cooler central air (24). In an IDI
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engine, wall impingement by the spray in the 
pre-chamber is not a problem, because of the much 
hotter walls.
The economic restriction to cheap, low pressure 
injection equipment, introduces other problems as 
well as those associated with matching swirl to 
injection rate over the full speed range. The low 
pressure gives higher smoke & HC levels as shown in 
figure 1.12, because of the poor atomization and 
longer combustion tail (21, 23). The low pressure 
also leads to a longer injection duration from a 
smoke point of view, it is desirable for the duration 
to be as short as possible (22).
The DI engine also suffers from higher noise & NO^ 
levels than the IDI, because of the higher heat 
release rates (23). However, these may be reduced by 
using higher injection pressures & retarding the 
injection timing. Using a higher injection pressure 
by itself would increase the pre-mixed heat release 
spike & therefore NO* & noise, but the shorter 
combustion duration allows the injection to be 
retarded. This gives a shorter ignition delay, which 
reduces the pre-mixed spike & peak temperatures 
reached with only a slight increase in fuel 
consumption (23).
Turbocharging can improve the fuel consumption & 
power of both the IDI and DI diesel engine without 
increasing emissions. It is particularly beneficial 
with the DI, as the extra cost of the turbocharger 
may be offset by less critical fuel injection 
requirements (21). With a slight retard of the
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injection timing away from minimum fuel consumption, 
the heat release diagram may be changed so that both 
noise & NOx at full load are reduced without 
penalising efficiency at part load. Turbocharging 
decreases the ignition delay, uith a resulting 
decrease in the pre-mixed spike & peak temperatures 
reached. Also, the low volumetric efficiency, 
associated with high suirl ports in the DI, becomes 
less significant uith turbocharging.
Although the DI engine may require more expensive 
fuel injection equipment & turbocharging to achieve 
emissions & performance equivalent to the IDI engine, 
there are other areas in uhich this expense may be 
offset. In the IDI engine, the compression ratio 
needs to be comparatively high to assist cold 
starting, even uith a starting aid. This means that 
production line tolerances would be much more 
critical than uith the lower compression ratio DI 
engine.
The heat flux to critical parts is lower in the DI 
engine (eg the heat flux to the valve bridge is 30% 
less for the DI (21)), uhich means that it may be 
boosted to higher pressures without needing special 
cylinder head or piston designs. Also the heat loss 
to coolant is louer, so the power to the cooling fan 
may be reduced along with the size of the radiator.
From the above analysis, it would appear that a small 
passenger car DI diesel would require high pressure 
fuel injection equipment or turbocharging to be 
competitive with the IDI. However, with careful 
development, a competitive DI engine with a cheaper
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specification may be produced, although to do this 
would require improvements in the design & 
development tools available to overcome the lack of 
experience in this area. The most important of these 
is in the area of combustion & gas flow models.
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1.3 Fuel Injection 8< Air Motion Interaction: S u i r l
In the previous section, the overall effects of fuel 
injection & air interaction on emissions & fuel 
consumption were considered. To be able to predict 
these effects, requires a good understanding of the 
complex physical & chemical processes involved & the 
way they interact.
The first factor to consider is the interaction of 
the fuel spray uith the air. After the fuel spray 
leaves the nozzle, it becomes turbulent & breaks up 
into droplets a short distance from the nozzle. The 
mean size of the droplets is dependent on several 
factors. Figure 1.13 from Lee (18) shows the change 
in droplet size distribution for different nozzle 
diameters. Increases in chamber or injection pressure 
produces a decrease in mean droplet size as shown by 
figure 1.14. The distribution of mean droplet 
diameters varies from the largest at the jet centre 
line, to the smallest at the periphery, an example of 
which is shown in figure 1. 15. For a normal diesel 
spray, the droplets range in size from 10 to 100 
microns (27).
As the temperatures & pressures in the diesel 
combustion chamber approach the critical pressure & 
temperature of the fuel, droplets of this size, if 
immersed in an infinite volume of air, would quickly 
evaporate a very short distance from the nozzle (28, 
29, 300). However, the close proximity of the other 
droplets within the spray will inhibit the 
evaporation so that the central core will have a fog 
of fuel droplets that will penetrate some way into
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the chamber, with an outer periphery of fuel vapour. 
The distance that the droplets will survive will
be primarily dependent on their size & the gas 
pressure & temperature.
For practical purposes, the fuel spray is often 
considered as a variable density turbulent gas jet 
submerged in air (28,31,32), although the high 
density of the jet close to the nozzle (upto 30 
orifice diameters) complicates the comparison. Even 
under poor injection conditions, the fuel spray has 
been observed to behave as a gas jet uith similar 
velocity & concentration profiles (33,34,35).Thus, 
the transfer of momentum from the droplets to the air 
quickly reduces the relative velocity between the 
two, so that the fuel spray may be considered as an 
air jet bearing a fog of fuel droplets.
The growth in cross-section of the spray as it 
penetrates into the air is caused by the shearing 
action between the jet & air, which entrains air into 
the spray. The growth rate of the spray width in 
unswirled air may be derived from the Prandtl mixing 
length theory (36). There is a central core close to 
the nozzle, consisting of relatively shear free flow 
in which the nozzle leaving velocity is preserved. 
This core decreases in size as the jet progresses & 
is known as the potential core. Uith a crossflow of 
air or swirl, this core has been observed to reduce 
in length because of the enhanced air entrainment 
(24,37). As well as increasing entrainment, the 
effect of swirl on the jet is to deflect & distort
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it. Adler & Lyn (38) have also shown that the 
trajectory of a transient spray coincides with that 
for a steady state spray at the same swirl level.
To help uith flow visualization, a hydraulic analogue 
may be made of the gas jet into gas model. An 
equivalent air jet into air may be represented by a 
water jet into water on a larger scale & at a slower 
speed. Way (39) constructed a water rig, as shown in 
figure 1*16, in uhich flow visualization was achieved 
by injecting a weak alkali into a weak acid uith an 
indicator (phenolphthein), uhich showed the neutral 
boundary. By adjusting the relative strengths of the 
acid & alkali, the boundary at a particular mixture 
ratio could be shown. Figures 1. 17a & 1.17b are two 
examples taken from Way (39), which show the effects 
at different suirl levels. The numbers indicate spray 
development uith respect to time. Figure 1.17b shows 
the good mixing pattern of a spray uhich is well 
matched to the suirl level, while 1.17a shows the 
effect of oversuirl in which the spray fails to reach 
the uall.
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1.4 A Survey of C o mbustion Bombs_as an Experimental 
Tool
There appear to have been three basic approaches 
used in simulating diesel combustion. These may be 
classified under the following headings:-
1) Rapid compression machines.
2) Constant volume combustion bomb with internal 
heating of the pressurised gas.
3) Constant volume combustion bomb with external 
heating of the pressurised gas.
The rapid compression machine simulates a single 
isolated compression stroke followed by a constant 
volume combustion. Its main advantage is its ability 
to simulate closely end of compression conditions, 
but with much better visual access than would be 
possible in an engine.
There have been several designs of which three will 
be described. The first is the rapid compression 
machine built at the Massachussetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) (32). This consists of a combustion 
chamber in which air is compressed by a piston 
located in a long bore. Visual access is restricted 
to a window through the top of the cylinder head. The 
piston is forced up the bore by compressed air & the 
speed & stroke are controlled by an oil filled 
snubbing chamber. After compression, the piston is 
held at TDC by non-return pawls, so that combustion
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may occur at constant volume. The fuel is supplied to 
the injection nozzle from a pressurised accumulator 
via an electronically controlled valve.
Before any test, the chamber may be heated by passing
a continuous flow of heated dry air through the
chamber. The inlet air may also be introduced 
tangentially to induce swirl. By these means, typical 
TDC conditions for a diesel engine may be reproduced, 
although the tests presented in reference (32) were 
at relatively low pressures & swirls (ie 15 bar & 180 
rad/s m a x i m u m ).
The next rapid compression machine, as descibed in 
reference (4), is similar in concept to the MIT 
machine, but has better visual access as shown in 
figure 1.19. The piston and cylinder head both 
incorporate windows so that ’through visual a c c e s s ’ 
is possible.
The piston is driven up the bore by a pressurised gas 
supply, as in the MIT design. The speed & braking of 
the piston are controlled by an oil filled snubbing
chamber & the piston is held at TDC by the high
pressure driving gas. The maximum pressures & 
temperatures which were quoted are 36 bar & 535 C 
respect ively.
A single fuel injection was achieved by opening the 
needle valve in the injection nozzle by an 
electromagnet while maintaining a fuel line pressure 
of 260 bar.
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The third rapid compression machine (taken from 
reference (42)) is based on a free piston design, 
uhich is again driven by a compressed gas supply as 
shown in figure 1.19. The use of a light, free piston 
allows very rapid compression rates, with minimum 
losses. The piston is stopped & held by a tapered 
stopper ring, uhich also produces an effective seal 
uith the piston.
The fuel injection system uses a pintle type nozzle 
fed from a pressurised reservoir at 175 bar via a 
servo valve. The servo valve also depressures the 
line to produce a clean injection cutoff.
In performance terms, this rapid compression machine 
was the best of the three designs presented here, 
with quoted compression temperatures upto 725 C & 
compression pressures upto 83 bar.
A particular disadvantage of any rapid compression 
machine is the difficulty in controlling the final 
compression pressure & temperature directly. The 
constant volume bomb with internal heating, does not 
have this problem, as both pressure & temperature mav 
be controlled directly & independently. An example of 
this type of design is shown in figure 1.20 (43). It 
has heating elements situated in one uall, uhich 
produce a stratified temperature profile in the 
chamber. The most extreme pre-combustion conditions 
achieved uith this bomb were an air pressure of 80 
bar at 350 C & an air temperature of 530 C at 45 bar. 
Limitations with this type of design are the 
restriction to quiescent conditions & hot combustion 
chamber walls.
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A further example of this type of bomb is shown in 
figure 1.21 with the additional facility of through 
visual access. Lakshiminarayan & Dent (44) used this 
bomb to investigate, by holographic interferometry, 
the radial & axial concentrations in the vapourising 
non-burning spray. They also investigated specie* 
concentrations & temperature profiles within the 
burning spray. However, conditions were limited to a 
maximum pressure of 7 bar & an air temperature of 450 
C, which are well below the conditions found in a 
diesel engine at TDC.
Fuel injections were achieved through an 
electronically controlled jerk pump, which is similar 
in concept to the design used in this work (see 
chapter 2).
A constant volume bomb with external heating of the 
pressurised air allows colder wall temperatures in 
the bomb to be maintained & also the possibility of 
introducing some suirl within the bomb. An example of 
this type of bomb, taken from reference (31), is 
shown in figure 1.22. The pressurised air is 
pre-heated in a separate reservoir upto the desired 
temperature, and is released into the bomb via a 
solenoid valve through a tangential slot, which 
induces some suirl. Quartz uindous fitted to both 
sides of the bomb, allou through visual access.
The main disadvantages of this type of bomb are the 
difficulties in controlling the final pre-injection 
conditions of air pressure, temperature & swirl. All 
these conditions, in particular swirl, will decay
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with time, so the injection timing is critical. Also 
the range of swirl levels will be a function of the 
initial air pressures.
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1.5 The Bath High Suirl Bomb
At Bath a phenomenological jet mixing model uith 
suirl has been developed (40,45). It is hoped that 
combustion may be imposed on this model, so that 
combustion in a high suirl DI diesel engine may be 
simulated. To develop a model such as this requires a 
detailed quantitative understanding of the combustion 
process in a diesel engine. This cannot be obtained 
readily from an engine because of difficulties in 
gaining access to the combustion chamber and of 
controlling temperature, pressure & suirl 
independently. Thus a combustion bomb has been 
developed, uhich gives a fine control over these 
three conditions.
The design for the bomb may be categorised as a 
constant volume combustion bomb uith internal 
heating, but uith an unusual method of suirl 
generation. Suirl is generated by a drum inside the 
combustion chamber, uhich may be rotated at speeds of 
upto 20,000 rpm. A more detailed description of this 
design may be found in the next chapter, but the 
method of suirl generation is based on a uater rig 
design shoun in figure 1.16.
This uater rig, uhich is described by Way in 
reference (39), uas built & developed to simulate a 
diesel injection into a swirling flou by a uater 
analogy. Suirl is generated by a semi open ended 
closely fitting drum.
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The main advantages of this design of combustion bomb 
over the rapid compression machine & the constant 
volume bomb uith external heating of the air are more 
precise & independent control over pressure, 
temperature & suirl. Houever, this design is 
restricted to unrealistic hot ualls & reduced visual 
access.
This bomb has been used to study the effects of 
pressure, temperature & in particular suirl on the 
various aspects of combustion. This has been done by 
optical means (films) & heat release analysis of the 
pressure/time records. The films provided details on 
spray trajectory & also combustion in qualitative 
terms. The heat release analysis provided a more 
detailed quantitative description of combustion.
These results are presented in chapters 4 & 5.
In addition to this practical uork, a multizone 
combustion model has been uritten to help provide a 
better insight into the practical combustion uork.
The combustion model uas based on uork by Shahed,
Chiu & Lyn (31,46), but adapted to constant volume 
conditions. This model uas additional to the single 
zone heat release program, uritten by Packer (40), 
used to provide heat release details from the 
pressure/time records.
Although some interesting results have been produced 
by both the practical & theoretical uork, the 
quantity uas limited by lack of time. This uas mainly 
due to the problems 8< obstacles, uhich had to be
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overcome in developing a combustion bomb of unique 
design. These will be highlighted in the next 
chapter.
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/Figure 1.1 Shallow boul combustion chamber.
Taken from reference (]).
Figure 1.2 Deep boul combustion chamber. Taken 
from reference (1).
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Figure 1.10a IDI diesel engine. Taken frnrn 
reference (71).
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Figure 1.19 Rapid compression machine. Taken from 
reference (42 ) .
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Figure 1.21 Constant volume combustion bomb with 
internal heating. Taken from
reference (44).
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Figure 1.22 Constant volume combustion bomb with 
external heating of gas. Taken from 
reference (31).
CHAPTER 2
Description of High Suirl Combustion Bomb.
C h a p t e r  2. D e s c r i p t i o n  of hi gh  s w i r l  c o m b u s t i o n  b o m b
2. 1 Basic Specification
The main requirement for the combustion bomb was to 
have close and repeatable control over the suirl 
level. Also investigations into engine suirl levels 
have revealed that the mean suirl level around TDC 
approaches 20,000 rev/min (47). Thus the suirl level 
that should be generated by the bomb should be of the 
same order of magnitude.
The basic design concept of the bomb dictated a 
single shot injection system. In addition as the aim 
of the project uas to simulate diesel combustion, 
injection characteristics similar to those found in a 
normal DI diesel engine uere specified.
It uas also necessary to reproduce the same 
pre-ignition pressures and temperatures that would be 
reached in a typical diesel engine. These would be at 
pressures and temperatures up to 50 bar and 900 K 
respect ively.
As the combustion bomb is of constant volume form, 
the maximum pressures produced by combustion uill be 
higher than are found in an engine. The maximum 
combustion temperature likely to be seen in the 
combustion bomb uill be limited to around 2500 K, 
because of dissociation and heat transfer. Therefore 
for an initial pressure and temperature of 50 bar and
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700 K respectively, the maximum pressure using the 
following equation:-
P*aK=PInt^ T t n t
should be 180 bar! The final pressure specification 
for the bomb was based on a pressure of this order, 
with stresses restricted to those specified by the 
ASME boiler code.
The degree of accuracy and repeatability specified 
for the initial (pre-combustion) pressures and 
temperatures dictates that the gas leakage from the 
chamber should be kept to a minimum. Heat release 
analysis also requires that the leakage rate during 
and after combustion should be kept to a minimum.
Ideally, it would be desirable to have optical access
through the chamber, but unfortunately the method
of suirl generation, restricts the optical access to
one direction or view and forward lighting.
The degree of optical access required is dependent on 
the type of information that is required from the 
chamber. In this case, a knowledge of spray 
trajectories and velocities (with and without 
combustion) was required. To achieve this, a 
representative section of the combustion chamber 
needs to be in view and illuminated. The size of this 
representative section uill depend on four 
conditions: a) the symmetry of the gas flow within 
the chamber, b) the location of the injection nozzle, 
c) the number of nozzle holes and d) the spray 
d istr i but ion.
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For a centrally mounted four holed nozzle with a 
symmetrical spray distribution, one quarter of the 
chamber needs to be visible. However, in a swirling 
flow, when the fuel spray is likely to be distorted, 
a larger area needs to be covered.
The high initial steady state temperatures and 
pressures dictated fused quartz as the material for 
the windows.
A full description of the initial and transient 
conditions is necessary for control of these 
conditions and heat release analysis. The physical 
measurements required to produce a full description 
were as follous:-
1. Air suirl (velocity distribution )
2. Wall temperature
3. Gas temperature (initial)
4. Gas pressure (initial and during combustion)
High speed measurement of the fuel line pressure and 
nozzle needle lift were also required for the 
prediction of fuel mass injected and injection rate.
The high speed data acquisition system uas required to 
measure chamber pressure, fuel line pressure and 
injector nozzle needle lift. This data uas recorded 
in digital form so that it could be simply transfered 
to and analysed on the main frame computer. The 
system uas also used to control and monitor the 
injection process
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2. 2  M a j o r  R ig  C o m p o n e n t s
Introduct ion
The combustion rig consists of five major sub 
assemblies, namely:-
2.2.1 The combustion chamber and drive assembly
2.2.2 Seal chamber pressurisation system
2.2.3 The single shot fuel injection system
2.2.4 Data acquisition and control system
2.2.5 Air temperature control system
Parts of these systems were extant at the beginning 
of this project and further details of these 
components may be found in reference (40).
What follows is a detailed description of these 
sub-assemblies and how they were developed.
2.2.1 Combustion Chamber and Drive Assembly
A cross-section of the combustion chamber and drive 
assembly is shown in figure 2.1, with the optical 
head attached. Combustion chamber design was fairly 
simple, being based on the ASHE boiler code, for 
maximum safety. Inside wall temperatures were 
expected to be very high so EN58 stainless steel, 
which has good high temperature properties, was used. 
The basic chamber is shown in figure 2.2.
The location of the heating coil within the 
combustion chamber is shown in figure 2.1. It 
consists of 14m of sheathed heating element
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3anduiched between two Nimonic BOA drums, which are 
shown in figure 2.3.
There is a choice of three types of head, which may 
be used: qn instrumented head, an anemometry head and 
an optical head* The instrumented head (figure 2.4) 
is used for detailed heat release analysis, being 
fitted with a pressure transducer, head temperature 
thermocouple and several thermocouples for measuring 
gas temperatures at different locations. Velocity 
surveys may be effected with the anemometry head 
(figure 2.5), which has the facility to traverse 
axially a hot wire probe across the chamber at 6 
different locations. High speed filming may be done 
with the optical head (figure 2.6).
The optical head consists of three quartz windows 
held in position by 10 Allen screws, which facilitate 
their cleaning. Originally the quartz windows sealed 
on the inner flange shown in figure 2.1, but at high 
pressure the windows were forced off these, unless 
high clamping forces were used. To reduce the high 
stresses generated, the clamping rings were modified 
so that sealing was effected between the windows and 
clamping rings themselves. However, this design, 
which is shown in figure 2.7, required water cooling 
as Viton o-rings had to be used. This restricted the 
pre-combustion temperatures that could be generated, 
because of the heat lost to the cooling water.
All the heads are held down onto the bomb by 8 half 
inch Nimonic 80A bolts, which pass through the 
chamber walls into 8 captive nuts welded to a split 
mounting plate. Sealing between the two is
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satisfactorily achieved by a Corruplus self 
pressurising seal.
Although any symmetrical shape could have been 
chosen, to keep the geometry simple a shallow drum 
configuration (figure 2.3) was used, based on the 
design lessons learnt from the water rig (39).
The swirl generating drum had to withstand high 
temperatures and thermal and pressure shocks from 
combustion, as well as the stresses induced by 
rotation at 20,000 rpm. With these conditions in 
mind, Nimonic 80A was chosen as a suitable material 
for the drum. The drum is located on a shouldered 
spigot on the end of the drive shaft and is clamped 
in place by a simple nut.
Drive Shaft Bearings and Lubrication
Originally, gas bearings were used to support the 
shaft, rather than oil lubricated plain or ball 
bearings, because of worries about possible oil 
ingress into the combustion chamber and the high 
temperatures they would be exposed to. Unfortunately 
these suffered from insurmountable development 
problems and they were eventually abandoned in favour 
of a ball bearing system.
Two systems were developed. The first, designed by 
J.Packer, used two extra light radial ball bearings and 
is described, along with the radial gas bearing system, 
in reference (40). The second system consisted of two 
opposed angular ball bearings of sturdier dimensions 
as shown in figure 2. 1. These are mounted in a
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stainless steel housing, with the inner bearing 
(nearest the combustion chamber) rigidly clamped in 
place. Shims in the end plate, press against the 
outer bearing to take up any free play and pre-load 
the bearings.
The bearing choice uas based on the guidelines set 
out in the RHP standard bearings technical handbook 
(48). Loads and speeds for the bearings were based on 
the worst running conditions. These were calculated 
to be an axial load of 1874 N, (from an expected 
combustion chamber pressure of 60 bar), a radial load 
at 10% of this and a continuous running speed of 
20,000 rpm. The small radial load was assumed to come 
from slight differences in the tensioning of the twin 
opposed drive belts. Under these conditions the 
handbook gave a bearing life of 250 hrs with a 10% 
failure rate.
Lubrication of the bearings is by an SAE 20/50 motor 
oil, which is circulated from a separate oil 
reservoir. The oil is pumped to the bearings by an 
electronic car fuel pump and returns to the reservoir 
through four drainage holes. An oil flinger provides 
effective sealing at the outer end of the shaft.
Two electric motors situated on either side of the 
bearing housing drive the shaft. Power is transmitted 
from the motors to the shaft by two high speed flat 
belts mounted on crowned pulleys. The motors are 1.1 
kW router motors with a free speed of 27,000 rpm. 
Their use stems from the gas bearing design, which 
used direct drive and therfore required a motor which 
could run at the required shaft speed. Speed control
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of the motors is effected by control of the voltage 
supply with a Variac. The speed range of the shaft 
depends on the ratio of the shaft pulley to motor 
pulley diameters.
2.2.2 Sealing between Drive Shaft and Chamber
Successful sealing between the shaft and combustion 
chamber uas hampered by the combination of four 
arduous conditions. These were as follows:-
1. Continuous chamber pressures upto 55 bar with 
higher intermittent combustion pressures.
2. High shaft speeds with the associated surface 
velocities.
3. High temperatures.
4. A limited space, between the bearings and drum, 
to fit a sealing system. This is due to the 
whirl speed restriction on the length of shaft 
overhang.
A labyrinth seal was developed as a first solution, 
details of which may be found in reference (40), but 
the leakage rate could not be reduced to an 
acceptable level. This gave way to the present design 
(figure 2.1), which incorporates two carbon faced, 
pressure balanced, rotary type seals mounted in 
tandem. These were supplied by EG and G Sealol Ltd. 
Cooling and lubrication is provided by a 
recirculating pressurised oil buffer, which also 
provides a pressure drop between the two seals. Each
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seal may withstand a pressure differential of 70 bar, 
thus giving a combined differential of 140 bar for 
the pair.
Sealing between the rotating shaft and fixed seals is 
effected by an intermediate stainless steel mating 
ring (figure 2.1). The mating rings are clamped to 
the shaft by an end sleeve, which also provides a 
shoulder for the suirl generating drum to sit on.
Although the shaft speed of 20,000 rpm may appear 
excessive, the surface velocity at this speed is only 
20 m/s, which is well within the limits for a seal of 
this type. At a negligible pressure differential the 
seals are designed to withstand a surface velocity of 
80 m/s, although this specification reduces slightly 
with pressure. The biggest problem associated with 
this shaft speed uas maintaining the runout of the 
mating rings to less than 0.0005". This required 
precision machining of all the components, plus 
stress relieving heat treatment of the stainless 
steel shaft, before its final machining.
The seals were protected from the combustion chamber 
temperature of upto 650 C by isolating the seals from 
the combustion chamber and cooling them with the 
buffer oil. Also the spacer between the mating rings 
uas machined from copper to aid conduction of heat 
away from the inner mating ring to the buffer oil. 
Fins were also machined in the copper spacer to aid 
this process (figure 2.8). These precautions reduced 
the effective temperature at the seal to less than 
200 C.
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The distance between the drum and inner bearing 
support was such that there was a possibility of the 
critical whirling speed being within the operating 
range of the system. Whirling is the condition where 
the shaft axis leaves the axis of rotation (see 
figure 2.9), which would not be tolerated by the 
seals or drum. Thus a theoretical analysis was made, 
with a few pessimistic simplifications, to find the 
critical whirling speed.
For a cantilevered shaft with an end mass, the 
critical whirling speed is equal to the natural 
frequency of transverse vibration. This may be found 
from the following equation (49):-
r  - 2 . 1
W n - / [ 1|(nicl+-0S2 3 m s )]
where I - second moment of area 
m,*- drum mass 
m$- shaft mass 
1 s~ shaft length
Using the minimum shaft diameter of 11 millimeters:-
W n= 16247 rpm
This is within the operating speed of the shaft, but 
fortunately the drum applies a virtual stiffness to
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the shaft by gyroscopic action. The actual whirling 
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This gives a whirling speed of 21441 rpm, which is 
just outside the shaft operating range, but as the 
assumptions made were on the pessimistic side, it is 
quite likely that the whirling speed will be above 
this. No whirling was experienced at 20,000 rpm or 
below during the tests.
Seal Chamber Pressurisation System
Of the three main requirements for the seal chamber 
pressurisation system, the most important was to 
minimize the pressure difference between the 
combustion chamber gas and the buffer oil. The 
principle behind this was: "the lower the pressure 
difference, then the lower the gas leakage rate". At 
the same time, the buffer oil pressure could not 
exceed the combustion chamber pressure by more than
0.7 bar or exceed 70 bar in total. It would have also 
been unrealistic to expect the pressurisation system 
to follow the changes in pressure during combustion.
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The final hydraulic circuit which uas developed is 
shown in figure 2.10. The hydraulic power pack 
(figure 2.11) consists of a three phase 2.24 kW 
electric motor, which drives a 200 bar gear pump. The 
pump is housed inside the oil reservoir, which acts 
as a heat sink for the oil returning from the hot 
seal chamber. An oil cooler was considered 
unneccessary, because of the large capacity and 
surface area of the reservoir. Filtration is by paper 
element and the maximum system pressure is restricted 
to 70 bar by a pressure relief circuit.
Three valves are used to control system pressure. On 
the outlet of the hydraulic pack, a manually operated 
needle valve, limits the seal chamber pressure to 
less than 0.7 bar, when both solenoid operated 
valves are open and the circuit is unrestricted. A 
Mannesmann Rexroth pressure relief valve (type DBEM 
20-30/200Y) shown in figure 2. 12, controls the system 
pressure from 6 bar to 70 bar. The system pressure is 
controlled by the level of current fed to a 
proportional solenoid in this valve.
Parallel to the pressure relief valve is a solenoid 
operated Keelavite valve, which has been converted to 
on/off operation. When the system pressure needs to 
be reduced to below 0.7 bar, this valve is opened.
The system is controlled by the electronic circuit 
shown in figure 2.13. The circuit has been split up 
into different sections marked by the dotted lines, 
where each section has its own function.
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Sections 1 and 2 of the circuit allow the bomb and 
seal pressure to be monitored, without affecting the 
control signals. Section 3 is an invertor, which 
changes the sign of the bomb pressure, for correct 
operation of the error amplifier (section 4). Section 
4a is a summing amplifier, which compares (sums) the 
fluid pressure with the inverted bomb pressure to 
produce an error signal. An error signal is produced 
if the ratio of the bomb pressure to the seal pressure 
is different to the ratio of the resistors x and y 
(330/390). That is, the seal pressure is maintained 
at 85% of the bomb pressure. A time constant of 5 
seconds is built in to damp the response of this 
circuit.
Section 4b is a unidirectional limiting amplifier to 
restrict the drive to section 9 to between 0 and 10 
volts. Section 9 is the voltage to current convertor, 
which drives the proportional valve coil with 
constant current. This reduces the effect of valve 
coil temperature on the system performance.
A number of safety circuits have been built in for 
secure operation. Section 5* opens the on/off and 
forces the proportional valve open (via D2) if the 
seal pressure exceeds-the bomb pressure and thus 
prevents the bomb being filled with oil. This may 
occur if the bomb is depressurised rapidly or the 
bomb pressure goes below the minimum operating range 
for the proportional control valve.
It was also necessary to make the proportional valve 
stay open (section 6), while the on/off valve was 
open and the bomb was pressurised. Without this, the
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proportional control valve would a t t e m p t  to increase 
the seal chamber pressure -which it would be unable 
to do while the on/off valve was open- by closing. In 
this situation, sudden closure of tlhe on/off valve 
would cause the seal chamber pressure to exceed the 
bomb pressure, before the proportional valve could 
o p e n .
In the case of a failure of the hydraulic pump, 
section 7 of the circuit, would open the on/off 
valve, and force the proportional valve open via D2, 
when the seal pressure reached zero- This was to 
prevent the circuit being fooled inlto closing the 
proportional valve in an attempt to restore the seal 
chamber pressure. Restoration of the hydraulic pump 
supply in this case would again cause the seal 
chamber pressure to exceed the bomb pressure 
catastrophically.
With this system, the only time the seal pressure may 
exceed the bomb pressure would be during 
pressurisation of the combustion bomb, when the 
on/off valve has to be manually triggered to close.
In this situation, care has to be taken not to close 
the on/off valve until the bomb pressure has exceeded 
8 bar. This is because the proportional valve can 
only control the seal pressure when it exceeds 6 bar. 
Failure to do this would result in a small leakage of 
oil into the combustion bomb before the valve could 
open automatically again.
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2 . 2 , 3  S i n g l e  S h o t  I n j e c t i o n  S y s t e m
The basic (unmodified) single shot fuel injection 
system is described fully in reference (40), but a 
brief description of the system would help before 
describing the modifications.
The system is based around a CAV Minimec 6 element in 
line fuel pump (figure 2.14).Five of the elements 
have been disabled, and the remaining one is 
connected to the fuel injection nozzle by a length of 
standard fuel pipe. All governor and throttle 
linkages were removed and an extension bar connects 
the end of the fuel rack to an electric solenoid.
A 0.19 kW single phase induction motor drives the 
fuel pump via a vee belt, which connects to a 
flywheel on the end of the pump camshaft. Pump speed 
may be varied by altering the diameters of the 
pulleys. A small stud on the flywheel is used to 
trigger a signal in a magnetic pickup, which is used 
as a reference event for the control system.
With the solenoid de-energised, the fuel rack is held 
closed (zero fuel) by a spring. Thus, no injections 
will occur while the pump is running in this 
condition. To achieve a single injection, once the 
control system has been triggered, the sequence of 
events is as follows:-
1. The computer waits for the reference event from 
the pump pulley.
2. A preset delay occurs after this signal for 
synchronisation purposes.
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3. The solenoid is energised and pulls the rack 
o p e n .
4. The fuel element performs an injection.
5. The solenoid is de-energised so that the rack 
closes & only one injection takes place.
The amount of fuel that is injected may be controlled 
by the relative position of the solenoid to the fuel 
pump.
Fuel Injector and Cooling Jacket
The fuel injector is a CAV S-type. Under normal 
engine operating conditions, this type of nozzle 
would be mounted in a cooled cylinder head with a 
regular intermittent flow of fuel through the nozzle. 
In the combustion rig, the conditions are the 
complete opposite, in that the head is uncooled and 
there is no flow of fuel through the nozzle except 
for a single shot during tests.
Originally the injection nozzle was uncooled, but a 
satisfactory injection could only be obtained at low 
temperature conditions. A simple cooling jacket was 
therefore designed (figure 2.15), which was soldered 
to the outside of the nozzle holder. This only cooled 
the upper portion of the nozzle, but allowed the 
injector to give a better performance at higher air 
temperatures upto 500 C.
The cooling jacket design was subsequently improved 
(figure 2.16) so that it extended to the end of the 
nozzle and also allowed the cooling water to cool the 
nozzle directly. Flow control fins were incorporated.
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which directed the water to the tip of the nozzle. 
This improved performance of the nozzle at even 
higher temperatures to a certain extent.
However, the injection was still not wholly 
satisfactory, so a different method of solution was 
also tried. Before an injection, the fuel in the fuel 
line is at low pressure. It was assumed that when 
the nozzle overheated, the increased vapour pressure 
of the fuel would force the fuel out of the line. An 
attempt at a fuel injection under these circumstances 
would only result in the fuel line being refilled 
with fuel instead.
The solution adopted was to increase the static fuel 
line pressure. Initially the inlet pressure to the 
fuel pump was increased to 5 bar, which indirectly 
increased the static fuel line pressure. This 
maintained the performance of the injector at 
slightly higher temperatures and resulted in the 
design of a continuous fuel line pressurisation 
system.
A schematic diagram of the system is laid out in 
figure 2.17. A tee junction has been incorporated 
in the fuel line, with a non return valve in the fuel 
pressurisation supply side. Spare components from a 
fuel pump element have been used for the non-return 
valve, which only allows fuel into the fuel line when 
there is a pressure gradient in that direction.
During an injection the non-return valve, which has a 
travel of .075 mm, is automatically forced shut by 
the increase in fuel line pressure.
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As no significant fuel flow was required, it was not 
necessary to use a high pressure fuel pump. Instead a 
simple differential piston arrangement was used, 
which is shown in figure 2.18. By applying 5 bar to 
the top of the large piston, a pressure of 60 bar mav 
be generated under the smaller piston and therefore 
in the fuel line. The small bore piston chamber mav 
be recharged with fuel by opening the inlet valve 
shown in the figure and pressurising the underside of 
the large piston using the air control valve. This 
system cured the remaining injection problem with no 
further poor injections occuring after its adoption.
2.2.4 Data Acquisition, Control and Instrumentation 
General
At the heart of the high speed data acquisition and 
control system is a microcomputer, which controls the 
injection process and stores the resulting data. 
Alongside and independent of this exists the steady 
state instrumentation for reading temperatures, 
steady state pressures and shaft speed. Some of this 
equipment was extant at the beginning of this project 
and a full description of it may be found in 
reference (40).
Data Acquisition and Control
The microcomputer is a series 2 Commodore PET, which 
has been expanded from 8k to 32k RAH memory. The PET 
communicates through three interface cards as shown 
in figure 2.19.
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An Analogies MP6812 analogue to digital converter 
(A-DC) is used in the data acquisition card along 
with a 6522 versatile interface adaptor (VIA). 
Sampling rate, number of samples and number of 
channels are controlled by the VIA.
The solenoid control card uses a 6522 VIA also and a 
6840 chip containing three 16 bit timers. This card 
controls the solenoid energise synchronisation and 
duration for the fuel pump rack.
After each test the digital data stored in the PET 
may be displayed on the oscilloscope through the 
oscilloscope output card. The PET presents a section 
of the data from any one of the four channels 
(chamber pressure, needle lift, fuel line pressure 
and spare) to the cards VIA. A digital to analogue 
convertor (DAC) in the card converts the digital 
representation of the data sample into analogue form. 
One channel of the card outputs the x coordinate and 
the other outputs the y coordinate of the data.
Transducers (Transient)
There are three transducers which feed information 
into the high speed data acquisition system. The 
first is a Kistler 6121 quartz pressure transducer 
for measuring transient combustion chamber pressures. 
It incorporates a Polystable quartz element, which is 
reliable in ambient temperatures upto 350 C and may 
withstand flash temperatures of upto 2500 C. A cooled 
jacket is used, as the instrumented head temperature, 
where the transducer is located, may exceed 500 C.
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Figure 2.20 shows the water cooled part of the 
tranducer, water being supplied at a pressure of 3 
bar from the University cooling pond. An inner sleeve 
holds the transducer in place and produces a gastieht 
seal with the head. The transducer signal is 
conditioned and amplified by a Vibrometer Charge 
Amplifier, type TA-3/C, which sends its output to the 
PET interface.
The two other transducers measure the important 
parameters concerned with the fuel injection. That is 
fuel line pressure and injection nozzle needle lift. 
Fuel line pressure is measured by a strain gauge type 
pressure transducer, which is positioned in the fuel 
line 3 cm from the injector body. Needle lift is 
measured by an induction type transducer which is 
located in an extension on top of the fuel injector 
body. Both transducer signals are conditioned and 
amplified by individual CAV amplifiers.
Transducers (Steady State)
Both combustion chamber and seal chamber pressures 
are measured by variable reluctance transducers (NEP 
type 1028). The combustion chamber transducer is 
connected to the supply line and has a range from 0 
to 140 bar. The seal chamber pressure transducer has 
a range up to 70 bar.
Conditioning of the transducer outputs is by an SE 
4000 system amplifier, which passes the two signals 
onto the circuit for controlling the seal chamber 
pressure. The combustion chamber pressure is 
displayed by a panel mounted DVM.
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The swirl drum speed is measured through a sixty 
segment wheel, connected to the drum drive shaft 
(figure 2.1). This is used to induce signals in an 
Orbit magnetic pickup, uhich are converted into 
revolutions per minute by a digital display Orbit 
tachometer.
Under normal operating conditions, the gas 
temperature in the combustion chamber is measured by 
Cromel Alumel thermocouples, at three locations as 
shown in figure 2.21. Two of the thermocouple probes 
are unsheathed, the other being sheathed in stainless 
steel. The sheathed thermocouple gives a rough guide 
to the reliability of the more accurate unsheathed 
thermocouples. Thus a large discrepancy between the 
two readings would indicate a breakdown in the 
electrical insulation of the unsheathed 
thermocouples.
The unsheathed thermocouple design is shown in figure 
2.22. In the araldited section, a small section of 
the porous thermocouple insulation has been removed. 
This was neccessary for an effective seal between the 
Araldite and thermocouple wire. The long length of 
l/8th inch S.S tubing isolates the Araldite from the 
high combustion bomb temperatures.
The signal from thermocouple number 1 is used by the 
coil temperature control system for gas temperature 
control. The signals from thermocouples 2 and 3 are 
processed and displayed by an Ancom DTK-1000 digital 
thermometer via an Ancom MSR-12 twelve way switch.
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The temperature of the inside surface of the cylinder 
head was required for a rough estimate of the heat 
transfer rate during combustion. This was measured by 
flush mounting a 3/8" bolt shown in figure 2.23, 
with a Cromel Alumel thermocouple soldered into the 
end. A temperature survey of the head was conducted 
by M. Balci (51), with five thermocouples in 
different locations. This showed that the mean head 
temperature could be given by a thermocouple 
positioned at a specific location. Therefore only one 
thermocouple is used to measure the mean head 
temperature and its signal is processed by the two 
Ancom instruments described in the previous section.
Heating Coil Temperature Measurement
Two stainless steel sheathed thermocouples are 
embedded in the heating coils. One of these feeds 
into the two Ancom instruments (section 2.2.n) for 
display on the panel mounted meter. The other signal 
is used by the air temperature control system to 
prevent the heating coils from overheating during 
warm up.
High Speed Camera
A Hycam 16 mm high speed camera is used to record 
fuel/air mixing and combustion, at frame rates upto 
8000 fps. Speed control is effected by control of the 
input voltage with a Variac. The instantaneous frame 
rate may be obtained from timing marks strobed on to 
the film edge during filming.
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Illumination of the combustion chamber was initially 
achieved by two 250 Watt projector lamps, but these 
were unable to produce enough light. Greater 
illumination was obtained subsequently from two M3 
photo flash bulbs. They may only be used once to give 
a short burst of light, as shown in figure 2.24, but 
the intensity is 100 times greater than that of the 
projector lamps. Their effective duration is only 15 
ms, but this is adequate to cover a full 
injection period.
A timing circuit, as shown in figure 2.25, 
synchronises the flash with the injection period. The 
delay for the flash, which is taken from the 
energisation signal for the fuel pump solenoid, is 
set by a potentiometer on the front of the circuit 
pane 1.
A high speed light meter was also built to help set 
the delay period for the flash and the exposure 
setting for the camera. The circuit diagram for this 
is shown in figure 2.26.
2.2.5 Air temperature control system
The original temperature control system, which is 
described in reference (40), used to control the 
temperature of the heating coils, but this was l a t  er 
switched to directly controlling the air temperature. 
Also the coils and power transformer were uprated 
from 1 to 3 1/2 kW capacity. As a result of this a 
system to prevent the coils from overheating was 
designed and built.
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A thermocouple embedded in the heating coils, drives 
the circuit, which is shown in figure 2.27. If the 
heating coil temperature exceeds the value set on the 
panel mounted potentiometer, then the circuit 
triggers a relay to switch out the power transformer. 
The circuit also cuts out the power if the 
thermocouple becomes open circuit.
Absorption of heat by the seal oil supply, cooled 
pressure transducer and cooled injector, forced the 
uprating of the heating coils to 3 1/2 kW capacity. 
The original 10m of sheathed heating element, was 
replaced by 14m of sheathed heating element, but of 
greater current earring capacity. Peak continuous 
temperature operation for both these elements is 980 
C.
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CHAPTER 3
Calibrations and Experimental Procedure.
Chapter 3: Calibrations & Experimental Procedure 
3, 1.a Calibrat ion of Pressure Transducer
The steady state seal chamber & combustion chamber 
pressure transducers uere calibrated against a dead 
weight tester. In both cases the output voltages of 
the transducer amplifiers uere adjusted to read 6.9 
volts for a pressure of 1000 psi gauge, which is 
equivalent to 1 volt per bar. Both transducers uere 
periodically tested, but they proved to be very 
stable with time.
The piezo pressure transducer used for measuring 
transient pressures in the combustion chamber was 
periodically tested on a purpose built test rig, 
schematically illustrated in figure 3.1. Basically, 
this rig rapidly discharges a pre-set pressure 
applied to the pressure transducer, through a quick 
release ball valve. This negative step input of 
pressure is converted to an output voltage by the 
charge amplifier connected to the transducer & 
recorded on the peak hold DVM. From this, a 
calibration constant in terms of volts per bar is 
obtained.
The transducer had a non-linearity of 0.3% over its 
operating range. Also before & after each test series 
the calibration constant was checked, but the 
difference between each set of results never exceeded
0.7% during the whole test series.
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3.1.b Fuel Quantity
The measurement of the fuel mass injected by the 
single shot fuel injection system was impeded, 
because of the small masses (0.1 g m s ) involved. A 
simple method would have been to repeat several 
injections into a container of known mass, measure 
the change in mass & obtain the mean mass per 
injection. However, this mass would not correspond to 
the mass injected into a pressurised chamber, because 
of the lack of back pressure on the nozzle.
A solution to this problem, illustrated in figure 
3.2, was to measure the volume of fuel fed into the 
pump, rather than the mass injected. The fuel pump is 
supplied from a capillary tube, with an internal 
diameter of 1.2014mm. Volume fluctuations are damped 
out by the needle valve below the tube & the 
resulting pressure fluctuations are absorbed by a 
short length of reinforced plastic tube. An injection 
of fuel results in the level of fuel in the capillary 
tube dropping by an amount which should approximately 
correspond to the mass injected. This quantity should 
be less than the mass injected because of the 
minimal, but unavoidable leakage from the nozzle.
To obtain the mass of fuel injected, the fuel was 
injected into a container of known mass & the change 
in mass measured to a resolution of 0.1 milligrams.
At the same time the drop in the capillary tube level 
was recorded. From these two figures, the 
relationship between the fuel mass injected & the 
drop in the level of the fuel was obtained.
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Before calibrating the fuel injection system, the 
following precautions were taken to ensure repeatable 
r e s u l t s :-
1. The LP fuel system was bled to remove all 
traces of air.
2. The fuel pump was warmed up to a stable 
temperature by running it for an hour.
3. Several test injections were made to remove any 
air from the HP fuel pipe.
4. The initial fuel level in the capillary tube 
was started at the same height before each 
test to reduce the effects of gravity on 
the system.
An example series of injections is shown in table 3.1. 
These produced a mean ratio between the mass injected 
& the mass predicted (from the capillary tube) of 
1.0424 with a standard deviation of Q.0246 (2.36%). 
This deviation is quite acceptable in comparison to 
the variation in the mass of fuel burnt, as predicted 
by the heat release analysis program.
3.1.c Thermocouples
It is well established that physical gas temperature 
measurement at high temperatures may be influenced by 
the effects of radiation and conduction. Therefore a 
theoretical analysis of the error between the actual 
gas temperature & the thermocouple reading was done. 
The problem was considered as shown in figure 3.3,
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where the thermocouple bead is attached to a side 
wall by two thin wires. The gas passes over the bead 
& wires with a velocity related to the swirl level. 
Also the bead & wires receive & emit radiation to two 
walls at temperatures T* & Ta . The angle factor 
was considered to be 2/3 for the hot wall & 1/3 for 
the cold wall (bomb head). E»was taken to be the 
emissivity for all surfaces. By applying the 
principle of conservation of energy the following 
equations were derived:-















Therfore substituting 3.5 & 3.6 into 3.1, and 3.5 
into 3.6 g i v e s :-
By,+ cy*+ D 3,7
d x
m  - 3 . 8
- L '  -  »2
dx
The boundary conditions for these equations were as 
f o 1 lo ws:-
at x=0 Ti=T3
at x=Lw T X=T
where
T= [*fcE0a(oxTj+a3Tj)-2kAl( ^ - h fcAb(T-TJl)]’ - 3.9
These derived equations were used in a simple 
numerical computer program, to give the temperature 
reading error for the thermocouple under different 
conditions.
The relationship of most interest was between the 
level of swirl & the thermocouple temperature error. 
The greatest errors in measurement are most likely at
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high temperatures & low swirl levels. Therefore the 
temperature errors were computed at various swirl 
levels for the following constant conditions:-
Air temperature 
Hot wall temperature 
Cold wall temperature 







Diameter of wire 0.203 mm
Length of wires 0.15 m
Gas Pressure 35 bar
0.7
The results for this analysis are shown in figure 3.4 
& show that the maximum error will be 4 C above the 
the actual air temperature at the minimum swirl level 
of 100 rad/s. This error reduces to 1.5 C at 1000 
r a d / s .
All the experiments were done at swirl levels above 
100 rad/s. Also, in this analysis, the air 
temperature used was 100 C above the maximum
temperature attained experimentally, which will 
increase the radiation errors. Since the errors will 
be at their maximum under these conditions, it seems 
reasonable to consider that the actual experimental 
temperature errors will be within acceptable limits.
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3.2 Experimental Procedure
A strict experimental procedure was followed to 
produce repeatable & controlled results. Generally 
this procedure was the same whatever the type of 
test. For an optical test, there was the additional 
operating procedure for operating the camera & 
lighting. Similarily, certain procedures would be 
excluded such as the heating coil operation in a cold 
test or the swirl control in a quiescent test.
What follows therefore, is a comprehensive 
description of the experimental procedure including 
all operations, some of which were unnecessary 
depending on the type of test.
3.2.a Initial Start Up Routine
1. Check solenoid battery is charged & full. Also 
check the oil levels in the seal lubrication 
tank, the bearing lubrication tank & the fuel 
t a n k .
2. Turn on all the instrumentation & load the 
control program into the PET computer.
3. Open the valve on the gas bottle and pressurise 
the combustion chamber & check that the drum 
shaft seals are working.
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4. Turn on the seal lubrication pump & check the 
seal chamber pressure is less than lo psi on 
the low pressure gauge (to prevent oil leakage 
into the combustion chamber). Close the valve 
to the low pressure gauge.
5. Turn on the injector & piezo-electric pressure 
transducer cooling water supply plus the 
associated low flow alarm.
6. Switch on the heating coil control circuit & 
select the desired air temperature.
7. Allow the instrumentation to warm up & 
stabilise for at least 1 hr.
8. Mount the camera on its frame & connect up the 
three power & control cables.
9. Turn on the fuel supply & bleed any air from 
the fuel pump.
10. Turn on the low pressure air supply & open the 
inlet valve to the fuel pressurisation system. 
Retract the differential piston, by pushing in 
the air control spool valve to prime the 
pressurisation system. Close the inlet valve & 
pressurise the fuel system by pulling out the 
spool valve.
11. Switch on the solenoid battery power supply.
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3.2.b General Test Procedure
1. Select the calibration mode on the PET 8< adiust 
the bit readings for the fuel line & needle 
lift to approximately 10.
2. Increase the pressure in the bomb to 10 bar &
press the valve reset switch for the seal
pressurisation system. This will close the 
bypass valve, which will allow the buffer oil 
to be pressurised.
3. Increase the bomb pressure to the required 
value using the pressure regulator on the gas 
bottle, while leaving the gas inlet valve open.
4. Switch on the fuel injection pump.
5. Switch on the swirl motors & bring them upto
the required speed. If the swirl speed is to 
exceed 2500 rpm, turn on the bearing 
lubrication system. The swirl motors will need 
an occasional adjustment to keep them at the 
correct speed.
6. Select the test mode on the PET computer & 
input the control parameters for the injection 
process and data acquisition. (See 3.2.c for a 
description of the parameters.)
7. Allow the air and coil temperatures to 
stabilise & note their values. At the same 
time, note the swirl speed & the initial fuel 
line pressure.
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8. Place the flash bulb holders in their 
respective window holes. (See 3.2.d for the 
camera & lighting set u p . )
9. Shut the gas inlet valve & allow the bomb 
pressure to drop slowly to the exact pressure 
required for the test. While this is happening, 
the other conditions should be monitored 
constantly to make sure that they do not alter.
10. Unground the pressure transducer & start the 
camera, which should trigger the injection 
process & flash bulbs after the pre-set delav. 
If the camera is not being used, the injection 
process may be triggered manually by the switch 
on the control panel.
11. Turn off the power for the camera, which should 
have stopped after the film has finished.
12. Slow down the swirl motors & switch off the 
power supply along with the bearing lubrication 
system.
13. Open the exhaust valve &< allow the pressure to 
drop slowly. (The bypass valve for the seal 
pressurisation system should open 
automatically when the bomb pressure goes below 
8 b a r . )
14. Remove the photo-flash bulb holders & eject the 
spent bulbs.
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15. Examine the data from the PET, which should be 
displayed on the oscilloscope. A section from 
channel 1 (fuel line pressure) will be visible 
& this may be scanned by using the *<• & *>• 
keys. Channel 2 (needle lift) & channel 3 
(chamber pressure) may also be examined by 
pressing keys ’2* or *3’ respectively.
16. If the data is satisfactory, it may be loaded 
onto a tape via the P E T ’s inbuilt tape deck. 
This data may then be transferred to the main 
frame computer via another PET at a later time.
17. Turn out the room lights while the film is 
unloaded from the camera.
18. Purge the bomb by closing the exhaust valve & 
pressurising the bomb to 20 bar before 
reopening the exhaust valve. This should be 
repeated.
19. Clean out the camera with the airline & remove 
any film deposits adhered to the film gate.
3.2.C PET data acquisition & control parameters
When the test mode is selected on the PET computer, a 
table is displayed, which asks for a set of control 
parameters to be input. A reproduction of the display 
is shown in figure 3.5, with an example set of 
parameters. These control the injection process & the 
data acquisition, the first parameter, solenoid 
delay, sets the delay in milliseconds between the 
fuel pump reference signal & the solenoid
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energisation. On the fueipump flywheel there is a 
small stud, which induces a reference signal for the 
angular position of the camshaft in an Orbit magnetic 
pickup. The second parameter sets the energisation 
period for the solenoid.
The third parameter sets the delay between the 
reference signal & the start of the data acquisition. 
This prevents useless data being recorded, before the 
injection stroke of the pump. Parameter four sets the 
number of data input channels, upto a maximum of 
four, although no more than three have ever been used 
(fuel line pressure, needle lift and chamber 
pressure). Parameter five controls the number of 
samples to be recorded per channel upto a maximum of 
999 each. The sample interval is set by the sixth 
parameter & the minimum for this is 30 microseconds. 
With three channels, this means that each channel 
would be sampled every 90 microseconds.
3.2.d Camera & Lighting set-up
The camera is focused & aligned, using the original 
projector lamps & the desired frame rate is pre-set 
by adjusting the voltage setting of the Variac. The 
input voltage set on the Variac determines the peak 
frame rate that the camera will reach. The f-stop, 
which is dependent on the frame rate, shutter setting 
& lighting is set simply by the lense ring. Loading 
of the film may be done with the lights on, but great 
care needs to be taken to ensure that the film 
follows the correct path through the camera as shown
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by the diagram on the inside cover of the camera. 
Before the camera is closed, the timing strobe, which 
records on the edge of the film, should be checked & 
the viewfinder hole closed.
Two new photoflash bulbs should be fitted into their 
holders & the holders fitted into their respective 
windows just before the film is run. This is to 
protect the plastic coated bulbs from the hot 
combustion bomb. The delay period for the flash bulbs 
is set in relation to the pump speed and the event 
which is to be recorded. This is adjusted by the 
potentiometer situated on the front panel of the 
flash circuit. A full description of the camera and 
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Figure 3.5 Reproduction of PET data acquisition and 
control display.
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Chapter 4: Experimental R e s u lts & 1) i s cu s si on - 
Optical Tests
4.1 Cold Injections into Nitrogen
Although injections of fuel into hot Nitrogen would 
have been more representative of engine conditions, 
evaporation of the fuel would have made the 
visualisation of the spray boundaries impossible. 
Filming techniques such as Schlieren photography, 
which would have highlighted the spray boundaries, 
require backlighting, which would not be possible 
owing to the design of the combustion bomb. Thus a 
short series of fuel injections into cold Nitrogen 
were filmed, with diffusive (side) lighting.
Figure 4.1 shows the nozzle/combustion chamber 
configuration, along with the spray trajectory for a 
straight jet & the lighting arrangements. The nozzle 
used in the injector was a CAV 3 holed nozzle, type 
HL130S26C175P3, with enlarged injection hole (from 
0.26 mm to 0.46 mm).
Five acceptable B & U films were made & the injection 
diagrams for these are shown in figures 4.2 to 4.6. 
The films were analysed at UMIST by Dr J P Packer on 
a film analyser, to produce spray boundary profiles 
for successive frames. The profiles were superimposed 
on to single diagrams to produce composite pictures 
of spray growth. These five composite pictures are 
illustrated in figures 4.7 to 4.11. The profiles have 
been numbered so as to illustrate the sequence of 
frames from the start of injection.
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Listed in table 4.1 are the conditions & parameters 
for each test, including both the drum swirl speed & 
the estimated air swirl speed. The estimated swirl 
speed for the air is based on the hot wire anemometrv 
work done by J P Packer (40). This showed that the 
slip between the air & drum (with the anemometry head 
fitted) was such that the level of swirl at all 
conditions was only 45% of the drum swirl speed. The 
air swirl speed with the optical head fitted can only 
be estimated from this linear correlation. Thus the 
maximum air swirl speed, attained in test 28, was 
approximately 7875 rpm (drum swirl 17,500). Even at 
this level of swirl, the spray easily reached the 
wall (figure 4.11) & was only partially deflected.
An examination of the relationship between the fuel 
spray, combustion chamber & swirl in dimension less 
terms helps to explain this behaviour. Way (39) 
derived a dimens ion less group of variables, which may 
be used to match injection equipment to a combustion 
chamber. This work was developed from a hydraulic 
analogy of the fuel spray & air mixing process, using 
a technique of water injection into water. Two 
dimens ion less parameters were derived. The first 
parameter being for penetration, which related the 
penetration of the spray to the chamber size & the 
second was for the level of swirl. The dimension less 
parameter for pen«tmto^was as follows:-
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0 P = 4. 1
where f± - mass fraction: ratio of mass
injected to mass in chamber, 
he - height of chamber, 
d - injector nozzle hole diameter. 
NH - number of injector holes.
And the dimens ion less parameter for swirl is:-
The ratio between these two defines the relative 
effect of swirl to penetration, ie:-
Way found that the maximum mixing rate occurred at 
around 0R=4OO. Below 400, excessive wall impingment 
occurred & above this under penetration occurred. He
also found that optimum mixing in the water rig  
corresponded to optimum mixing in an engine with —  
dimensionally similar combustion chamber & injector.
Using this technique, the maximum 0R ratio achieved 
for the films was 232 (test 28), which explains the 
small deflection & excessive wall impingement of the 
fuel sprays.
0 S  = 6 . R P M S .  ti
4.2




The quantitative analysis of films of this type is 
limited to jet penetration, deflection (trajectory) & 
cone angles. As the swirl level was too low to 
achieve any significant deflection of the spray, & it 
was also difficult to determine the jet centreline, 
no measurement of the tangential deflection was made. 
Also the limited number of films & the visual masking 
of the initial spray region, meant that the spray 
cone angle could not be measured to an acceptable 
level of accuracy. Thus analysis has been limited to 
spray penetration & the effect of swirl on the spray. 
The spray penetration results have been compared with 
four fairly recently derived penetration 
correlations, including the one used in the Shahed et 
al (31) combustion model. These correlations are as 
f o 1 lows:-
1) Taylor & Walsham (52)
This correlation was developed from cold bomb tests, 
with single gas oil injections into Nitrogen.
(m) 4.4
where d - nozzle orifice dia (m)
s - penetration (m) 
t - time (s )
A P -  effective injection
pressure 
- chamber air density 
L - nozzle hole length
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2) Dent J C (53)
- 4. b
where Tg - temperature of gas (K)
This correlation was developed from both hot and cold 
bomb methods, but some limits were set on its use, 
which are as follows:-
2 <1 (L/d) < 1 4  &c t > 0.5 ms
3) Fujimoto et al (54)
*  (o-ctt.ugt-o.*/) ,,
s = 27*1.V0 .t .7a# d (m) - 4.5
where V0 - mean discharge
velocity at the nozzle 
outlet (m/s)
7a- specific weight of the 
charge (kg/ma )
The limits for this correlation were as follows:-
180 < Vo < 250 m/s
1.2 <  7 a <  122 kg/m3
0.89 ^  p ^  98.9 bar
2. 83 <: T g ^  960 K
As the initial velocity (V„) of the fuel spray in 
these tests was unknown, the equation used by Chiu, 
Shahed & Lyn (31) was used to estimate this 
parameter.
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4a) Chiu, Shahed &« Lyn (31)
s = Ft0* (m) - 4.7a
density of atmosphere (kg/m3 ) 
^  - density of diesel fuel (kg/m3 )
- density of reference fuel
(840 kg/ m 3 )
A p  - effective injection pressure (N/m2 )
Unlike the three previous equations, Chiu, Shahed & 
Lyn developed an expression to reduce the radial 
penetration (predicted for a straight jet) in swirl, 
i e :-
These four correlations have been plotted against the 
results obtained from the films & are shown in 
figures 4.12 to 4.16. Chiu et a l ’s correlation has 
been plotted both with & without the swirl 
modification, for comparison. Although the other 
equations do not include the influence of swirl, it 
seems reasonable to consider them, because of the
4b) (m) - 4.7b
where Q* = ?*( s*,) w* (momenta of air)
(momenta of fuel)
S„ = radial penetration in swirl (m)
w = swirl rate (rad/s)
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r e l a tively low swirl rates & short spray paths. Any 
discrepancies between the experimental results & 
correlations due to swirl should be restricted to 
spray penetrations close to the wall.
The Taylor et al correlation (equation 4.4) 
underpredicted for all the filmed conditions, 
particularily for the initial spray penetration. The 
error between the two reduces at large penetrations. 
Hay & Jones (55) found that this correlation 
underpredicts for nozzle hole diameters greater than 
0.51 mm, which is only slightly larger than the 
nozzle hole (0.46 mm) used in the filmed tests. As 
the nozzle hole size is close to this limit, a slight 
underprediction of the spray penetration might be 
expected.
D e n t ’s correlation (equation 4.5) drastically 
overpredicted for all conditions, but in this case 
the experimental conditions were outside the limits 
of use set for the equation: ije. The experimental 
nozzle hole length to diameter ratio (L/d) equalled 
1.74, whereas the limits set for the equation were 
between 2 & 4. (A low ratio would produce a bushier 
spray with less penetration than expected.)
Fujimoto et a l ’s correlation (equation 4.6) generally 
produced the worst underpredictions, particularily 
at large penetrations & low swirl levels. Although 
again, one of the experimental conditions was outside 
the limits of use set for the equation. The largest 
experimental nozzle velocity (Vo) was only 141 m/s, 
as calculated by Chiu et al's correlation, which is 
well below the minimum limit of 180 m/s set for the
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equation. These low predictions could of course have 
been due to low estimates of the initial spray 
velocity by Chiu et a l ’s equation.
Chiu, Shahed & L y n ’s equation (4.7a) produced the 
closest predictions for the spray penetrations for 
all the conditions, but tended to overestimate for 
large penetratins & at high swirl levels. With the 
modification for swirl (equation 4.7b) included in 
the equation, the correlation underpredicted for 
large penetrations & all swirl levels. The
explanation for this may be as follows: The two
correlations (4.7a & 4.7b) were derived from an 
experimental bomb shown in figure 4.17, which is 
similar to the one described in this thesis, except 
for the method of swirl generation. Therefore the 
predictions for spray penetration should be close, at 
low swirl levels, because of the similarity between 
experimental conditions.
Their method of swirl generation would have produced
swirl tending towards constant velocity (ie V = wr =
constant, figure 4.18), whilst the bomb described in 
this thesis will tend to produce solid body rotation 
(ie w = constant, figure 4.19). Thus their sprays 
will have been subject to higher initial gas 
velocites, for any given mean swirl level, which will 
have reduced the penetration. Their correlation will 
therefore overestimate the effect of solid body swirl 
(w=constant, figure 4.19) on the spray penetration.
Overall, none of these four correlations could be 
described as general or universal in their 
application. Although equation 4.7a (Shahed et a l )
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produced the closest predictions, this is probabtv 
due to the similarity between experimental conditions 
under which both the films were produced and the 
correlation was derived. All the correlations place 
different emphasis (if any) on different parameters. 
For example, Taylor et a l ’s correlation is the only 
one which includes a term for nozzle hole length (L). 
This parameter is important in determining the 
hardness or bushiness of the spray. A large L, 
relative to the nozzle hole length will produce a 
hard spray with greater penetration. Fujimoto et a l ’s 
correlation partly bypasses the parameter for nozzle 
hole length, by requiring the initial nozzle velocity 
to be specified (V0 ), but in an engine this may 
only be determined theoretically.
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4.2 Combust ion Films
All the combustion films except one were shot using 
colour film. The colour film had the advantage of 
making combustion more distinguishable from the 
general background lighting, but unfortunately the 
film base was not very strong. This restricted the 
maximum reliable frame rate, at which the film could 
be shot, to 4000 frames per second (fps). The black & 
white combustion film had a tough Ester-AH base & 
could therefore be shot at the maximum frame rate for 
the camera of 9000 fps. The speed restriction (fps) 
on the colour film, gave poor resolution in terms of 
time between frames.
Furthermore, the cooling of the window seals reduced 
the maximum pre-ignition temperatures so that the 
ignition delay was approximatly the same duration as 
the injection duration. Thus the following analysis 
of the films has been restricted to a qualitative 
description of the combustion process.
Fourteen combustion films were shot & developed in 
total. The first nine were used to set the exposure & 
lighting for the camera & also for system 
development. The rest of the films were shot at 
conditions which approached those which might be 
expected in a diesel engine. The pre-ignition 
conditions & camera settings for these films are set 
out in table 4.2.
The films were again processed on the film analyser 
mentioned in the previous section to produce sprav 
boundary & combustion profiles for successive frames.
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These composite pictures for spray & combustion 
growth are shown in figures 4.20 to 4.24.
It was difficult to determine the exact source of 
ignition within the combustion chamber, because of 
the relatively long period between each frame 
compared to the spread of combustion during the 
pre-mixed phase. This is most clearly illustrated in 
figure 4.21, which shows the profiles of the only 
quiescent combustion film. In frame 7 there was no 
visible combustion (although there could have been 
outside the view through the window) Sc in frame 8 
combustion has spread to cover 1/3 of the viewing 
area. Generally though, in the other films, the 
approximate source of ignition could be determined.
In all the films of combustion with swirl (figures 
4 . 2 0 , 4 . 2 2  4 . 2 3  Sc 4 . 2 4 ) ,  ignition occurred on the 
downwind boundary of the spray Sc close to the wall. 
However, in test 5 3 4  (figure 4 . 2 4 ) ,  there was a small 
but separate ignition source on the upwind side of 
the spray. From the relative sizes of the two 
ignition centres, it nevertheless seems likely that 
the downwind ignition source started earlier. The 
location of the ignition source is important in 
explaining the effect of swirl on ignition delay 
described in the next chapter.
Also of interest, were the relationships between the 
films & the pressure/time records. The most 
interesting of these was the difference between the 
ignition delay in terms of pressure rise Sc combustion 
illumination. In all cases the illumination delay was 
upto 0.4 milliseconds longer than the pressure rise
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delay. This has also been observed by Henein & Bolt 
(56). This discrepancy mainly arises from the low 
luminosity of pre-mixed combustion, which would be 
swamped by the light from the flash bulbs. Also the 
non-luminous preflame reactions have an influence.
Figure 4.25 shows the pressure/time record for film 
533 (figure 4.23). The relationship between the film 
& this pressure record was as follows: For the first 
2.25 milliseconds after ignition, the combustion 
flame was bright white, turbulent & expanding across 
the combustion chamber. The transition between the 
premixed combustion & diffusion combustion was not 
distinguishable. From 2.25 to 5 ms, when the rate of 
pressure rise was decreasing up to the peak pressure, 
the flame was still bright white, but the intensity 
of combustion was reducing. At 5ms the chamber 
pressure had reached its peak, but the white flamed 
combustion was still fairly vigorous ft< continued up 
until 7.5 ms, although the pressure was dropping 
slightly. From 7.5 to 10 ms the pressure & the rate 
of combustion were rapidly decreasing until the last 
vestige of white flame had dissappeared at 10 ms. 
Finally combustion tailed off from 10 ms to 15 ms, 
when all visible flame had disappeared.
To put this into perspective, a 15 ms combustion in a 
diesel engine running at 2000 rpm corresponds to 180 
degrees of crank angle, which is rather long. This 
may partly be explained by the low level of 
turbulence generated by the bomb & the low initial 
pressures & temperatures when compared with an 
engine. These will reduce the micro mixing rate. Also 
in real terms, the time to consume 99% of the fuel in
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the bomb is approximately b ms according to the heat 
release analysis. To burn 95% of the fuel takes 
approximately 5 ms.
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General Test condij_i_ons 
Frame rate - 6000fps
Time between frames - 160 us
Air & fuel temperature - 293 K
Camera Settings
Event mark - 60 ft
Shutter - 1/10
f-stop - 4












Mean 1n j. 
Pressure 
(ba r )
24 45 10,000 4, 000 1. 84 200
25 55 10,000 4, 500 2. 40 275
26 55 0 0 2. 28 265
27 55 15,000 6750 2. 48 300
28 55 17,500 7875 2. 40 290
Table 4.1 Initial conditions &. results for films of 










T e m p . 
(°C)
Drum S w i r 1 
Rate 
(r ev/sec)
Air Sw i r 1 
Rate 
(rev/sec)









530 4,000 35 519
oooiH 4,545 1.95 250 ooCM
531 4, 000 35 507 2,000 900 1.92 240 1. 50
532 4,000 35 522 15,000 6, 750 - 230 1 . 50
533 4,000 55 506 10,000 4, 500 2. 19 290 2. 40
534 6,000 55 513 10,000 4,500 2. 19 290 2. 50
* Ignition delay taken from pressure trace 
(One faulty pressure trace)
table 4.2 Initial conditions & results for films of 
combustion.
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.2 Injection diagram for monochrome film of 
fuel injection into cold nitrogen.
Test 524: p=45 bar, N»=10,000 rpm
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Figure 4.4 Injection diagram for monochrome film of 
fuel injection into cold nitrogen 
Test 526: p=55 bar, N,=0 rpm
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Figure 4.6 Injection diagram for monochrome film of 
fuel injection into cold nitrogen 
Test 528: p=55 bar, N.=17,500 rpm
TIME BETWEEN FRAMES 160 us
Figure 4.7 Spray trajectories for fuel injection 
into cold nitrogen.
Test 524: p=45 bar, N„=10,000 rrm
TIME BETWEEN FRAMES 160 us
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4.9 Spray ies for fuel injection
Test 526: p=65 bar, N,. =0 m m
TIME BETWEEN FRAMES 160 us
10 Sprav traiortnries 
i n t o  m i d  n i t r o p e n  
T e s t  6 / 7 :  p-6*-' bar
for fuel i n i p r t  ion
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Figure 4.11 Spray trajectories for fne] iniection 
into cold nitrogen.
Test 528: p=55 bar, N,. — 17, 500 rpm
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of sprav 
with correlations. 
Test 524: p=45 bar.
penetration resu
N_=4,500 rpm
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of sprav penetration results 
with correlations.
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4.14 Comparison of sprav penetration results 
with correlations.
Test 526: r=55 bar, N„=0 rpm
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of spray penetration results 
with correlations.
Test 527: p=55 bar, N,=6.760 rrtn
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of spray penetration results 
with correlations.
Test 528: p=55 bar, N,=78750 rnm
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Figure 4.19 Solid body rotation
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Figure 4.20 Composite spray and combustion profiles.
Test 530: p=35 bar, T=519 C, N,=4545 rpin
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Figure 4.21 Composite sprav and cnmhust ion prof 
Test 531: p=35 har, T=507 C, N,ryi»o
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i;re 4.2? Composite spray and combustion profiles.
Test 532: p=35 bar, T=522 C, N„=6750 rpm
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Figure 4.23 Composite spray and combustion profiles.
Test 533: p=55 bar, T=506 C, N JP,=4500 rpm
f l a m e
SPKAY
TIME BETWEEN FRAMES 180 us
Hieure 4.24 Composite spray and combustion profiles.
Test 534: p=55 bar, T=513 C, N„.=4500 rpm
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Heat Release Results and Discussion.
Chapter 5: Experimental Heat Ke 1 ease Results & 
Discussion
5.1 Presentation of some typical re s u Its
Although a large amount of the experimental time was 
spent on the development of the combustion rig, the 
principle purpose of this work was to study a 
comprehensive range of combustion conditions. In the 
short time available, after the implementation of the 
suirl generating system 8< between system 
modifications, 79 conditions were studied. The 
pre-injection conditions covered most of the 
following combinations of pressures, temperatures & 
s w i r l :-
Pressures (bar) - 35, 45, 55
Temperature (k) - 773, 873
Swirl (rpm) - 1000 to 10000, 15000, 20000
The full range of test conditions is tabulated in 
table 5.1.
Two typical analysed tests will be presented as an 
example of the experimental information obtained from 
the combustion rig.
The first example (test no. 182) was undertaken at a 
pre-injection chamber pressure of 55 bar, a nominal
gas Temperature of 500 C & a drum swirl rate of 10000
rpm. Figure 5.1 is a reproduction of the data
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obtained from the combustion riR. No scale is 
included for the needle lift, while the chamber 
pressure is 1/10 of the scale for the fuel line 
pressure.
The slight pressure drop during the ignition delay is 
caused by the evaporation of the fuel, A3 can be 
seen, the ignition delay (2.64 ms) is longer than the 
injection duration. The ignition delay was taken from 
the point of first needle lift to the time where the 
chamber pressure equalled the initial chamber 
pressure. This criterion for ignition delay was 
chosen because it gave a more clearly defined point 
of ignition than one based on the point of first 
pressure rise. The ignition delay was calculated from 
a numerical print out of the data.
After the ignition delay, there is a rapid & large 
initial pressure rise, followed by a small & shallow 
rise to a peak pressure of 83.3 bar. The pressure 
drop after the peak is predominantly caused by loss 
of heat from the gas by heat transfer to the chamber 
walls. A pressure curve of this shape is typical of a 
pre-mixed dominated combustion, produced by an 
ignition delay longer than the injection duration.
It seems intuitively sensible to assume that the 
rapid and random fluctuations in chamber pressure 
superimposed on the main trend are caused by inherent 
combustion generated shock waves. Therefore a curve 
fit of the data is necessary to smooth out these 
pressure fluctuations as well as the steps in the 
digital information to obtain a mean chamber 
pressure.
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Figure 5.2 shows the result of a cubic spline curve 
fit of the chamber pressure using the computer 
program *d a t a _ f i t .fortran' (57). A section which is
176 data points long, has been fitted, using 20 
knots. The knots are closely spaced around the 
section of rapid pressure rise to obtain a close 
curve fit & therefore an accurate measurement of the 
maximum rate of pressure rise.
The first derivative of the curve fit, otherwise 
known as the rate of change of pressure, is 
illustrated in figure 5.3. This shows that the peak 
dp/dt reached was just over 3.0e9 Pa/s.
Figures 5.4 to 5.7 show the curves for pressure, 
temperature, burning rate & mass fraction 
respectively, which were generated by the heat 
release program (57). As stated earlier, the heat 
release model is based on a homogeneous single zone 
model & thus the combustion chamber temperature is 
the estimated mean. The local flame temperatures 
reached will have been much higher.
The large spike in the burning rate diagram again 
illustrates the dominance of the pre-mixed phase 
during the combustion. 51.3 gm/s was the peak burning 
rate achieved as shown in table 5.2. There was very 
little diffusion burning (mixing controlled burning), 
& it appears that the duration of this phase was 
effectively only 3 ms. The mass fraction diagram 
shows that the proportion of fuel burnt during the 
pre-mixed phase was 90% with the remaining 10% being
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burnt during the diffusion phase. These would have 
been poor results if they had been produced by an 
engine.
The second example (test no.215) was also undertaken 
at a pre-injection chamber pressure of 55 bar &< a 
drum swirl rate of 10000 rpm, but the nominal gas 
temperature was 100 C higher at 600 C. In this case 
the ignition delay of 1.2 ms is shorter than the 
injection duration. Naturally this results in a much 
shorter rapid pressure rise phase, as shown in figure 
5.8, due to the shorter time available for pre-mixing 
of the fuel & air, and a correspondingly larger 
diffusion phase.
The curve fit of the chamber pressure, shown in 
figure 5.9, was also done over 176 data points with 
20 knots. The first derivative from this, plotted in 
figure 5. 10, shows that the peak dp/dt has been 
reduced by 30% & a second diffusion peak is now 
present.
A comparison of the plots generated by the heat 
release program for this test with the first example 
(5.11 to 5.14) shows that the mean peak temperature 
reached was over 150 C higher. Also the pre-mixed 
burning rate, which is related to the dp/dt curve, 
has been reduced by 30%. The diffusion phase of 
combustion is quite different, from the first example 
with a duration over 3 times longer at 10 ms. From 
the mass fraction diagram, the proportion of fuel 
burnt during the pre-mixed phase in now only 25% with 
the remaining 75% being consumed during the 
diffusion phase.
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The second example above shows that the combustion 
bomb can reproduce the conditions found in a DI 
diesel engine. This is most clearly illustrated by 
the burning rate diagram (figure 5.13), which is of 
the same shape &. form as would be produced by a 
normally aspirated DI diesel engine.
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b. 2 Heat Release /Ui a 1 y s i s
The results produced by the heat release analysis for 
all the tests are given in table S . 2. Results under 
the heading 'max. burning rate: d i f f u s i o n ’, have only 
been included, when there uas a significant amount of 
diffusion type burning as illustrated in figure 5.13. 
No heading is included for calculated mass of fuel
burnt, mainly because at present there are no heat
transfer correlations which could accurately predict 
the amount of energy lost through heat transfer.
5.2.a Effect of Pressure and Temperature on Ignition 
De lay
In figure 5.15, ignition delay data (taken from table 
5.2) has been plotted against pressure for three 
pre-ignition conditions, which were as follows:-
1. T=500 C; Ns =5000 rpm
2. T=600 C; N5 =5000 rpm
3. T=600 C; Ns = 10000 rpm
As the tests were limited to three pressures (35,45 & 
55 bar) & a maximum of 13 data pts for any condition, 
only the linear trend of ignition delay against 
pressure has been shown. As expected, the ignition 
delay decreases with pressure. However, it should 
also be noted that there is a reduction in the 
ignition delay at the higher swirl levels.
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Also, as expected, the ignition delay decreases with 
temperature. Three conditions have been analysed, the 
results of which are shown in table 5.2 and figure 
5.16. The pre-ignition conditions were as follows:-
1. p=35 bar; Ns=5000 rpm
2. p=35 bar; Ns = 15000 rpm
3. p=55 bar; Ns =5000 rpm
The effects of pressure & temperature on the ignition 
delay have been extensively studied by many workers 
(eg ref. 5,24,42,6,22,43), some of whom have produced 
ignition delay correlations. In figure 5.17 two such 
correlations by Stringer (58) & Wolfer (59) along 
with experimental results from this work have been 
plotted against pressure. The experimental conditions 
were a nominal air temperature of 600 C & a swirl 
level of 10,000 rpm. The Stringer ignition delay 
equation is as follows:-
id= ---  - 5. 1
p£ ( b't-k )
where ’Pa ’ is in atmospheres & ,T l is in Kelvin.
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The values for n ’ B ’ & K for the two fuels are as 
f o 1 lows:-
Fuel Pressure Temperature Constant
exponent coefficient
n ‘ B* K
Diesel 0.83 216.0e-6 150.6e-3
Avtur 0.83 175.0e-6 124.4e-3
Wolfer used apparatus similiar to the combustion bomb 
described in this thesis to obtain his experimental 
results* from which he produced the following 
correlat i o n :-
0-44 exp /  4 650\ 
d - TTn (--F-j - 5.2
where id - ignition delay (ms)
p - absolute pressure before 
injection (bar)
T - air temperature
An analysis of the results, displayed in figure 5.17 
(condition 3 above) produced an index of 0.78 for the 
pressure term in the Wolfer equation. That is:-
id= °'44 e*P / 4650 \ - 5.3
po7S \ T /
This shows that the influence of pressure on ignition 
delay is reduced in comparison to W o l f e r ’s results.
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The effect of pressure on ignition delay compares 
quite well with the results produced by Stringer & 
Wolfer. Differences between the experimental results 
the correlations may be attributed to the use of 
different fuels as well as possible errors in the 
measurement of the gas temperature. This has been 
discussed in section 3 . I.e. It has also been shown by 
Lyn & Valdmanis (5) that slight differences in 
ignition delay may be produced by altering the spray 
characteristics. They found that the ignition delay 
would decrease with increasing nozzle opening 
pressure as shown in figure 5.18. The reduction in 
ignition delay was ascribed to the increased 
injection velocity.
Although the effect of temperature on the ignition 
delay was only investigated at two temperatures, the 
results compare quite favourably with those of other 
workers. To show this, S t r i n g e r ’s & Wolfers equations 
have again been plotted in figure 5. 19 along with the 
results from this work & the results from reference 
(5).
5.2.c Effect of Swirl on Ignition Delay
Unlike the effects of pressure & temperature on the 
ignition deJrajL* the effect of swirl on the ignition 
delay was not so obvious. Figures 5.20 to 5.25 show 
the effects of swirl on ignition delay for all six 
combinations of pressure (35,45 & 55 bar) and 
temperature (500 & 600 C). Unfortunately the general 
scope of the tests resulted in a limited number of 
ignition delay results for each condition & thus with 
the random variation of ignition delay, it was not
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always possible to produce a statistically 
significant result for some conditions.
At the higher temperature condition (600 C), a least 
squares straight line curve fit (figures 5.23,b.24 & 
5.25) shows that the ignition delay decreases as the 
suirl increases. This appears to be true for all 
pressures at a temperature of 600 C. On the other 
hand, at the low temperature conditions of 500 C, 
this trend is only apparent at the pressure of 35 bar 
(figure 5.20). At 45 bar & 55 bar the ignition delay 
appears to be almost independent of swirl.
The results at 45 bar & 55 bar are quite anomalous 
considering the other conditions. If the ignition 
delay does decrease with swirl, then one explanation 
may come from the differences between the two test 
series. That is the swirl tests from 10,000 to 20,000 
rpm were done separately & at a later date to the low 
swirl tests (0 to 10,000 rpm). If the overlapping 
tests at 10,000 rpm are compared, the slight changes 
in experimental conditions become apparent. For 
example, at a nominal air temperature of 500 C and an 
initial chamber pressure of 45 bar, the following 
readings were made:-
a. low swirl test_series: tests at 10,000 rpm.
coil ignition swirl nominal pressure head
temp. delay rpm air temp.
C ms *1000 temp. C bar C
678 2.46 10 500 45 390
663 2.55 10 500 45 391
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b. high suirl test series: tests at 10,000 rpm
coil ignition swirl nominal pressure head 
temp. delay rpm air temp.
C ms *1000 temp. C bar C
610 2.82 10 500 45 427
632 2.64 10 500 45 411
On average* the coil temperature is lower & the head 
temperature is higher in the 2nd test series than in 
the first, although the air temperatures were 
nominally the same. The spare air thermocouple also 
gave the same reading in both test series. The 
differences in coil temperature have obviously 
influenced the ignition delay. There is no obvious 
reason for the different coil temperature readings, 
apart from changes in the experimental technique or 
apparently minor changes to the combustion rig.
Ignoring the two anomalous results (500 C at 45 & 55 
bar), the reduction in ignition delay at the higher 
swirl levels may partly be due to the increased head 
temperature. Figure 5.26 shows how the head 
temperature increases with swirl due to the greater 
heat transfer at the same nominal air temperature. An 
examination of figure 5.27, which shows the location 
of the air temperature probe, reveals how the head 
temperature may influence the air temperature close 
to the nozzle. Thus an increased head temperature at 
high swirl levels, probably means that the fuel spray 
experiences a higher initial air temperature, then it 
would at lower swirl levels.
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Lyn & Valdmanis (5) have also shown that the ignition 
delay decreases with increased suirl. Their results 
were produced from an IDI engine, in which the swirl 
level in the pre-chamber was controlled bv altering 
the throat diameter. The swirl level was calculated 
from the maximum air velocity in the throat.
Schlieren photography indicated that the issuing 
velocity from the throat was much the same as the 
peripheral velocity in the chamber.
In total four air swirl speeds were examined as 
tabulated below:-
Engine speed 1 Swirl velocity
(r p m ) ! Chamber A2 { Chamber A3
{(modified throat) l«
300 { 55 : 25
1000 { 180
inGO
Their ignition results are shown in figure 5.28 for 
various compression temperatures. The effects of 
swirl were most noticeable at the low compression 
temperatures.
A s s u m i n g  that the ignition delay is affected by 
swirl, then how does swirl achieve this effect? An 
examination of some models of ignition, which have 
been postulated might assist in the understanding of 
the effect.
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W a k i 1 et al (6) studied two models, the first of 
which considered the evaporation of a droplet in a 
quiescent infinite atmosphere. It was shown that a 
stoichiometric mixture at a low temperature is first 
formed at the droplet surface as shown in figure 
5.29. As the droplet heats up, the stoichiometric 
mixture moves away from the surface of the droplet & 
the stoichiometric temperature increases. The 
physical delay is defined as the time required for 
the stoichiometric mixture to reach a spontaneous 
ignition temperature.
As an aside, the ignition delay is generally 
considered to consist of two parts. The first part 
being the physical delay, which is the time for a 
combustible mixture to form, the second part, being 
the chemical delay, which is the time for the 
chemical reaction to become explosive.
Calculations showed that under typical running 
conditions for a diesel engine, the physical delay 
would be less than 0.1 ms as shown by figure 5.30. 
However, Lyn (60) showed experimentally that the 
physical delay is very much longer than this, by a 
factor of 10.
The second model suggested by Wakil et al, considered 
a group of droplets, which are allowed to come into 
thermal equilibrium with a limited amount of air. The 
equilibrium temperature would be dependent on three 
parameters, 1) the initial temperature of the liquid 
fuel, 2) the initial temperature of the air & 3) the 
mass ratio of the fuel to the air. This is 
illustrated in figure 5.31 for decane. Below the
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saturation temperature, liquid fuel is still present 
and above the saturation temperature is the superheat 
region, which consists entirely of vapour & air.
The time to reach adiabatic saturation depends upon 
the original fuel/air ratio. For example figure 5.32, 
shows how fast two fuel/air ratios approach the 
saturation condition. A rich fuel/air ratio 
approaches equilibrium conditions faster than a 
weaker fuel air/ratio.
It should be noted that ignition will only occur when 
the fuel/air mixture is between the inflamabi1ity 
limits & above the self ignition temperature. This 
situation will occur towards the outer part of the 
fuel spray. It is also essential that the vapour/air 
mixture should be sustained within these limits long 
enough for the chemical delay to lapse before it is 
over diluted. This view of ignition, which was 
discussed in the introduction, is also supported by 
Lyn & Valdmanis (5).
This returns us to the question of how swirl can 
affect the ignition delay. When the fuel spray is 
injected into the crosswind (swirl), the mixing of 
the fuel with the air is enhanced (24,31) so that 
thermal equilibrium is approached more quickly than 
would be under quiescent conditions. Also a 
recirculating area is established behind the jet as 
it is distorted into the classical horseshoe shape 
(61,62). In this way a large zone with a vapour/air 
mixture between the inflammability limits & above the 
autoignition temperature is formed on the downwind 
side of the spray. It is held in this state long
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enough for ignition to occur. The turbulent 
recirculation may also assist in the reduction of the 
ignition delay.
Photographic studies (9,32,63) have shown that 
ignition starts in the downstream region of the spray 
as illustrated in figure 5.33, which was taken from 
this work (see previous chapter).
5.2.d Effect of Pressure and Temperat ure on Peak 
burning rate
Figures 5.34 to 5.36 show that the maximum burning 
rate tends to decrease as the pressure is increased. 
Although at T=500 C & Ns=5000 rpm, the maximum 
burning rate may reach a minimum value as shown by 
the cubic curve fit in figure 5.37.
The effect of temperature on the peak burning rate is 
more positive. Figures 5.38 to 5.40 clearly show that 
the maximum burning rate decreases with temperature.
Pressure & temperature not only control the maximum 
burning rate directly, but also indirectly, by 
controlling the ignition delay. A shorter ignition 
delay obviously means that less pre-mixed fuel and 
air is available for immediate combustion.
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The direct influence of pressure & temperature on the 
maximum burning rate may be seen in the ideal 
Arrhenius formula for chemical reaction rate (64). 
ie : -
Ra = Kp1mAm 5T"3/2 exp(-Ea/ R l )  (kg/mss) - 5.4
Where K= SNQadm2M A( R / M * ) ^  ( M / R ) 2
and S - Steric factor
N a- Avogardo's constant
dm- diameter of molecule
Ma~ molecular weight of specie A
R - gas constant
M*- Reduced mass of molecule
M - mean molecular weight
B a- mass fraction of A
mB- mass fraction of B
T - temperature K
p - pressure
Ea- Activation energy
In realistic terms this may be simplified to:-
R a = C, pCz m^Mox^.exp (- C s / T  j - 5 . 5
as the collision controlled reaction of the previous 
equation is only an idealisation of what actually 
o c c u r s .
From this it can be seen that the reaction rate 
increases substantially with pressure depending on 
the constant C z . The reaction rate is also steeply 
dependent on temperature. On the other hand, the
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amount of pre-mixed fuel available for burning 
decreases with pressure & temperature due to the 
shorter ignition delay, although the reduction in 
pre-mixed fuel is partly offset by the increased 
mixing rates associated with increased pressure & 
temperature.
Thus, at low pressures (35 to 45 bar), the reduction 
in maximum burning rate with pressure is due to the 
reduction of the ignition delay having a greater 
effect than the increased pressure. At higher 
pressures, the reduction in ignition delay is not so 
significant & is offset by the effect of pressure in 
the reaction rate equation. This transition is more 
noticible at the lower pre-ignition temperatures as 
illustrated in figure 5.34 & 5.41.
Although tests at only two temperatures were done 
(500 & 600 C), it seems likely that the reduction in 
maximum burning rate with temperature is controlled 
by the reduction of ignition delay with temperature. 
This may be seen from a comparison of figure 5.16 
with figures 5.38 to 5.40. The initial gas 
temperature should have little effect on the peak 
flame temperature & the reaction rate once combustion 
has started. That is, at the low temperature 
condition with the long ignition delay, the amount of 
pre-mixed fuel available for combustion is higher. 
Therefore the flame temperatures (& pressure) will be 
greater, along with the peak burning rate, than at 
the high temperature, short ignition delay condition.
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5.2.e Effect of Swir 1 on Peak Burning Rate
At 500 C, the maximum burning rate increased with 
swirl at all three test pressures (35, 45 & 55 bar). 
This is clearly shown by the plots in figures 5.42, 
5.43 & 5.44. This effect was not apparent at the 600 
C test conditions. At the pressures of 35 & 45 bar, 
the peak burning rate seemed to be almost independent 
of the swirl rate as displayed by figures 5.45 &
5.46. While at 55 bar, the peak burning rate 
decreased with increasing swirl, although this trend 
was only very slight as can be seen from figure 5.47.
Figure 5.48 has all these six test conditions 
combined onto one graph.From this, it appears that 
the influence of swirl on the peak burning rate is 
related to the severity of the initial conditions; ie 
as the temperatures and pressures increase there is a 
transition from the peak burning rate increasing with 
swirl to the peak burning rate either being 
unaffected by the level of swirl or decreasing 
slightly with swirl.
Swirl influences the peak burning rate in two 
opposing ways. It increases the mixing rate & thus 
the amount of pre-mixed fuel available for pre-mixed 
combustion. It has also been demonstrated that it may 
decrease the ignition delay & thus the time available 
for the generation of pre-mixed fuel.
Figure 5.48 clearly illustrates the dominant 
influences at various conditions. At low pressure & 
temperature (35 bar, 500 C), when the ignition delay 
is long, the dominant influence is the effect of
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swirl on the mixing rate. In this case the peak 
burning rate increases with pressure. As the 
conditions become more severe (55 bar, 600 C) there 
is a gradual transition where the reduction in 
ignition delay becomes more dominant. At the initial 
conditions of 55 bar & 600 C it appears that the peak 
burning rate decreases with swirl.
It should be pointed out though that the effect of 
swirl on ignition delay is not entirely due to the 
swirl, but partly its influence on the experimental 
apparatus (see section 5.2.c).
Thus the reduction in ignition delay may only reduce 
the effects of the increased mixing rates at the 
higher swirl levels. That is, in reality, at the most 
severe condition (55 bar, 600 C), the peak burning 
rate may still increase slightly with increasing 
s w i r 1.
It should also be pointed out that these results were 
produced at swirl levels which are below the 
overswirled condition. In the case of overswirl, when 
the fuel is retained in the centre of the combustion 
chamber, the peak burning rate may or may not 
decrease with increasing swirl.
5.2.f Third Stage of Combustion (mixing con t r o l i e d )
At 500 C, there was not a significant quantity of 
diffusion burning. All or most of the fuel was 
consumed during the pre-mixed phase, because of the 
long ignition delay. At 600 C, the ignition delay was
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always shorter than the injection duration. Thus 
there was always some diffusion (mixing) controlled 
burn ing.
Figures 5.49 5.50 both show that the diffusion
burning rate increases with increasing pressure. The 
increased amount of diffusion burning with increased 
pressure stems from the shorter ignition delay & 
also the increased mixing rates (65). The reduction 
in ignition delay at higher temperatures is also the 
cause of the increased diffusion burning with 
increased temperature. This assumes that the fuel 
mixing rate has passed its peak by the time the 
diffusion stage of combustion has started. If the 
ignition delay, in both cases, were to be shorter 
than the time to reach the peak mixing rate, then 
there would be no significant effect on the level of 
the peak diffusion burning rate.
As stated earlier, there was no significant diffusion 
burning at 500 C, therefore the effect of swirl on 
the peak diffusion burning rate, was only examined at 
600 C. Figures 5.51 to 5.53 all show that the peak 
diffusion burning rate increases with swirl. Again 
this effect may be attributed to the shorter ignition 
delay at high swirl levels, which reduces the amount 
of fuel burnt during the pre-mixed stage & thus 
increases the amount of fuel available for diffusion 
burning. Also the increased mixing rates associated 
with swirl increases the diffusion burning rate.
When the ignition delay is slightly longer than the 
injection duration, the amount of diffusion burning 
may decrease with swirl. This is because of the
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increased mixing rates associated with swirl & the 
resulting increase in pre-mixed burning.
Again it should be pointed out that overswirled 
conditions were not achieved although several 
investigations have found that overswirling 






















133 35 500 524 725 2000
134 35 500 512 714 255 4000
135 35 500 510 584 294 6000
136 35 500 513 623 383 6000
137 35 500 511 558 407 9000
138 35 500 510 565 412 8000
139 35 500 513 581 407 7000
140 35 500 521 687 333 3000
14 1 35 500 515 645 376 5000
142 35 500 512 592 412 9000
170 45 500 494 673 366 4600
171 45 500 497 675 315 1400
172 45 500 495 678 390 10000
173 45 500 494 677 362 5500
174 45 500 498 660 309 1000
175 45 500 495 663 391 10000
180 55 500 492 684 356 5000
181 55 500 503 675 353 1400
182 55 500 496 657 409 10000
183 55 500 498 670 400 5000
184 55 500 500 670 357 1 100
185 55 500 500 678 385 10000






















190 35 600 591 782 452 5000
191 35 600 596 752 435 1400
192 35 600 593 773 494 10000
193 35 600 593 762 478 5000
194 35 600 594 740 443 1400
195 35 600 593 772 496 10000
200 43.5 600 595 755 451 2150
201 45. 4 600 595 740 408 10000
202 45 600 596 751 481 10000
203 45 600 596 744 463 5000
204 45 600 596 736 448 1800
205 45 600 597 732 493 9930
210 55 600 597 734 484 5000
211 55 600 598 729 455 2000
212 55 600 596 71 1 498 10000
213 55 600 598 737 486 5000
214 55 600 599 718 465 2400
215 55 600 597 715 509 10000
216 55 600 599 715 457 2400
220 35 500 495 595 413 15000
221 35 500 496 588 4 14 15000
222 35 500 497 6 12 430 19000
223 35 500 496 6 1 1 429 19800





















230 45 500 497 603 439 14950
231 45 500 502 610 425 15000
232 45 500 499 624 4 1 1 20000
233 45 500 498 610 427 10000
234 45 500 497 591 430 20000
235 45 500 494 631 392 5260
236 45 500 495 632 411 10000
240 55 500 496 603 420 15000
24 1 54 500 497 576 438 19400
242 55 500 495 595 424 15000
243 54 500 496 584 433 20000
250 35 600 602 733 507 15000
251 35 600 605 757 471 5000
252 35 600 605 758 487 10000
253 35 600 603 730 507 15000
254 35 600 608 751 485 5000
255 35 600 606 750 491 10000
260 45 600 602 722 524 15000
261 45 600 608 757 498 5000
262 45 600 598 758 497 10000
263 45 600 600 7 13 524 15000
264 45 600 603 74 1 494 5000
265 45 600 600 748 502 10000





















270 55 600 601 693 530 15000
271 55 600 602 740 500 5000
272 55 600 601 735 512 10000
273 55 600 601 702 530 15000
274 55 600 604 752 500 5000
275 55 600 601 744 515 10000
280 35 600 601 737 500 15000
281 35 600 605 745 481 5400
282 35 600 601 761 487 10000
290 35 655 656 755 506 5500
Table 5. 1 Experimental conditions for heat release
(i on t . ) tests.
Test 
No .




De 1 a v 
( ms )
M a x . B u r n . 
Rate 
(g m / s )
Calc, mass 
of fuel 
b u r n t .(m g )
Peak . 





Max Burn ing 
R a t e : Dif f .
(gm/s )
133 94 3. 36 76. 07 67. 5 61. 76 1347 -
134 188 3. 00 87. 95 85. 9 62. 15 1356 -
135 283 3 .  27 89. 60 9 3 .  0 6 2 .  4 6 1362 -
136 2 8 3 2 . 9  1 86. 4 1 8 7 .  0 60. 22 13 15 -
137 4 2 4 2. 76 84. 24 94 . 6 5 9 .  6 0 1 3 0 0 -
138 3 7 7 2 .  7 3 62. 98 8 8 .  7 5 9 .  5 3 1298 -
139 3 3 0 2 . 9 1 68. 3 1 8 3 .  9 5 8 .  7 0 128 1 -
140 14 1 3 .  0 0 83. 87 6 9 .  3 6 2 .  94 137 1 -
14 1 2 3 6 2 .  82 95.60 8 3 .  4 6 3 .  6 3 1385 -
142 42 4 2 .  64 66. 79 9 0 .  0 5 8 .  46 1277 -
2 2 0 7 0 7 2 .  5 5 147. 6 6 8 .  8 6 7 .  0 5 1458 -
221 7 0 7 2 .  4 6 140. 6 6 8 .  1 6 6 .  7 2 1452 -
2 2 2 896 2 .  5 5 200.5 7 0 .  0 69. 18 1509 -
223 933 2.73 161. 9 76. 0 69. 45 1508 -
Table 5.2a Results from heat release analysis.
Initial air pressure - 35 bar





















Max Burn i n e: 
Ra te : D i f f .
(gm/s )
170 217 2. 73 55. 4 50. 3 73. 79 1255 -
17 1 66 2. 55 33. 1 45. 7 7 1 . 27 12 13 -
172 47 1 2. 46 49. 6 50. 7 72. 09 1226 -
173 258 2. 73 51.2 47. 7 72. 70 1237 -
174 47 2. 64 39.0 4 1.2 68. 98 1 175 -
175 47 1 2. 55 72. 3 5 1.6 72. 88 1242 -
230 705 2. 64 141. 4 72. 9 80. 90 1 376
231 707 2. 82 83. 8 57. 1 74 . 40 1265 -
232 942 2. 73 87. 8 65. 0 77. 29 13 13 -
233 47 1 2. 82 71.5 51.5 71 . 37 12 14 -
234 942 2. 73 88. 0 57. 9 72. 86 1239 -
235 248 2.82 43. 8 40. 5 68. 86 1 175 -
236 47 1 2. 64 53.2 44. 8 69. 73 1 186 -
Table 5.2b R esu lt s from heat release analysis.
Initial air pressure -- 45 bar
Initial air temperature - 773 K
Test 
No .


















Max Burn i n c 
Rate: Piff.
(em/s )
180 236 2.64 55.2 50. 5 84. 1 1 1 173 -
18 1 66 2. 28 38. 2 45. 3 8 1 . 80 1 144 -
182 47 1 2. 64 51.5 50. 0 8 3 .  34 1 162 -
183 2 3 6 2 .  73 58. 8 44 . 2 8 0 .  24 1 1 19 -
184 52 2 .  55 3 0 .  3 3 6 .  6 7 6 .  7 6 1072 -
185 47  1 2 .  64 69. 1 4 9 .  2 8 2 .  5 6 115 1 -
2 4 0 7 0 7 2 .  64 7 6 .  0 5 5 .  9 8 3 .  6 7 1 167 -
24 1 9 14 2 .  55 92. 2 6 1 . 0 8 3 .  8 6 1 19 1 -
2 4 2 7 0 7 2 . 0  1 36. 9 4 8 .  8 7 7 .  97 1088 -
243 942 2. 55 86. 6 6 0 .  7 83. 52 1 185 -
Table 5.2c R es u lt s  from heat release analysis.
Initial air pressure - 55 bar





















Max Burn i n g 
R a t e : Di f f . 
(gm/s)
190 236 1. 65 25.7 39. 3 55.61 137 1 6.8
191 66
i
1. 83 33. 7 36. 2 55. 31 1365 5.2
192 47 1 1. 65 30. 9 43. 1 55. 58 1370 9. 4
193 236 1. 83 133.0 4 1.7 56. 53 1394 7.2
194 66 1.92 41.5 39. 2 56. 76 1399 7.4
195 47 1 1 . 65 33. 0 47. 9 57. 09 1406 10.0
250 707 1 . 56 42.8 6 1.7 62. 09 152 1 1 O . M
251
i
236 1 . 83 38. 5 49. 9 60. 42 1483 7. 9
252
1
471 1. 65 41.0 58. 0 61 . 34 15 14 11.3
1
253 707 1. 47 44. 3 62. 7 61. 19 1498 11.3
254 236 1. 83 43.0 49. 2 59. 77 1469 8. 6
255 47 1 1. 65 37. 8 56. 7 60. 32 1479 12.0
280 707 1 . 56 40. 3 6 1.8 60. 99 1494 11.5
281 254 1 . 74 39. 0 50. 0 59. 92 147 1 8.5
282 47 1 1. 65 34.5 57. 7 61. 72 15 13 12. O
29d* 259 1. 47 25. 4 53. 6 60. 8 1 1583.3 12.0
"“Test at an initial air temperature of 928 K
Table 5.2d Res ul t s from heat release analysis.
Initial air pressure - 35 bar
Initial air temperature - 873 K
Test
No.



















R a t e : D i f f .
(gm/s )
200 243 1. 74 36.7 49. 4 69. 09 1371 8.0
201 101 1. 74 29. 6 49. 1 72. 75 1382 7.0
202 47 1 1 . 47 37. 7 60. 5 73. 19 1404 11.1
203 236 1 . 65 28. 3 52. 2 72. 4 1 1387 9.0




468 1. 38 32. 4 56. 4 72. 28 1385 10.0
260 707 1 . 29 33.9 68. 1 74. 70 1429 17. 0
261 236 1.56 34. 0 53. 7 73. 43 1407 12.0
262 47 1 1. 38 30.2 56. 7 73. 30 1404 13.5
263 707 1. 20 35. 8 64. 3 73. 76 14 12 15.0
264 236 1 . 47 36. 5 55. 7 73. 81 14 13 13.0
265 47 1 1. 47 30. 3 59. 0 73. 38 1405 14. 0
^ I n i t i a l  air pressure - 43.5 bar
“M n i t a i  air pressure - 45*4 bar
Table 5.2e Re sul ts  from heat release analysis.
Initial air pressure - 35 bar
Initial air temperature - 873 K
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Figure 5.1 Combustion Rig Test diagram. Test 
(p=55 bar, T=773 K)
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Figure 5.2 Cubic spline curve fit. Test 182 
curve fit experimanta 1 data
182
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Figure 5.3 Cubic spline first derivative. Test 
(dp/dt)








Figure 5.4 Smoothed pressure curve produced from
heat release analysis. Test 182
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Figure 5.5 Mean chamber temperature produced from 
heat release analysis. Test 182
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Figure 5.6 Burning rate diagram produced from heat
release analysis. Test 182
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Figure 5.7 Hass fraction vs time produced from heat 
release analysis. Test 182















Figure 5.8 Combustion Rig Test diagram. Test 215
(p=55 bar,T=873K)
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Figure 5.9 Cubic spline curve fit. Test 215
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Figure 5. 10 Cubic spline first derivative. Test 215
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Figure 5.11 Smoothed pressure curve. Test 215
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Figure 5.12 Mean chamber temperature. Test 215
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Figure 5. 13 Burning rate diagram. Test 215
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F i gure 5.14 Mass fraction vs time Test 215
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Figure 5.15 Ignition delay vs pressure for three 
cond i t i ons
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Figure 5.16 Ignition delay vs temperature for three 
cond i t ions
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Figure 5. 17 Ignition delay vs pressure. Comparison 
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Figure 5.18 Effect of nozzle opening pressure on 
ignition delay (5).
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Figure 5.19 Ignition delay vs temperature. Comparison 
with experimental correlations.
(p=35 bar, drum suirl=15,000 rpm)
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Figure 5.20 ignition delav vs druoi swirl rate.
(p=35 bar, T=50O C)
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Figure 5.21 Ignition delay vs drum swirl rate. 
(p=45 bar, T=500C)
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Figure 5.22 Ignition delay vs drum swirl rate.
(p=55 bar, T=500 C)
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Figure 5.23 Ignition delay vs drum suirl rate. 
(p=35 bar, T= 6 0 0 C )
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Figure 5.24 Ignition delay vs drum suirl rate.
(p=45 bar, T=600 C)
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Figure 5.25 Ignition delay vs drum suirl rate. 
(p=55 bar, T=600C)
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gure 5.26a Mean Combustion chamber head temperature 
vs drum suirl rate. (p=55 bar, T=5G0 C)
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Figure 5.26b Mean Combustion chamber head temperature 
vs drum suirl rate. (p=55 bar, T=600 C)
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Figure 5.27 Cross-section of combustion chamber, 
uhich shous hou the suirl rate may 
influence the head & gas temperature 
prof i l e s .
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Figure 5.29 Development of stoichioietric-kixture 
temperature history in air-vapour film 








Figure 5.28 Effect of swirl rate on ignition delay Figure 5.30 Physical delay for vapour-air mixture
in an IDI diesel engine. Taken from surrounding liquid droplet (decane) to
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Figure 5.31. Adiabatic saturation teaperature versus 
fuel/air ratio by weight at adiabatic 
saturation conditions.
(Taken fros ref. £ *
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Figure 5.32 Effect of fuel/air ratio on rapidity 
of approach to adiabatic saturation 
^  conditions. Decane with fuel air 
ratios of 1:1 A 10:1 by weight. 
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Figure 5.33 Ignition source in downwind side of fuel
spray in swirl (Test 532: p=35 bar,
T=522 C, air suirl=6750 rev/s)
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Figure 5.34 Effect of pressure on maximum burning 
rate. (T=500 C, drum suirl=5000rpn)











F i g u r e  5 . 3 5  E f f e c t  of p r e s s u r e  on m a x i m u m  b u r n i n g
rate. ( T = 6 0 0  C, d r u m  s u i r 1= 5 0 0 0 r p m )
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Figure 5.36 Effect of pressure on Baxiiua burning 
rate. (T=600 C, drua s u i r 1 = lOOOOrpa)
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F i g u r e  5 . 3 7  E f f e c t  of p r e s s u r e  on m a x i m u m  b u r n i n g
rate. ( T = 5 0 0  C, d r u m  s u i r 1= 5 0 0 0 r p m )
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Figure 5.38 Effect of temperature on maximum burning 
rate. <p=35 bar, drum suirl=5000rpm)
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F i g u r e  5 . 3 9  E f f e c t  of t e m p e r a t u r e  on m a x i m u m  b u r n i n g
rate. ( p = 3 5  bar, d r u m  s u i r 1 = 1 5 0 0 0 r p m )
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Figure 5.40 Effect of temperature on maximum burning 
rate. (p=55 bar, drum suirl=5000rpm)
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Figure 5.41 Effect of pressure on maximum burning 
rate. *(1=500 C, drum suir1 = lOOOOrpm)
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Figure 5.42 Effect of suirl on laxiaua burning rate 
(p=35 bar, T=500 - & T
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Figure 5.43 Effect of suirl on maximum burning rate. 
(p=45 bar, T=500 C )
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Figure 5.44 Effect* of suirl on maximum burning rate.
(p=55 bar, T=500 C)
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Figure 5.45 Effect of suirl on maximum burning rate. 
(p=35 bar, T=600 C)
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Figure 5.46 Effect of suirl on maximum burning rate.
(p=45 bar, T=600 C)
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Figure 5.47 Effect of suirl on maximum burning rate. 
(p=55 bar, T=600 C)
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Figure 5.48 Comparison of maximum burning rate vs 
suirl at conditions of different 
severity, (from p=35 bar & T=500 C to 
p=55 bar &« T=600 C )






Figure 5.49 Effect of pressure on maximum di f f us ion 
burning rate. (T=600 C, drum suirl=5000 
r p m )
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Figure 5 . 5 0  Effect of pressure on maximum d i f f us ion 
burning rate. ( T = 6 0 0  C, drum s u i r l = 1 0 0 0 0  
r pm )
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Figure 5.51 Effect of suirl on maximum di f fusion 
burning rate. (p=35 bar, T=600 C)
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Figure 5.52 Effect of suirl on maximum di f fus ion
burning rate. (p=45 bar, T=600 C)
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Figure 5.53 Effect of suirl on naxiiun di f f us ion 
burning rate. (p=55 bar, T=600 C)
CHAPTER 6 
Combust ion Model.
N o t a t  ion
F o r  c h a p t e r s  6 a n d  7
a*..* - coefficient k for specie i in
thermodynamic property equation 
act - activation energy
A - empirically derived constant in Annand
equat ion
b - spray half width of circular spray (m)
b^Kx ~ spray half width of jet front (m)
b* — burnt fraction (mass burnt/mass
injected)
bi — leading edge width of spray (m)
bz ” trailing edge width of spray (m)
b9 - perpendicular half width of spray (m)
B - empirically derived constant in Annand
equat ion
C - fuel concentration withein spray (mass of
fuel/mass of fuel+air)
Ca — empirically derived constatn in Annand
equation (W/nr'K'*)
Cd ~ coefficient of discharge from an
or i f ice
Cm - centreline concentration within spray
Cp, - specific heat capacity at constat P
(J/kg K)
- stoichiometric concentration 
Cv — specific heat capacity at constant
volume (J/kg K) 
d - nozzle diameter (m)
d* — diameter of combustion chamber (m)
d„ - equivalent nozzle diameter (m)
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D - fuel droplet diameter (m)
D 0 - initial fuel droplet diameter (m)
E - activation energy (J/kgmol)
(fk) - time dependent constant added to iet
centreline concentration equation after 
fresh air depletion 
F - intermediate variable in tip penetration
correlat ion
h - absolute specific enthalpy (J/kgmol)
hoi - absolute specific enthalpy of specie i at
absolute zero (J/kgmol)
H - absolute enthalpy (J)
k - thermal conductivity (W/m K)
k p - empirical coefficient
k$ - Steric factor
K - empirical coefficient
K* - empirical coefficient
m - dimens ion less empirical index
- mass of fuel in zone (kg)
Hi - mass of injected fuel (kg)
Molt - number of moles of specie i
Hu - mass of unburnt fuel (kg)
n - number of fuel droplets
N - engine speed (rev/min)
p - pressure (N/mz )
Pa ~ chamber pressure (N/mz )
Pinj - injection pressure (N/mz )
Pe - partial pressure of oxygen (N/mz )
q - heat transfer rate (W)
Q - total heat transfer (J)
Qa - momenta of air
Qj - momenta of spray
r - r a d i u s  f r o m  c e n t r e  of c o m b u s t i o n  c h a m b e r
(m)
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R - gas constant (J/kg K)
Rt, - burning rate of fuel (kg/s)
Re ~ Reynolds number
R.oi - universal gas constant (J/kgmol K)
Rx» - preparation rate of fuel (kg/s)
s - tip tangential displacement (m)
t - time (s)
tim - time since start of injection (s)
tO - time for jet to form (s)
T - gas temperature (K)
T» — mean temperature (K)
Tw - wall temperature (K)
T* — zone temperature (K)
U - absolute internal energy (J)
V - velocity within spray (m/s)
V m  - centreline velocity within spray (m/s)
V0 — spray velocity at nozzle exit (m/s)
V* - zone volume (m®)
w - air swirl (rad/s)
** - dimens ion less index
x - radial penetration of spray (m)
Xi = ~~t~a.il radiaT' position (while injection
is in progress: x &=0) (m) 
x* - tip penetration for straight jet (m)
xtw - radial tip penetration of spray in swirl
(m)
xx - axial position in jet front between 0 and
xxx (m )
xxx - length of jet front (m)
y "" - perpendicular distance from spray axis
(m )
y/b - normalised perpendicular position within
spray
y/b(04tx)“ integral limit; function of 0 A and x
- 108 -
y( 0 4 ,x) - integral llimit; perpendicular distance 
from spray axis, function of 0* and x 
Qftt) - time dependent function in axial
concentration equation 
A t  -  injection duration (s)
p * - density of air (kg/m3 )
^ -  density of atmosphere (kg/m3 )
P - density of air in zone (kg/m3 )
^ - density of reference fuel (840)
(kg/m3 )
-  density of fuel (kg/m3 ) 
p  -  viscosity of air (kg/m s)











Chapter 6 Combustion Mode 1
6.1,a Basis of Model
Many research workers have produced models of the 
combustion process in diesel engines, none of which 
have been entirely satisfactory. This has mainly been 
due to the complex physical and chemical mechanisms, 
which are involved in the combustion of the 
heterogeneous fuel/air mixture, not least those 
associated with turbulent gas flows.
An integral jet mixing model, which may be applied to 
sprays in swirl, has been developed at Bath. This was 
based on the model by Adler & Lyn (61) as implemented 
by J P Packer (40) & extended by M Wilson (45). In 
its present form it includes variable density 
non-isothermal jets with phase change. Eventually, it 
is hoped that the combustion phase can be added to 
this jet mixing model.
However, recognising that a model including 
combustion was highly desirable in the context of 
this present thesis previous combustion models were 
studied to ascertain if they could be used as a basis 
for modelling the processes in the high swirl bomb. 
These endeavours resulted in the development of a
model based on the works of Shahed, Chiu & Lyn___
(31,46). Before desrcibing this model in detail & 
examining the reasons for its choice, some of the 
other models will be described. The descriptions will 
only cover the fundamental bases of the various 
mode 1s .
-  1 1 0  -
6. l.b Single Zone Models
The simplest models are based on a homogeneous 
distribution of fuel & air, heat release & 
temperature within the chamber. Variations between 
these models, are primarily found in the method of 
describing or ascertaining the heat release rate.
In the Whitehouse & Way model (66), the combustion 
relations are based on the rate of preparation of 
fuel from droplets, ie a droplet based model. 
Initially the combustion is controlled by chemical 
kinetics, but the rate is small as the initial 
temperature is low. As the temperature rises the 
burning rate increases until reduced again by lack of 
prepared fuel. This mechanism of pre-mixed burning is 
shown in figure 6. 1. The diffusion stage of the 
combustion is considered to be controlled by the rate 
at which unburnt fuel is prepared & is based on a 
function, which relates droplet diameter, mass of 
fuel & oxygen available, ie:-
where Preparation rate of fuel.
Hi- Hass of injected fuel.
Hu- Hass of unburnt fuel.
Po~ Partial pressure of 0*. 
x - dimens ion less constant, 
m - dimens ion less constant.
K - empirical coefficient.
- I l l -
Also:-
M.= n .‘/fe. n  D„*
M<*= n n o
- 6.2
- 6.3
where n - No. of fuel droplets.
^p - density of fuel.
D - Fuel droplet diameter.
D„- Initial droplet diameter.
The constants x & m must be found empirically 
together with the constant K, which is dependent on 
fuel injection characteristics, air movement & 
combustion chamber shape.
Equation 6.1 represents a physical preparation rate 
of fuel for burning not only during the diffusion 
phase, when the physical preparation rate is 
equal to the burning rate R*,, but also during the 
pre— mixed phase when R* has to be taken in 
conjunction with chemical kinetics, represented by 
the activation energy ’act*.
Pre-mixed burning is controlled by an Arrhenius based 
burning rate equation, which incorporates the fuel 
preparation rate, ie:-
-  1 1 2  -
= Kp^ ( RP" Rb) d0<
R b = K ' p J / R . - D . \ H A e ‘ l c t / r  -  6 . 4
where Rte- Sate of burning.
K - Empiracal coefficient.
P - Partial pressure of 0 .
N - Engine speed.
T - Gas temperature.
S,,- Sate of fuel preparation. 
y-fc/T
e - Arrhenius burning rate 
funct ion. 
d0- Crank angle interval
Basically the integral^ S^-Si,). d0 defines the amount 
of fuel available for combustion.
Other less sophisticated droplet based models have 
been developed in references (67),(68).
Other models, which relate the heat release rate to 
the fuel injection rate or characteristics are 
described in references (69) & (70). Reference (69) 
is a simple model developed just to obtain pressures 
& rate of change of pressures.
Reference (70) is slightly more sophisticated, but 
produces similar end results. The heat release rate 
is based on functions controlled by six empirically 
defined parameters. These are used in equations^to 
determine fuel evaporation rate (parameter Ci), 
fuel burning rate (Cz ), burned mixture dilution 
rate (C9 ), heat release rate (C«), heat release 
mixture ratio (F), & Specified increment in mixture 
ratio Af for each crank angle interval.
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6.1.c Two zone models.
In an attempt to produce a more realistic 
heterogenous model, researchers have split the 
combustion space into two zones (71,72); ie a burning 
zone (fuel spray) & non burning zone. The two zone 
model gives a crude approximation to the temperature 
within the combustion zone, which may assist in the 
estimation of nitrous oxide (NO*) formation by less 
empirical means than the single zone models.
In the model from reference (72), both the 
preparation rate & reaction rate equations (6.1 &
6.4) are taken from the previously described 
Whitehouse & Way single zone model. The main 
improvement over the single zone model is the 
distinction made between the two zones with respect 
to temperature & composition
6 . 1.d Four zone models.
An example of a four zone model is that by Baluswamy 
(73), which extends the' two zone model, so that the 
jet consists of three zones instead of one, ie an 
unburnt fuel zone, a stoichiometric burning zone & a 
product air zone plus the remaining non-burning: zone 
as shown in figure 6.2.
Combustion is again based on the Whitehouse & Way 
model (66). The model should give a better estimation 
of temperatures within the zones than the two zone 
models & therefore should be able to provide a better 
base for the realistic estimation of pollution.
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6.1.e Multizone Models.
Multizone models are a logical extension of the 
previously described models & have been developed 
with the desire to more precisely describe the 
conditions within the combustion chamber.
A general study of the available literature has 
revealed two different types of zoning method. The 
first method separates the fuel into individual 
packets, which have trajectories depending on their 
radial position relative to the axis of the iet 
(74,75,76). As an example, a model produced by 
Meguerdichian & Watson (75) will be briefly 
descr ibed.
Method 1
The fuel spray is considered as a jet of two 
dimensional form, which is described by three 
empirically derived mathematical functions. Two of 
these are Abramovich profiles (36) for velocity & 




The third is a tip penetration equation tor a 
straight jet taken from Hay & Jones (bb) which is:-
x -te— 2-28 /Vp t 
dn ' /
6.7
The zone division pattern imposed on the let moves 
with the same motion as the jet. The zones are split 
into concentric layers of equal fuel mass & therefore 
different widths (_Y*) (figure 6.3). Zones near the 
’half velocity* line of the jet (eg zone 3 in figure 
6.3) are thinner than the zones at the boundary or 
centreline, because the fuel masses are proportional 
to:- (from equ. 6.6)
This is clearer if the integrand is plotted against 
the jet width as in figure 6.4.
The velocities of the zones are made equal to:-
where k refers to the zone postion relative to the 
jet boundary shown in figure 6.3, the total number 
being five.These zone velocities approximate to the 
Abramovich profile. Also the half radius zones move 
with the same velocity as the jet tip. As the 
centreline zones (eg layer 5 in figure 6.3) approach 
the jet front, they move across to the outside of the 
jet and settle as slow moving zones. This motion can
fuel 6.8
V|t = C(2k-l)/10D*(centreline velocity) 6.9
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be seen in figure 6.5 for the jet front. This pattern 
does not truly represent the complex motion at the 
jet front.
Burning of the zones between the rich and lean limits 
of inflammability is calculated from an Arrhenius 
type burning rate equation as follows:-
dRkl= k s^l x .(l-bz)(l-0ibz ).exp (-E/RTZ) - 6 . 1 0
dt
where ks. - steric factor
fax - density of air in zone z 
b* - burnt fraction (mass burnt/ 
mass injected)
- equivalence ratio ( C / C s + )
E - activation energy 
R - gas constant 
T* - zone temperature
Method 2
The other of method of zoning, as used by Shahed. 
Chiu & Lyn (31,46), has a system of expanding zones 
with iso-equivalence ratio boundaries. The main 
principles of the model are as follows:
The spray is treated as a turbulent gaseous jet & 
experimental correlations are used for spray tip & 
tail penetrations, spray widths & spray-swirl 
interact ion.
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The fuel/air distribution along the centreline of the 
jet is described by a time dependent hyperbolic 
function, ie:-
C m=l/(Ca t ). x + 1 ) - 6 . 1 1
Across the jet a normal distribution is assumed:-
C / C »= 1-(y / b ) x*5 - 6.12
CK(t) is determined by using the principle of mass 
conservation, ie The mass of fuel distributed in the 
spray must equal the mass of fuel injected up to that 
point. In mathematical terms, this is:-
/ t rXt/'bfx)
M i  dt = 211 /  I C^ydy.dX 
* 1  J o
-  6. 13
By substituting for C & ^ , a ( t )  may be obtained by 
"'"""■fcpplying an iteration technique to the above 
equat ion.
At the moment of ignition, the pre-mixed vapour is 
split into several zones of different fuel/air ratio 
between the rich & lean limits of inflammability 
shown in figure 6.6. The mass of fuel in each zone is 
determined from an equation similar to the previous 
one. ie:-
C^ydydX “ 6 * 14M rz= 2 n f  T
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The fuel masses in each burning zone are made equal & 
kept constant. The iso-equivalence ratio boundaries 
(y(0L,x), figure 6.6) are calculated from equations 
(6.11), (6.12) i t (6.13) in conjunction with equation
(6. 14).
As time progresses, further jet penetration occurs it 
air is entrained into the core & burning zones from 
the air zone. This air dilutes the burning zones it 
allows more fuel to cross the rich limit of 
inflammability to create a new zone. A new zone is 
considered complete once it has filled to a fuel mass 
equal to one of the original burning zones.
Thereafter new zones are created until all the fuel 
in the core has crossed the rich limit of 
inflammabi1ity.
The burning zones are considered to shift 
instantaneously to their equilibrium state at their 
respective fuel/air ratios. The combustion rate is 
therefore controlled by the rate at which fuel 
crosses the rich limit of inflammability.
6.1.f choice of Combustion Model
The choice of multizone combustion model was based on 
the adaptability of the combustion phase to the Bath 
jet mixing'model (45). Two different types of 
combustion m odels were considered. The first was 
Heguerdichian & Watson's (75) & the second was 
Shahed, Chiu & L y n ’s (31,46).
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The method of zoning used in Meguerdichian & W a t s o n ’s 
model is such that it defines the /jet geometry. That 
is a change in jet profiles (eg figure 6.2 6.3)
could not be easily accommodated by the zoning method 
used. It is difficult to visualise hou the method of 
zoning described in the previous section could be 
applied to a jet in swirl with a distorted profile.
On the other hand the Shahed, Chiu & Lyn model could 
be easily applied to any deflected 2 dimensional iet. 
This model could also be applied to a 3 dimensional 
jet, but the computational difficulty would be 
substantially increased. The zone boundaries are 
mapped onto the jet in the same way as contour lines 
are generated on a map. The zoning method does not 
affect the jet mixing model except through the 
effects of combustion on pressure.
Therefore a model based on the Shahed, Chiu & Lyn 
concept was developed with the possibility that the 
combustion phase of the model could be adapted to the 
Bath jet mixing model. The model produced'ftt described 
in the next section was not an exact copy of the 
Shahed, Chiu & Lyn model, but was based on the same 
principles.
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6.2 Outline Description of Mode 1
6.2.a Spray Mixing Model
The main function of the spray mixing model was to 
provide a realistic basis for the combustion model. 
Therefore there was no necessity for the spray model 
to be particularily sophisticated. The main 
requirement was a temporal & spatial description of 
the fuel & air within the spray. This was achieved 
simply by using empirical equations for spray tip 
penetration, width & trajectory as used in the Shahed 
mode 1.
Tip penetration
The tip penetration for a fuel spray in quiescent air 
is based on an experimental correlation taken from 
Chiu, Shahed & Lyn (31), which is:-
x*=F. t°* ** - 6. 15
For a fuel spray in swirl the tip penetration (x^) 
in the radial direction is reduced. This is achieved 
by adjusting the above equation by the following 




xt u = x*. 6. 17
where Qj and Q» are the momentum for the fuel & 
air respectively, and:-
Initial Jet Velocity
The initial jet velocity is based on the equation for 
discharge from an orifice, which is as follows:-
where the coefficient of discharge (C4 ) is taken to 
be 0.62.
Spray Axis & Trajectory
For a spray in swirl, the tangential displacement of 
the tip from the nozzle axis is given by the 
following relation:-
Q a - ^ * . X t w 2w2 6. 18
Q^  = ?f.Vo 6. 19
6 . 20
6 . 2 2
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Adler & Lyn (77) have shown that the trajectory of a 
transient fuel spray follows the axis of an 
equivalent steady state jet. Therefore the spray axis 
(locus of maximum fuel concentration) is assumed to 
correspond to the tip trajectory.
Tail Movement
At the end of injection, the spray detaches from the 
nozzle to form a tail. It is assummed that the tail 
travels at half the equivalent tip velocity in the 
same position ie:-
Where F is taken from the tip penetration equation &
At is the injection duration. This equation is taken 
from reference (31), although it is not based on an 
experimental or theoretical analysis, ie: the 
behavior has been assumed to be of this form. They 
found that very little e f f e c ^ o n  the mixing rate was - 
produced by adjusting the constant ( l/ST^in the 
equation from 0.25 to 1.0. Therefore it seems 
reasonable to use this equation until an experimental 
correlation may be substituted for it.
Shape of the Cr&ss-Section within the Main Body o f 
the Spray
For a jet injected into quiescent air, the 
cross-section is of circular form, with axisymetric 
distribution of properties. In swirling air, the 
axisymetric circular cross-section of the jet has 
been shown to distort into a horse shoe shape as
6.22
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shown in figure 6.7. As it is extremely difficult to 
describe mathematically or to use this complex shape, 
the jet is simplified so that the cross-section is 
circular, but with a modified area.
The jet is first simplified so that the iet 
cross-section is a combination of two half elipses as 
shown in figure 6.8. The leading edge width 'b,' 
has been shown experimentally (31) to be equal to the 
half width of an equivalent straight jet. Also the 
trailing edge width *bz * has been shown to grow 
faster than ’bi' where the relationship between the 
two is as follows:-
b*=bi( 1+0.0016.R e°* 66) - 6.23
where Reynolds number, Re, is defined by:-
The leading edge width 'bi* is obtained from 
P r a n d t l ’s mixing-length theory for the growth rate of 
a straight jet (36). That is:-
Be = 2U.^ai. r.w.d/M 6. 24
H  -  viscosity of air 
d - injector nozzle diameter 
w - air swirl (rpm) 
r - radius from centre 
- density of air
J
6 . 2 4 a
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The constant ’k^' has been shown experimentally 
(31) to be equal to 0.24.
The spray half width * b i s  obtained theoretically 
from P r a n d t l ’s mixing length theory to give:-
This two half ellipse spray cross-sect ion is further 
simplified by transforming it into a circular 
cross-section of an equal area. This is shown in 
figure 6.9, where the spray width is obtained from 
the following equation:-
The effect of swirl on the spray is to increase the 
spray radius relative to the straight jets radius and 
thus enhance the air ant»ainment rate.
Shape of Spray Front
Although Chiu, Shahed & Lyn treated the jet front as 
a flat blunt body, the classical bell shaped 
formation has been adopted. The length of the jet 
front is defined by the following correlation:-
xxx=x«.tO/tia - 6.27
w h e r e :-
t 0 = 5 . 2 d „ / V „  - 6 . 2 8
b a = b  x+0 .  1 lx. 6. 25




& d„ is the equivalent nozzle diameter for a dense 
jet & has been defined by reference (77) to be:-
d "= d -(?f/?*)05 - 6 . 2 9
The jet half width as a function of axial position is 
described by the following equation:-
bxKK=bB.>( ( l - ( x x / x x x ) - 6.30
Concentration Distribution
The fuel/air distribution along the jet as stated 
earlier in equation 6.11 is described by a time 
dependent hyperbolic function (figure 6.11) ie:-
I
C*=  -----------  - 6.31
( a ( t ) . x +  i )
a(t) is a function of time only & is determined by 
applying the principle of mass conservation to the 
jet. That is the mass of fuel distributed in the 
spray must equal the mass of fuel injected upto that 
t ime.
Across the jet a normal distribution as found 
experimentally by Abramovich (36l is used, ie:-
C/C«=l— (y/b) x*5 - 0^y>b - 6.32
This equation is extended to include the jet front, 
where b K is substituted for b.
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Conservation of Fuel Mass
As stated earlier, the mass of fuel in/jected must 
equal the mass of fuel distributed within the spray. 
In mathematical terms this is:-
The local density within the jet is found from the 
combined equations of state for the fuel vapour and 
air to give:-
After substituting equations (6.31), (6.32) & (6.34)
into equation 6.33 above, a(t) may be determined 
through numerical iteration. The numerical iteration 
technique used was Patterson’s method (78), as 
implemented in NAG routine dOldaf. Once Q!(t) is 
known, the fuel/air distribution at that instant of 
time may be described by equations (6.31) & (6.32).
Mixing After Fresh Air Depletion
No information could be found on jet mixing after 
fresh air depletion under these conditions. Therefore 
a model with no experimental or rigorous theoretical 
basis for these conditions was assumed. The assumed 
model does, however, reduce the mixing rate & 




towards a homogeneous state. This at least, 
qualitively models what actually happens after fresh 
air depletion.
Both the jet centreline & boundary concentrations are 
increased, where the boundary concentration is equal 
to zero before fresh air depletion. Fresh air 
depletion is reached when the the mass of air in the 
fuel spray exceeds the original mass of air in the 
chamber, ie:-
error=(mass of air injet)-(mass in chamber) - 6.35
where:- error is positive after 
fresh air depletion.
To reduce the mass of air in the jet, the boundary 
concentration is increased (thus decreasing the jet 
width) by some small arbitrary amount. This gives a 
new error between the mass of air in the jet & the 
original &ir^ mass in the chamber. From this a new 
estimate for the boundary concentration may be 
determined by using the following equation:-
C B=C i+ferror i(Ca-C jl
[error, - error* J -6*36
This method is illustrated in figure 6.12.
Decreasing the jet width would clearly decrease the 
mass of fuel within the jet, if the same
-  1 2 8  -
concentration profiles were used. Therefore a 
constant (fk) is added to the jet centreline 
concentration (equ. 6.31) thus:-
I
C.=(fk) +   - 6.37
( a ( t ) x +  i)
The value of (fk) is obtained iteratively using a 
similar technique to the one used above to obtain the 
neu jet boundary concentration.
Adjusting the concentration profiles will affect the 
mass of air in the jet. Therefore the jet boundary 
concentration C & the constant (fk), will need 
alternate re-adjustment until both conditions for air 
& fuel mass are satisfied.
6.2.b Zoning
At the point of ignition the jet is split into; a 
fuel rich core above the inflammability limit of the 
fuel; *n* combustion zones of equal fuel mass, but 
decreasing equivalence ratio; an air zone which 
includes the fuel below the lean limit of 
inflammability. This is illustrated in figure 6.13a, 
where the initial number of burning zones is three. 
Properties within the zones are considered uniform & 
the boundaries to the zones are of constant fuel/air 
ratio* That is the boundaries follow iso-equivalence 
ratio contours.
Initially (first step), the iso-equivalence ratio 
boundaries of the burning zones are unknown, apart 
from the boundary between the rich core & the inner
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burning zone, & the boundary between the air zone & 
the outer burning zone. These two known boundaries 
are set at the rich & lean equivalence ratios 
respectively. Furthermore, the mass of fuel in the 
core, the mass of fuel in the air zone & the mass of 
air in all the remaining zones are unknown. The fact 
that the air zone contains fuel is due to the choice 
of the value of the outer burning zone boundary 
equivalence ratio (figure 6.13a), usually taken as 
0.5, which inevitably leaves some fuel outside in the 
so-called air zone.
These unknown conditions are determined from the 
following equations:-
r X t r
mass of fuel in zone=2n/ I b*C
Xl
C & ^ are determined from equation 6.31, 6.32 &6.34. 
The function ? nay be obtained from equation
6.31 & 6.32 to give:-
- 6.40
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Once the mass of fuel in the air zone is determined, 
it remains constant, although any future 
modifications should allow entrainment of some of the 
fuel back into the burning zones.
As time progresses, further air is entrained into the 
jet & new zones are created as prepared fuel & air 
crosses the rich limit of combustion. A new zone is 
created once enough fuel has crossed the rich limit 
of combustion. Although the masses of fuel within the 
burning zones are fixed once they are formed, they 
are continuously diluted by entrained air.
At each step the unknown boundary conditions & masses 
are determined from equations 6.38 & 6.39. There is 
one difference between the initial zoning step & 
subsequent steps. At the first step the fuel mass in 
the air zone is unknown, but its upper equivalence 
ratio boundary is known (lean limit). In the 
subsequent steps the situation is reversed, ie The 
mass of fuel in the air zone is known, but^t£e_ upper 
equivalence ratio of that zone is unknown.
New zones are created until the fuel rich core is 
consumed. This zoning process from beginning to end 
is illustrated in figure 6.13a, 6.13b & 6.13c.
Combustion & Chemical Equilibrium
Combustion is imposed on top of the zoning model. At 
each step, the burning zones are considered to 
instantaneously shift to their chemical equilibrium 
state at their respective fuel/air ratios. Thus the 
combustion rate is controlled by the rate of air
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entrainment into the burning zones & the rate at 
which fuel crosses the rich limit of combustion to 
form a new zone. The newly created burning zone goes 
from an unburned state to chemical equilibrium. 
Subsequently it follows chemical equilibrium as the 
zones fuel/air ratio becomes weaker through entrained 
a i r .
As yet the pre-mixed combustion phase is not 
modelled. The height of the pre-mixed spike is 
controlled by the mass of fuel & air prepared during 
the ignition delay & an arbitrarily chosen step 
length.
Chemical equilibrium is based on 12 species, which 
are Hz 0, Hz , OH, H, Nz , NO, N, C O * , CO, 0Z , O & A r . 
The equilibrium distribution of these species can be 











2 H Z + Oi
20H + H z
H z0 + CO
2 H Z + 2N0
These reactions occur in both directions. Chemical 
equilibrium occurs when all these reactions are 
balanced, so that the species concentrations are 
constant. This balance is a function of pressure, 
temperature & fuel/air ratio.
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When the fuel/air ratio in a zone is on the rich 
side, there will be a relatively large proportion of 
CO & OH species. These species will convert to CO*
& HzO, when further air is entrained into the zone, 
producing further chemical energy release.
The numerical procedure for the solution of these 
equilibrium equations was taken from reference (73). 
Provision has been made in this numerical procedure 
for the freezing out of NO fractions, so that NO 
pollution may be predicted.
6.2.d Heat Release
The overall energy release is derived by applying the 
principle of energy conservation to each zone. That 
i s : -
Absolute change The external Heat trans. Absolute
of internal = work done by + from the + enthalpy 
energy the zone zone _  - of flow
For a burning zone going from state 1 to 2 (figure 
6.14), there is: 1) an inflow of enthalpy from the 
entrained air AM^ha* 2) an outflow of heat & work A O  
& AW. This equals the change in absolute internal 
energy, AU, between states 1 & 2.
A U + A q + A h
- 6.41
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The e q u a t i o n  of s t a t e : -
pV,= raET 6. 42
is used to calculate the volume changes of each 
individual zone. Clearly the sum of all the 
individual zone volumes should equal the total 
chamber volume, ie:-
This equality may be satisfied by adjusting the 
chamber pressure at each step.
Heat Transfer
It should be pointed out that the model being 
described here is for a unique constant volume bomb. 
Therefore the estimation of heat transfer is 
particularly difficult, as little work has been done 
in this area. At present, any heat transfer 
correlation will only give an indication of the heat 
transfer trends.
Heat transfer through radiation is particularly 
important in diesel engines, because of the 
luminescence of diffusion type combustion. For this 
reason, an Annand type correlation has been used, 
.which is as follows (79):-
n




( £ K ( T_T*)+ C i (T4' T“'4 )
6.44
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The coefficients A, B & C were arbitarily taken to be 
the same as those quoted by Annand for a four stroke 
diesel engine. These were as follows:-
A= 1* 10 k g »/a3»
B=0. 7
C a=3.27*10 M/ m zK 4
For simplicity, the viscosity & density terms in the 
Reynolds equation (Re ) are Based on the properties 
of air in the air zone.Air density is calculated from 
the ideal gas law & air viscosity is calculated from 
the following simple correlation:-
-7  0 -645
M =4.73*10 .T - 6.45
The velocity term in the Reynolds equation is based 
on the swirl drum peripheral velocity. Also the 
thermal conductivity *k* is calculated from the 
Prandtl equation for air , which is assumed to be a 
constant_of 0.7. ie:-
Pr=0. 7= n C ?  - 6.46
The mean chamber gas temperature was used in the heat 
transfer correlation & was obtained from the 
following equation:-




The heat transfer is then distributed between the 
zones as a function of zone mass & temperature, ie:-
zone H.T. = (zone mass x zone temp.) x total H.T.
Thus the distribution of heat transfer is biased 
towards zones at a higher temperature.
Enthalpy of Flow between Zones
The enthalpies associated with the mass flows across 
zone boundaries needs to be accounted for in the zone 
energy balances. For the fuel core there are three 
sources of enthalpy, which are as follows:-
1) The injected fuel, whose initial enthalpy is 
based on liquid fuel at room temperature.
(dmr h r )
2) The fuel & air used to create a new zone where 
the enthalpy is based on the mean core 
temperature, (dm^h^)
3) The influx of entrained air from the air zone. 
The initial enthalpy is based on the air zone 
temperature. (dm4h4 i)
In mathematical terms this is:- (see figure 6 . 13b
zone mass X  zone temp 6.48




For the air 8< burning zones where the fuel masses 
remain constant, only the enthalpy associated with 
the entrained air needs to be taken account of. Thus 
for the burning zones the enthalpy of flow is:-
Where the initial enthalpy is based on the air zone 
temperature. For the air zone the enthalpy of flow 
i s : -
Where the mass of air, dnu-r, is equal to the sum of 
all the masses entrained into the other zones.
Gas Properties
The gasl properties for any combination of the 12 
species of combustion, including air^^are worked out 
by the subroutine ’prop*. This program is based on 
work from Benson RS (80), where the thermodynamic 
properties, calculated from spectroscopic data, have 
been fitted. For the enthalpy of any particular 








where H4 - Total enthalpy of 
spec ie.
Holi- No. of moles of specie i 
R«toi“ Universal gas const, 
at,*- Coefficient k for specie 
i .
T - Temperature (K) 
hoi - Enthalpy of specie i at 
absolute zero.
The total enthalpy for a combination of different 
species is the sum of the polynomials, ie:-
i=N 5
=^Moli(Rm0|J’ai,»Tk -f hoi) J - 6 . 5 3
l~i k=l
Similarly the specific heat at constant pressure may 
be derived from the differential thus:-
C,..1= I R h l  - 6.54
Mol DTtJ
f i n o L r y k V  (Moli.au) Tk 11 6.55
Mol 1^ -'. J t/l i urL k =I J/kgmol K
Briefly the polynomial for absolute internal energy 
is
u=Rmoi Z  Z Me,-V  - Z Mo|;T +Z Mo,i hoi




&« the specific heat at constant volume is:-
CVmo| = c pmol " R mol 6 ‘ 57
J/kgmol K
The coefficients, ai,h for the polynomials are 
tabulated in table 6.1.
Fuel properties
Fuel properties uere based on the compound 
n-Tridecane with the chemical formula CigHze. Gas 
properties for the fuel in vapour form are also 
calculated by the subroutine ’prop*. The above 
polynomials are used, but the coefficients uere 
obtained from a curve fit of the TRC (Thermodynamic 
Research Centre) Hydrocarbon Projects (81) tabulated 
data. This curve fit is shoun in figure 6.15 & the 
polynomial coefficients are also tabulated in table 
6. 1.
The initial enthalpy of the fuel in liquid form uas 




The computing scheme reflects the path folloued in 
its development. Jet mixing is modelled by the main 
program uhereas the combustion phase, which was 
modelled separately, is a subprogram to this. In 
total there are 6 subroutine subprograms, one of 
which is NAG routine dOldaf (82), & six function 
subprograms. All six function programs are used by 
the NAG routine. The computing network for the main 
program & the 12 subprograms is illustrated in figure 
6.16. The program listings may be obtained from 
reference (83).
6.3.a Main Program: Jet mixing (figure 6.17)
The simplicity of this empirically based model is 
clearly demonstrated in the flow diagram shown in 
figure 6.17. Apart from the radial tip & tail 
penetration the jet description involves sequential 
solution of straightforward algebraic equations.
A Newton type method is used for the determination 
of the radial tip penetration in swirl. That is:-
- Ytw . -f(xtw) - 6.58
where f(xtw) comes from equations 6.15 & 6.16. ie:-




The differential f ’(xtu) is as follows:-
f *(x t w )=-0,462.x^.xtu 032
\ Qid /
0-44
-  1-0 - 6.60
At each step the first estimate for xtw is taken as 
the tip penetration (x*>) for a straight jet. The 
method is also used for the determination of the tail 
penetrat ion.
Alcaic (figure 6.18)
This subroutine, which is called by the main program, 
is used to determine the function a(t) in equation 
6.31. Qf(t) is a time dependent function & is used in 
the axial concentration profile equation 6.31.
Again a Newton type method is used to find 
although the differential function, f*(x), is not 
determined directly. From equation 6.33 the function 
f(x) is:-
yOCfc /»l
f (x)=2n I  / b^ ? Q d Q d x - /  4* - 6 . 6 1
x ,  o
f(x)=(mass of fuel in jet)-(mass injected)
The qualitative relation of this function with O L  is 
plotted in figure 6.19. By determining the value of 
f , (a> & f 2 C0') for two similar values of a, &CK2, the 
approximate value f*(a) may be determined. That is:-
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f ’ (CO=f, -fT 
O i t O i j
6. 62




This is repeated as shown by figure 6.19, until the 
function f ( a )  is close enough to zero:-
The integral from equation 6.33:-
is 'Solved' by NAG routine dOldaf & the mass injected 
is calculated by the main program from the fuel 
injection parameters.
NAG routine dOldaf (82)
As stated earlier this is a standard routine 
implemented on multlcs & therefore no listing or flow 
chart has been produced.
6.33
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Its function is to evaluate a double integral to a 
specified accuracy, by repeated application of the 
method described by Patterson (78). The integral is 
of the form:-
Where a and b are constants & fi(x) & fz (x) are 
fuctions of the variable x. These are supplied by the 
user along with the integrand f(x,y). The external 
functions fi(x) & fz (x) correspond to the 
normalised functions PI & P2 or P3 & P4 as shown in 
figure 6.20. The jet tip, *xt*, & the jet back, *xl’, 
replace the constants a & b respectively. Function 
subprogram fa, evaluates the integrand f(x,y) at any 
point (x,y).
On exit from dOldaf, the estimate of the integral 
(equ. 6.33) is contained in the variable ’a n ’, 
returned by dOldaf.
Function Subprogram fa (figure 6.21)
This function evaluates b2c^(y/b) at location x & 
(y/b) within the fuel jet & is used by NAG routine 
dOldaf.
The jet half widths are only calculated at discrete x 
locations as shown in figure 6.22. Thus any half 




For example, if NAG routine dOldaf requires the value 
of the function b*c (y/b) at location (x,y) & the x 
is between known locations xs(i-l) & xs(i). Then the 
half width at x will be as follows:-
Section A in the flow chart (figure 6.21) illustrates 
how the two x s (i ) points, which immediatly abound 
location x are determined.
This function will also evaluate the integrand
b z (1-c)^(y/b), when the mass of air in a zone etc. is
being determined.
Function Subprograms PI, P2, P3, & P4 (figure 6 .23)
These functions are used by subroutine dOldaf as the 
upper & lower limits of the inner integral (equ. 
6.31). Functions PI & P2 are constant & define the 
axis & boundary of the fuel jet respectively (figure
6.20). As the jet boundaries are normalised, PI & P2 
equal 0.0 & 1.0 respectively.
P3 & P4 define the outer & inner boundaries of a zone 
respectively at constant equivalence ratios (figure




& function P3 = ^  (02/x )  = J / - C ^ f(af.x+| 3  - 6.68
where c(i) is the fuel concentration at boundary *i*. 
Figure 6.23 shows the flowchart for function P4
Subroutine Zone (figure 6.24-)
This subroutine divides the jet, defined by the main 
program, into its zones at the point of ignition & 
calculates the resulting heat release.
On the first call to zone, the pre-ignition zones & 
conditions are set up as illustrated in the flow 
diagram in sections A & B. The number of zones is 
controlled by a small section at the start of the 
program as illustrated by section F in the flow 
chart. This is followed by section G which uses the
same Newton type iteration technique as used in the
subroutine alcalc, to obtain the zone boundary 
equivalence ratio's. Section H defines the changes of 
masses & mols within each zone & the flow of enthalpy 
across zone boundaries. Gas properties, heat transfer 
& chemical equilibrium are dealt with in the 
following section I.
A double iteration loop is used to satisfy the energy 
conservation equation & volume constraint. Both these 
loops start at point C in the flow diagram & finish
at points D & E respectively.
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A new estimate for the zone temperature is made, bv 
dividing the error from the energy conservation 
equation for each zone by the heat capacity for 
each zone. That is:-
T>B«M=Tx e id tzona energy error - 6.69
(fbz- Molz
where CpbK is the molar specific heat capacity at 
constant pressure.
The chamber pressure is updated by using the ideal 
gas laws, ie:-
zone vol. ^ 
\ Chamber vol./
When both these conditions are satisfied, the fuel 
mass burnt & burning rate are calculated.
Subroutine Subprogram Prop, (figure 6.25)
In subroutine prop, the equation for enthalpy, 
internal energy & both specific heats (eqn’s. 6.53 to 
6.57) have been split up into common parts, eg. The 
express ions:-
gMolihoi & [ J  J ((Moliai,JTk] ' 6,71
are common to both equations 6.53 8< 6.56 (enthalpy &
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internal energy). Therefore these expressions need 
only be evaluated once in the determination of both 
enthalpy & internal energy.
Although this makes the program more complex, it does 
reduce the running time.
Function Subprogram rmf (figure 6.26)
This is a fairly straight forward function, which 
evaluates the mass of fuel (or air) within the fuel 
jet or a z o n e ’s boundaries. If the flag *iair’ equals 
1 in the calling program, than the mass of air is 
determined. The mass required is partly determined by 
the NAG routine dOldaf.
Subroutine Subprogram Pareq
This is based on a program written by Baluswamy (73) 
which evaluates the chemical equilibrium (see section
6.2.b) for 12 species.
Subroutine Subprogram Confin -
This subroutine is called from zone when the mass of 
air in the jet exceeds the mass of air in the 
chamber. It increases the jet boundary concentration 
from zero (thus decreasing the jet width) & the 
overall concentration profiles. These are adjusted 
until the mass of air in the jet equals the original 
air chamber mass & the mass of fuel in the jet equals 
the mass injected. The technique used is based on the 
description given in the section on mixing after 
fresh air depletion.
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ISPECIES a b c d e hoi ( k J / k g m o l )
H2 3 .4 3 3 2 8 - 8 . 1 8 1 00E-6 9 .6 6 9 9 0 E - 8 - 1 . 4 4 3 9 2 E - 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0
CO 3 . 3 1 7 0 0 3 .7 6 9 7 0 E - 4 - 3 . 2 2 0 8 0 E - 8 - 2 . 1 9 450E -12 0 .0 0 0 0 0 -1 .1 3 9 5 Q E 5
N2 3 .3 4 4 1 5 2 .9 4 2 6 0 E - 4 1 . 9 5 3 0 0 E - 9 - 6 . 5 7 4 7 0 E - 12 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0
NO 3 .5 0 1 7 4 2 .9 9 3 8 0 E - 4 - 9 . 5 8 8 0 0 E - 9 - 4 . 9 0 3 6 0 E - 1 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 8 . 99684E4
C02 3 .0 9 5 9 0 2 . 7 3 1 14E-3 - 7 . 8 8 5 4 2  £ - 7 8 . 6 6 0 0 2 E - 1 1 0 .0 0 0 0 0 - 3 . 9 3 6 4 0 E 5
0 3 .2 5 3 0 4 6 . 5 2 3 5 0 E - 4 - 1 . 4 9 5 2 4 E - 7 1 .5 3 8 9 7 E -1 1 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0
h2 0 3 .7 4 2 9 2 5 . 6 5 5 9 0 E - 4 1 . 0 0 1 87E -8 - 1 . 8 1 8 0 2 E - 11 0 .0 0 0 0 0 - 2 . 3 9 2 2 5 E 5
0 2 . 7 6 4 0 3 - 2 . 5 1 4 2 7 E - 4 1 . 0 0 1 8 7 E - 7 - 1 . 3 8 6 7 0 E - 1 1 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 2 .4 7 0 7 1 E 5
N 2 . 4 9 9 0 6 2 . 8 7 44 1 E -6 - 2 . 4 4 8 1 6 E - 9 6 . 1 5 1 5 1 E - 13 0 .0 0 0 0 0 4 .7 1 6 5 0 E 5
H 2 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 2 . 1 6239E5
A 2 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0
OH 3 . 2 6 1 4 0 2 .9 8 5 9 E - 4 - 2 . 3 7 4 5 0 E - 8 0 , 4 5 6 6 0 E - 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 3 .8 6 7 6 2 E 4
Q3H28 3 3 . 4 9 8 - 6 . 2 4 3 0 0 E - 2 2 . 2 2 2 4 0 E - 4 - 2 . 0 7 3 1 E - 7 6 . 7 5 6 4 E - 1 1 | - 2 . 5 2 1 3 E 5
table 6.1 Polynomial coefficients for thermodvnamic 
property equations. Temperature ranee from 
500 K to 3000 K. C i 3H 7r temperature 
range from 200 K to 1000 K. (73 ) L ? l )
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Figure 6.1 representation of pre-nixed burning. Taken 
from reference (66).
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Figure 6.4 Fuel mass integrand plot for equation 6.8
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Figure 6.11 Fuel/air distribution alone let
represented by hyperbolic function.
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Figure 6. 12 Newton type iteration technique used to 
find iet boundav equiva lence ratio after 
fresh air depletion.
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Figure 6.14 Energy balence. for zone eoins from state I 
to state 11.
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Figure 6. 17 Flow diagram for main Jet program, (cont. ?
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Figure 6.20 Boundary functions FI, P2, P3 & P4 used for 
zone & let boundaries.
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Figure 6.22 Interpolation method tor let width at 
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Figure 6.25 Flow diagram for subroutine prop. (cont. )
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C H A P T E R  7
Theoretical Results.
Chapter 7: Theoretical Results 
7.1 In t rodue t i o n
The experimental combustion chamber contains a number 
of cavities, as shown in figure 7.1. in which a large 
proportion of the combustion chamber air mav reside. 
However, during the initial stages of combustion, 
very little fuel will mix with the air hidden in 
these cavites. Therfore, to simulate this in the 
computer model, the fuel air mixing before ignition 
was restricted to the air within the combustion bowl. 
In addition, after igniton. the fuel/air mixing was 
restricted to the original air mass within the 
combustion bowl; ie mixing of the fuel with the air 
in the cavities was prevented. However there was no 
volume constraint, so the combustion gases within the 
bowl were allowed to expand into these cavities & 
compress the cooler trapped gas without mixing.
This restriction on mixing improved the model 
predictions for the experimental combustion tests. 
However, these tests were all done at lean overall 
air/fuel ratios of between 80:1 8< 40:1 (between 50:1 
& 25:1 based only on the mass in the combustion 
bowl). With richer mixtures, mixing of the fuel with 
the cavity air would play a more important part. 
During the later stages of combustion, combustion 
products & a little fuel would diffuse into the 
cavity air even at lean fuel/air mixtures, although 
this should not significantlv affect the results.
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'(.'2. Heat Release Predictions
Eleven experimental conditions, which covered a wide 
range of conditions, were simulated bv the computer 
model. The first set of computer runs used the same 
injection parameters, pressures & temperatures that 
were measured or set in the experimental tests. The 
simulation of test 140, which was a typical low swirl 
& temperature test, will be considered first. The 
initial conditions used by the program for this test 
were as follows:-
chamber temperature - 773 K
hot wall temperature - 867 K
head temperature - 606 K
chamber pressure - 35 bar
fuel injection pressure - 200 bar
ignition delay - 3.00 ms
pre-mixed burning duration - 1.15 ms
air swirl - 157 rad/s
Table 7.1 shows the program's numerical output for 
this test, which tabulates the sprav tralectorv. 
width, mass injected & concentration prarameter at 
each step. The tip tralectory, which is a function of 
the tip radial penetration (xtw) & the s p r a v ’s 
angular deflection have been plotted in figure 7.2. 
Superimposed on this figure is the combustion bomb 
chamber wall. Also included in the figure for 
comparison is the trajectory from the simulation of 
test 273 (873 K, 55 bar, 786 rad/s).
This diagram demonstrates the crudeness of the let 
mixing model, which does not consider the constraints
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imposed bv the chamber walls. In the low swirled 
case, the spray is deflected bv an insignificant 
amount before it reaches the chamber wall at step 6. 
Even at the high swirl level of test 273 the snrav 
boundary almost reaches the wall bv step 6. This 
problem is further higlighted bv the findings made 
from the combustion & spray films shown in chapter 4. 
which showed that the spray in this tvpe of bomb is 
deflected less in swirl than would be predicted bv 
the model.
Thus to be of practical use, a combustion model needs 
to take into account the effects of wall mixing, as 
combustion in nearly all DI diesel engines involve a 
certain amount of wall mixing
This figure also illustrates how the mixing rate is 
greater for the high swirled case with quicker growth 
of the spray boundaries.
Table 7.2a shows the initial conditions output bv the 
combustion subprogram at the point of ignition. The 
zones have been approximated to the mean chamber 
temperature of 773 K. Also the fuel core is 
effectively non-existent 8< most of the fuel is within 
the burning zones (2,3 & 4) except for a sizeable 
portion (17.6%) below the lean limit, in the air zone 
(1). The equivalence ratios for the zones, have been 
reproduced schematically in figure 7.3. The lean & 
rich limits for the equivalence ratios were 0.5 8< 2.5 
respectively. Table 7.2b shows the resulting 
temperatures & pressures etc. following the pre-mixed 
combustion, which lasted for 1.2 ms. All the burning 
zones show a marked temperature increase, apart from
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the insignificant central zone (no. b). The low 
temperature in this zone is due to its small size, 
uhich reduces the accuracy to uhich its properties 
are calculated. The highest zone temperature is 
achieved by zone 4, uhich is closest to the 
stoichiometric ratio.
The air zone temperature has increased from 773 K to 
839 K, due to the compression caused bv the burning 
zones (heat transfer between zones is not modelled). 
Nearly all the chemical energy within the main 
burning zones has been released, ie there is 89.96 ms 
of fuel within the burning zones (2,3 & 4) & of this 
86.49 mg has been burnt. (Note: The model is based on 
four sprays, so the fuel mass within each zone should 
be multiplied by 4 to get the total fuel mass.)
At the next step shown in table 7.2c, further air has 
been entrained into the zones Sc the fuel mass burnt 
has increased to 87.066 mg. Although there has been 
further heat release between this & the last step, 
energy lost through heat transfer has kept the 
pressure Sc mean temperature effectively constant.
After this step there is a gentle drop off in 
pressure Sc temperature. The fuel mass in the air 
zone, which constitutes 17.6% of the mass inlected. 
is not entrained into the burning zones.
The overall results for pressure, temperature, 
burning rate S< mass fraction burnt for this condition 
have been plotted Sc are shown in figures 7.4 to 7.7. 
Also plotted on these graphs are the experimental 
results of test 140. Figure 7.7 shows that although
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17.6% of the fuel in the theoretical prediction is 
unused, approximately 22.5% more fuel is consumed 
than in the experimental test. There are several 
possible reasons for this large discrepancy1 The 
energy lost through heat transfer could have been 
underestimated in the heat release calculation for 
the experimental condition; gas could have leaked 
passed the shafts carbon sealing rings during the 
combustion & thus reduced the pressures reached; the 
mass of fuel injected could have been overestimated 
by the theoretical model.
In this case, the experimental injected mass, 
according to the capillary equipment, was 79.6 me. 
where as the figure obtained from the heat release 
analysis was 72.16 mg. The mass inlected according to 
the combustion model was 112.85 mg. In addition, the 
model uses a simple equation (6.20) to predict the 
fuel mass injected, which is based on a pressure drop 
accross an orifice. However, in the experimental 
tests, the fuel injection pressure is measured in the 
fuel line Just before the injection nozzle^ Before 
the fuel reaches the nozzle orifice, it has to lift 
and pass the needle valve within the nozzle. Clearly, 
this will produce a pressure drop, so that the 
effective pressure across the nozzle orifice will be 
less than the pressure measured in the fuel line. The 
difference between the two— masses may then be 
attributed to this, as the injection pressure used bv 
the model is based on the experimental values. 
Therfore it appears that the discrepancy between the 
two- is primarily due an overprediction of the fuel 
mass injected by the combustion model. A contribution 
to this error by the other two possible explanations
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should not be discounted though. In particular, the 
heat transfer correlation used in the experimental 
analysis was derived from the Annand correlation 
(79), uhich was developed for use with an engine, not 
a combustion bomb.
At high temperature & high swirl conditions, the 
differences between the theoretical & experimental 
results were more pronounced. This may be illustrated 
by comparing the theoretical analysis of test 260 
with the corresponding experimental result. The 
initial conditions for this test & the analysis were 
as follows:-
chamber temperature - 873 K
hot wall temperature - 934 K
head temperature - 797 K
chamber pressure - 45 bar
fuel injection pressure - 220 bar
injection duration - 2.34 ms
ignition delay - 1.46 ms
pre-mixed burning duration - 0.70 ms
air swirl rate - 786 rad/s
The first six steps are shown in tables 7.3a to 7.3f 
The mass fraction of fuel injected in the non-burning 
air zone (no. 1) has been reduced to lust 2.4 %, 
because of the shorter ignition delay. There is also 
a substantial amount of fuel in the rich core at the 
start of ignition, 30% of the mass injected at 
that time. In addition, the ignition delay plus the 
pre-mixed phase is slightly shorter than the 
injection duration.
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By the end of the 6th step the three initial burning 
zones have increased to seven & the fuel rich core 
has been consumed. The peak zone temperature reached 
was 2875 K (step 2, zone 5),which had an equivalence 
ratio just below stoichiometric.
The temperature of the air zone, decreased to below 
the coldest wall temperature, which is physically 
impossible in a constant volume bomb. This impossible 
condition results from the way the heat transfer loss 
is distributed between zones, ie as a function of 
zone temperature & mass. This was an improvement over 
the Shahed et al model (6,31), which distributed the 
heat loss as a function of zone mass only. The model 
may be qualitatively improved if the heat loss were 
divided between zones as a function of zone mass & 
temperature differences, ie:-
( zone mass^x( Tz -T^)) 
q.=  V 77--- X TOTAL H.T. ~ 1
y 1 { zone mass^x ( T« - T-)) 
z=i
where i stands for zone no.
Figures 7.87 to 7.11 compare the overall results for 
the program with the experimental results. The 
differences between the two are quite pronounced. The 
peak burning rate for the model, along with the 
pressures and temperatures are significantly higher & 
the combustion is much shorter. Also, as before, the 
mass of fuel burnt by the model is much larger, 
although this discrepancy may again be attributed to 
the reasons given in the previous example.
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A pr oba ble reason lor the shorter co mbustion & higher 
peak burning rate, is o v e r s e n s i t i v i t v  bv the iet 
mixing model to the effects of swirl. Possiblv. the 
effects of swirl were more pronounced in the 
experimental tests used to develop the iet mixing 
model, than they were in these experimental tests.
As the two previous examples indicated that too much 
fuel was being injected by the model, further 
computer runs were done with reduced injection 
pressure. In particular, the two previous simulations 
of tests 140 & 260 were repeated.
The overall results for the new simulation of test 
140 are shown in figures 7.12 to 7.15. These all show 
a slight improvement over the previous predictions. A 
reduction in the peak values for pressure, 
temperature, burning rate & mass fraction burnt are 
the primary differences, although they are still 
slightly high.
In the simulation of test 260, the reduced injection 
pressure has improved the overall results as shown in 
figures 7.16 to 7.19. The predictions are still poor 
though, because of the sensitivity of the model to 
swirl; the mixing rates are still too hieh.
As the jet mixing model has been proven to be over 
sensitive to swirl, further computer runs were-* 
undertaken with the swirl level set to the minimum 
experimental value, ie 73.5 rad/s. In addition, the 
fuel injection pressure was reduced so as to produce 
the same mass injected as was achieved 
experimentally.
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Figures 7.20 to 7.23 show the results of this from 
the new simulation of test 260. The pressure curve is 
now much closer to the experimentally obtained 
result, although now the mixing rate, during the 
initial stages, is too low. This has reduced the 
pre-mixed spike to 2/3rds of the experimental value, 
where as in the previous example it was 4 times this 
v a l u e .
Peak diffusion burning is now greater than the 
predicted pre-mixed spike as well as the experimental 
diffusion burning rate. So although the initial 
mixing rate in the model is slow during the initial 
stage, it quickly accelerates so that the pressure & 
mass burnt exceeds the experimental values. Thus, the 
combustion duration is still shorter than the 
experimental time although it is now three times 
longer than the previous prediction. This type of 
result was repeated when the computer input swirl 
level was reduced on other high swirl tests. A 
further example is shown in figure 7.24 to 7.27 for 
the simulation of test 273.
There is a large amount of air in cavities outside 
the combustion bowl as explained earlier, (l/3rd 
total) 8< this may well have inhibited the later 
combustion stages by the means described previously. 
Therefore it may partly ba a fault of the combustion 
bomb that the later stages of combustion are 
extended, compared to the predicted results.
On the other hand, the combustion model does not 
include wall effects, which will reduce the later
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mixing rates by comparison with a sprav. which is 
allowed to penetrate indefinitely into higher air 
velocities (see figure 7.2). The model does however 
include the effects of fresh air depletion, which to 
a certain extent, reduces the mixing rates. At 
present, the fresh air depletion submodel does not 
inhibit the mixing rate until the sprav volume 
reaches the chamber volume. Clearly, as this 
situation is approached, the shortage of fresh air 
available for burning must start to inhibit the 
mixing rates. Therefore the mixing rates could be 
inhibited in the model as this situation is 
approached. Also the fresh air depletion submodel 
could be improved, so as to inhibit further the later 
stages of mixing. These adjustments would reallv be a 
simplification & substitute for a wall mixing 
submode 1.
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7-3 Zonal Specie Concentration
It should be borne in mind that the purpose of the 
chemical equilibrium program was to provide data for 
the determination of gas properties & the rate of 
heat release. It was not designed to provide detailed 
information on pollutant formation (NOx) or the more 
unusual species that are formed during the combustion 
of normal diesel fuel. However, an example of the 
theoretical results will be presented, although thev 
have not been compared with or verified bv 
experimental tests.
Figure 7.28 shows the hydrogen specie histories for a 
typical combustion zone as it moves from a rich to 
lean equivalence ratio. Also included on the graph 
are the zone temperature & equivalence ratio 
histories. The curves start at 0.9 ms after ignition, 
because this particular zone was not formed until 
t h e n .
At a high equivalence ratio & low temperature, there 
is a large amount, in molar terms, of the specie 
H z . As the equivalence ratio decreases, this specie 
reduces, as it is converted to Hz0. At the high 
temperatures around stoichiometric, there is a small 
temporary increase in the species of atomic H and 
hydroxyl OH. Although the specie atomic H appears to 
be a flat line on the bottom of the graph, in molar 
terms it reached about 2%.
Figure 7.29 shows the carbon & NO spe cies. The 
behavior of the carbon species CO & COz are similar 
to that for the hydrogen species of Hz & HzO. At
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a rich equivalence ratio, where there is a shortage 
of oxygen, there is an excess of CO. As the 
equivalence ratio reduces, the CO specie decreases 8* 
C0Z increases.
The nitrogen monoxide specie history in not reallv 
representative of what might be found in an engine, 
because the formation & in particular the 
decomposition rate, are slow enough to make the 
assumption of chemical equilibrium invalid 
considering the combustion time. However the fieure 
does show that the maximum concentration of NO occurs 
when there is an excess of oxygen & the combustion 
temperature is high. Furthermore, the program does 
include an option to freeze out the NO level (stop 
the decomposition) at its high temperature value, 
although the assumption of chemical equilibrium does 
make the initial NO formation rate too high.
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7.4 Model Computation Time & Numerical Stability
In terns of actual central processor unit time (CPU 
secs), the program takes approximately 60 CPU minutes 
of Honeywell Multics time to do between 30 & 60 steps 
of 0.2 ms each. The run time for any individual test 
is primarily a function of the number of final zones; 
eg test 260, with fuelling equal to the experimental 
condition & low swirl, did 32 steps in 60 CPU minutes 
with a final zone number of 17. On the other hand the 
simulation of test 181 had a final zone number of 9 & 
took 36 CPU minutes to do 39 steps (65 steps/CPU 
h o u r ).
Host of the computation time is taken up in 
determining the value of the zone equivalence ratio 
boundaries & by the subroutine ’confin*. The 
subroutine confin determines the new concentration 
profiles & equivalence ratio of the jet boundary 
after fresh air depletion.
The zone' equivalence ratio boundaries are determined 
by an iterative technique as described in the 
previous chapter, with numerous calls to the 
subroutine dOldaf. DOldaf is used to solve the double 
integral equations of 6.33, 6.38 & 6.39 for the fuel 
& air masses within the zones and the whole jet.
This area of computation may possibly be speeded up 
by increasing the iterative convergence rate or 
writing a purpose built subroutine to replace the 
general NAG routine dOldaf.
The computation time cannot be reduced by decreasing
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the accuracy of the convergence criteria, as the 
program either fails to converge in its iterative 
procedures or fails corapletly.
In its present form, it still occassionally fails & 
the source of these failures can invariably be traced 
back to the NAG routine dOldaf. This is another 
reason for writing a purpose built subroutine to 
replace the NAG routine dOldaf.
The other parts of the program contribute little to 
the overall computation time, eg the jet mixing part 
of the main program contributes just under 30 CPU 
seconds of computation time for fifty steps.
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7-5 Model Restrictions & Limits
The results presented here have highlighted some of 
the restrictions & limits of the model. In its 
present form it is only really applicable to low 
swirl, high temperature conditions with a short 
ignition delay.
With ignition delays over 0.5 ms, the lack of a 
pre-mixed burning submodel, makes realistic 
predictions impossible, as the duration of the 
pre-mixed phase is unknown. For ignition delays below 
0.5 ms & with low swirl levels, very little fuel is 
available for pre-mixed burning, which makes this 
phase of combustion relatively unimportant in heat 
release terms. Under these conditions the pre-mixed 
burning duration is short and a constant value could 
be used.
If a pre-mixed model were introduced, there would 
have to be some transition from the pre-mixed phase 
to the mixing or diffusion controlled stage. One 
possible method would be to control the initial 
pre-mixed or diffusion phase by rate controlled 
reactions. These rate controlled reactions could then 
be used in the mixing phase, when the rate of 
reaction would then be dependent on the rate at which 
fuel is prepared. However, it would be desirable to 
introduce the assumption of chemical equilibrium in 
the later stages of combustion, as this would be 
computationally quicker although more complex.
An ignition delay model was not included in the 
model, because it would have made comparison of the
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combustion model with the experimental results more 
difficult. However, if it were so desired, a simple 
empirical model could be easily introduced.
The model also ignores impingement of the spray on 
the chamber wall & its effect on the mixing & 
combustion rates. In most small DI diesel engines, 
wall impingement plays an important part in the 
combustion. At present their is little detailed 
information on wall mixing under quiescent conditions 
& even less under swirled conditions. The extension 
of this model to include wall mixing would be 
difficult, although not impossible. The main problem 
would be trying to split the spray up into zones when 
there is a much more complex distribution of fuel & 
air then the present distribution.
Mixing after fresh air depletion was not done on a 
strict theoretical basis. The inclusion of a wall 
mixing model would not necessarily include this 
either. Further work needs-to be done in this area as 
this part of the combustion phase plays an important 
part in the final levels of pollutants produced.
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Table 7.2b Predicted zone 8. mean conditions after
first step for the simulation of test 140.
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Table 7.2c Next step (table 7.2b)
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Table 7.3a Predicted zone 8, mean condition at iention 
for the simulation of test 260.
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Table 7.3f Step 6, test 260.




Figure 7.1 Cavities in which air may reside outside 
combustion bowl.
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Figure 7.2 Predicted spray traiectorv for tests 140 &< 
273 superimposedonto combustion boul.
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Figure 7.3 Schematic representation of equivalence 
ratios, taken from table 7.2a for the 
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Figure 7.4 Theoretical & experimental pressure curves
for test 140.
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Figure 7.5 Theoretical & experimental temperature
curves for test 140
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Figure 7.6 Theoretical & experimental burning rate
curves for test 140.














Figure 7.7 Theoretical & experimental mass fraction
curves for test 140.
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Figure 7.9 Theoretical & experimental temperature
curves for test 260
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Figure 7.10 Theoretical & experimental burnine rate
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Figure 7.11 Theoretical 8. experimental mass fraction
curves for test 260.












igure 7.12 Theoretical 8. experimental pressure curves 
for test 140 (reduced in iect ion pressure).
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Figure 7.13 Theoretical & experimental temperature
curves for test 140 (reduced iniection
pressure).
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Figure 7.14 Theoretical & experimental burnine rate 
curves for test 140 (reduced iniection 
pressure ) .
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Figure 7.15 Theoretical & experimental mass fraction






















Figure 7.16 Theoretical 8. experimental pressure curves
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Figure 7.17 Theoretical & experimental temperature
curves for test 260 (reduced injection
pressure ) .
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Figure 7.18 Theoretical 8. experimental burnine rate
curves for test 260 (reduced inlection
pressure ) .
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Figure 7.19 Theoretical & experimental mass fraction






















Figure 7.20 Theoretical & experimental pressure curves 
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Figure 7.21 Theoretical & experimental temperature 
curves for test 260 (equal fuelling & 
reduced swirl ) .
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Figure 7.22 Theoretical 8. experimental burning rate
curves for test 260 (equal fuelling 8,
reduced s u i r 1).
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Figure 7.23 Theoretical &< experimental mass fraction
curves for test 260 (equal fuelling &
reduced suirl).












Figure 7.24 Theoretical 8. experimental pressure curves
for test 273 (equal fuellin* & reduced
suir 1 ) .
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Figure 7.25 Theoretical 8. experimental temperature
curves for test 273 (equal fuelling &
reduced suirl ) .
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Figure 7.26 Theoretical 8, experimental burning rate
curves for test 273 (equal fuelling 8,
reduced suirl).
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Figure 7.27 Theoretical & experimental mass fraction
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1.29 Carbon &. Nitrogen Monoxide Specie 
Histories for a typical zone.
CHAPTER 8 
Conelusions.
C h a p t e r  8? C o n c l u s i o n s
Cold Injections into Nitrogen
A short film series of injections into room 
temperature nitrogen were succesfully completed. Drum 
swirl rates upto 17,500 rpm, which generated gas 
swirl rates upto 8000 rpm, with chamber pressures 
upto 55 bar, were achieved. However, the method of 
illumination only allowed information about spray 
trajectories to be obtained.
At the highest swirl rates and pressures, the spray, 
although deflected, still reached the chamber wall 
(fig. 4.11). No upwind wall jet was produced at this 
condition with the fuel being swept away by the swirl 
generating drum.
The spray penetrations were compared with 
experimental correlations and the closest agreement 
was achieved with an equation by Chiu, Shahed and Lyn 
(31) at low swirl levels. At high swirl levels, their 
correlation overestimated the effects of swirl, but 
this was partly due to the type of swirl generated in 
the combustion bomb. However, the closeness of this 
correlation was probably due to similarities between 
these experimental tests and those from which the 
correlation were derived. In addition their 
correlation was not comprehensive in the fact that it 
ignored the effects of certain experimental 
parameters (eg nozzle hole diameter/ length ratio).
- 164 -
C o m b u s t  ion f i 1 ms
A further short series of good combustion films in 
terms of image quality, were produced. In these 
tests, slightly higher levels of swirl were achieved, 
with drum swirl rates upto 20,000 rpm (approx 9000 
rpm gas swirl rate). The effect of swirl on the spray 
trajectories was less pronounced, than in the cold 
tests, due to the lower air densities caused by the 
high gas temperatures.
Conditions within the combustion chamber approached 
those that may be found in a diesel engine. The most 
severe conditions achieved were an initial air 
temperature of 513 C and pressrue of 55 bar, which 
produced an ignition delay of 2.19 ms). All the films 
showed that ignition occured in the downwind side of 
the spray close to the wall (ie 3/4 of the distance 
from the nozzle to the wall). However, all the films 
were shot at conditions where ignition was longer or 
as long as the injection duration.
Heat Release Results —
A reasonable number (79 total) of heat release 
results were produced which simulated the conditions 
that may be found in a diesel engine. These results 
demonstrated that this unique combustion could 
simulate diesel type combustion, with pre-injection 
chamber pressure of 55 bar, nominal air temperatures 
upto 600 C (with one at 655 C) and drum swirl rates 
upto 20,000 rpm (approx. 9,000 rpm gas swirl rate). 
The shortest ignition delay achieved was almost 
exactly 1 ms, which was much shorter than the
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injection duration of 2.5 ms. The heat release 
diagrams produced would have been fairly typical for 
a normally aspirated diesel engine, although possibly 
rather noisy (eg fig. 5.13), with a relatively large 
pre-mixed spike. However heat release results were 
produced which consisted of 75% of diffusion type 
combust ion.
The effects of pressure, temperature and swirl on the 
combustion process were examined and the most 
interesting of these was the effect of swirl on 
ignition delay. Generally, the results demonstrated 
that the ignition delay decreased with increasing 
swirl, although this was not conclusive. The 
uncertainty of this conclusion was due to the effect 
of swirl on the experimental apparatus and the mean 
gas temperature.
It was not possible to maintain the same wall 
temperatures at different swirl levels but at the 
same nominal gas temperature. In addition, the gas 
temperature was only measured at three locations, so 
it was not possible to determine the mean gas 
temperature very accurately or the exact temperature 
distribution within the combustion chamber. However, 
the effect of swirl on the ignition delay at the 
nominal gas temperature of 600 C was quite pronounced 
(see figs. 5.23 to 5.25).
A further interesting effect of swirl was its 
influence on the peak burning rate at different 
initial conditions. The effect appeared to be related 
to the severity of the initial conditions; ie as the 
temperature and pressure increased there was a
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transition from the peak burning rate increasing with 
swirl to the peak burning rate either being 
unaffected by the level of swirl or decreasing with 
swirl (see figure 5.48). This behavior may be 
attributed to the combined effects of swirl on the 
ignition delay and the fuel/air mixing rate. 
Increasing the swirl increases the mixing rates, but 
also (apparently) decrease the ignition delay. A 
shorter ignition delay decreases the time available 
for pre-mixed fuel to be prepared, but higher swirl 
levels will increase the mixing rates. At severe 
conditions (high pressure and temperature) the effect 
of swirl on ignition delay becomes more dominant.
Combustion Model
With a few modifications, the multizone combustion 
model developed from the work of Shahed, Chiu and Lyn 
(31,46) was able to reproduce the heat release 
results obtained from the combustion bomb. However, 
the model was only really applicable to low swirl, 
high temperature (short ignition delay) conditions. 
With longer ignition delays the lack of a pre-mixed 
burning submodel became important.
The restriction to low swirl levels was mainly due to 
the simplicty of the jet model, which overestimated 
the effects of swirl on the mixing rates. The jet 
mixing model did not include the effect of wall 
mixing either. However, the combustion submodel, 
which is superimposed onto the jet mixing model, 
could be adapted to a more sophisticated jet mixing 
model. With the addition of an ignition delay and a 
pre-mixed combustion model, a much more useful and
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universal model might be obtained. The model could be 
further improved, if the potential to model emissions 
was also developed.
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C H A P T E R  9
Suggestions for Further Work.
Chapter 9: Suggestions for further uork 
Combustion bomb design
This work has highlighted certain areas of design, 
which, in hindsight, could be improved.
This combustion work, theoretical and practical, has 
shown that too much air exists in cavities (between 
the heating coils) outside the combustion bowl. This 
large proportion of air increases the effective heat 
transfer and reduces the mixing rate in the later 
stages of combustion. A new design would need to 
reduce the proportion of air in these cavities.
The effect of swirl on the ignition delay was not 
conclusive, partly because the swirl level could not 
be altered independently of the head temperature. If 
the head temperature could be controlled 
independently (with heating coils?), then this would 
reduce its influence on the results as well as 
possibly producing a more uniform temperature 
distribution within the combustion chamber.
A further modification, which would help produce a 
uniform temperature distribution, would be to improve 
the thermal isolation of the swirl generating drum 
from the shaft. This would have the additional 
benefit of protecting the seals from the high chamber 
temperatures.
The rotary mechanical seals between the shaft and 
combustion chamber were not always reliable, partly
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because their design uas constrained by the earlier 
design of the combustion chamber. The sealing could 
be improved if three seals were used in series with 
the two closest to the combustion chamber configured 
so that the buffer oil between them was at a
higher pressure than the chamber pressure. In this 
way, the buffer oil would properly lubricate the 
seals and assist with the sealing. The pressure 
between these two seals would need to be much higher 
than the combustion chamber pressure (the reverse of 
the present situation) so that the combustion 
pressures could be contained. However with this 
design, there would be a risk of oil seepage into the 
chamber.
A much stiffer shaft with less overhang of the drum 
would also be obtained if the ball bearings were 
replaced with journal bearings. The best location for 
these would be between the seals and as close to the 
drum as possible. A stiffer shaft would also allow 
higher operating speeds as well as more effective 
sealing.
Finally, the optical head could be improved so as to 
provide better visual access under high swirl 
conditions. In addition, the window sealing could be 
changed so that cooling would be unnecessary, thus 
allowing higher chamber temperatures. They could also 
be flush mounted internally, so as to reduce 
turbulence generation around the window edges.
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Exper imental Work
The exact level of suirl and the mean velocity 
distribution within the bomb uas not examined 
fully. Some work uas done with hot wire 
anemometry equipment under cold conditions, as well 
as the suirl level being estimated from velocity 
measurements within an equivalent water rig (see 
chapter 1). Houever, better measurements could be 
obtained uith laser anemometry equipment used in 
conjunction with the optical head. Results obtained 
in this way would also be more useful when used 
uith information obtained from films.
It has never been possible to accurately predict the 
heat transfer rates during the combustion phase, as a 
suitable correlation for these circumstances does not 
appear to be available. However, if surface mounted 
heat transfer probes were mounted in the head, the 
relative levels of heat transfer during the 
combustion phase could be measured.
All of the films produced, even at the highest swirl 
levels, showed that little spray deflection uas 
achieved. If it was desired to produce an overswirled 
(highly deflected spray), then this could be achieved 
by reducing the nozzle hole size, without sacrificing 
the quality of the injection.
Combustion Model
The combustion model has a lot of potential, although to 
be of any real use, further work needs to done in the 
following areas:-
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1. Jet mixing model: This is the most important & 
weakest part of the model. It would not be 
difficult to improve it, without any need to 
alter the combustion submodel.
2. Wall mixing model: At present this is not 
included, although wall affects are 
particularly important in small DI diesel 
engines.
3. Fresh air depletion: A qualitative model was 
included, but this could be improved so that it 
had a better theoretical and experimental 
basis.
4. Ignition delay: No ignition delay model was 
included although it would be fairly simple to 
include a simple empirical model.
5. Pre-mixed burning: If this were included the 
model could be extended to cover a much wider 
range of realistic conditions.
6. Emissions: The model already includes the 
ability to predict N0„ pollution and it would 
be fairly easy to develop this. Other emission 
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